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Abstract
Tuning hardwired compiler optimizations for rapidly
evolving hardware makes porting an optimizing compiler for each new platform extremely challenging. Our
radical approach is to develop a modular, extensible,
self-optimizing compiler that automatically learns the
best optimization heuristics based on the behavior of the
platform. In this paper we describe M ILEPOST1 GCC, a
machine-learning-based compiler that automatically adjusts its optimization heuristics to improve the execution time, code size, or compilation time of specific programs on different architectures. Our preliminary experimental results show that it is possible to considerably
reduce execution time of the MiBench benchmark suite
on a range of platforms entirely automatically.

1

The difficulty of achieving portable compiler performance has led to iterative compilation [10, 15, 14, 25,
32, 18, 29, 23, 24, 17, 19, 21] being proposed as a
means of overcoming the fundamental problem of static
modeling. The compiler’s static model is replaced by
a search of the space of compilation strategies to find
the one which, when executed, best improves the program. Little or no knowledge of the current platform is
needed so programs can be adapted to different architectures. It is currently used in library generators and
by some existing adaptive tools [35, 27, 30, 8, 1, 3].
However, it is largely limited to searching for combinations of global compiler optimization flags and tweaking
a few fine-grain transformations within relatively narrow search spaces. The main barrier to its wider use is
the currently excessive compilation and execution time
needed in order to optimize each program. This prevents
its wider adoption in general-purpose compilers.

Introduction

Current architectures and compilers continue to evolve,
bringing higher performance, lower power, and smaller
size while attempting to keep time to market as short as
possible. Typical systems may now have multiple heterogeneous reconfigurable cores and a great number of
compiler optimizations available, making manual compiler tuning increasingly infeasible. Furthermore, static
compilers often fail to produce high-quality code due to
a simplistic model of the underlying hardware.
1 MILEPOST—MachIne

opTimization [4].

Learning for Embedded PrOgramS

Our approach is to use machine learning, which has the
potential to reuse knowledge across iterative compilation runs, gaining the benefits of iterative compilation
while reducing the number of executions needed.
The M ILEPOST project’s [4] objective is to develop
compiler technology that can automatically learn how to
best optimize programs for configurable heterogeneous
embedded processors using machine learning. It aims to
dramatically reduce the time to market of configurable
systems. Rather than developing a specialised compiler
by hand for each configuration, M ILEPOST aims to produce optimizing compilers automatically.
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A key goal of the project is to make machine-learningbased compilation a realistic technology for generalpurpose compilation. Current approaches [28, 31, 9, 13]
are highly preliminary, limited to global compiler flags
or simple transformations considered in isolation. GCC
was selected as the compiler infrastructure for M ILE POST as it is currently the most stable and robust opensource compiler. It supports multiple architectures and
has multiple aggressive optimizations, making it a natural vehicle for our research. In addition, each new version usually features new transformations demonstrating the need for a system to automatically re-tune its
optimization heuristics.
In this paper we present early experimental results
showing that it is possible to improve the performance
of the well-known MiBench [22] benchmark suite on a
range of platforms including x86 and IA64. We ported
our tools to the new ARC GCC 4.2.1 that targets ARC
International’s configurable core family. Using M ILE POST GCC, after a few weeks of training, we were able
to learn a model that automatically improves the execution time of MiBench benchmark by 11%, demonstrating the use of our machine-learning-based compiler.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section
describes the overall M ILEPOST framework and is itself followed by a section detailing our implementation
of the Interactive Compilation Interface for GCC that
enables dynamic manipulation of optimization passes.
Section 4 describes machine learning techniques used
to predict good optimization passes for programs using static program features and optimization knowledge
reuse. Section 5 provides experimental results and is
followed by concluding remarks.

2

M ILEPOST Framework

learning tools to correlate aspects of program structure,
or features, with optimizations, building a strategy that
predicts a good combination of optimizations.
In order to learn a good strategy, machine learning tools
need a large number of compilations and executions as
training examples. These training examples are generated by a tool, the Continuous Collective Compilation
Framework[2] (CCC), which evaluates different compilation optimizations, storing execution time, code size,
and other metrics in a database. The features of the program are extracted from M ILEPOST GCC via a plugin
and are also stored in the database. Plugins allow finegrain control and examination of the compiler, driven
externally through shared libraries.

Deployment Once sufficient training data is gathered,
a model is created using machine-learning modeling.
The model is able to predict good optimization strategies for a given set of program features and is built as
a plugin so that it can be re-inserted into M ILEPOST
GCC. On encountering a new program, the plugin determines the program’s features, passing them to the
model, which determines the optimizations to be applied.

Framework In this paper we use a new version of the
Interactive Compilation Interface (ICI) for GCC which
controls the internal optimization decisions and their parameters using external plugins. It now allows the complete substitution of default internal optimization heuristics as well as the order of transformations.

The M ILEPOST project uses a number of components,
at the heart of which is the machine-learning-enabled
M ILEPOST GCC, shown in Figure 1. M ILEPOST GCC
currently proceeds in two distinct phases, in accordance
with typical machine learning practice: training and deployment.

We use the Continuous Collective Compilation Framework [2] to produce a training set for machine learning
models to learn how to optimize programs for the best
performance, code size, power consumption, and any
other objective function needed by the end user. This
framework allows knowledge of the optimization space
to be reused among different programs, architectures,
and data sets.

Training During the training phase we need to gather
information about the structure of programs and record
how they behave when compiled under different optimization settings. Such information allows machine

Together with additional routines needed for machine
learning, such as program feature extraction, this forms
the M ILEPOST GCC. M ILEPOST GCC transforms the
compiler suite into a powerful research tool suitable for
adaptive computing.
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Training

{

Deployment

{

MILEPOST GCC

CCC

Program 1

(with ICI and ML routines)

Continuous Collective
Compilation Framework

...

IC Plugins

Program N

Drivers for
iterative
compilation
and model
training

Recording pass
sequences
Extracting static
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Global
Optimization
Database

MILEPOST GCC

New Program

Extracting static
program features

Predicting "good"
passes to improve
exec. time, code size,
and comp. time

Selecting "good"
passes

Figure 1: Framework to automatically tune programs and improve default optimization heuristics using machine
learning techniques, M ILEPOST GCC with Interactive Compilation Interface (ICI) and program features extractor,
and Continuous Collective Compilation Framework to train ML model and predict good optimization passes
The next section describes the new ICI structure and explains how program features can be extracted for later
machine learning in Section 4.

3

to automatically learn good sequences of optimization
passes. In replacing default optimization heuristics, execution time, code size, and compilation time can be improved.

Interactive Compilation Interface

This section describes the Interactive Compilation Interface (ICI). The ICI provides opportunities for external
control and examination of the compiler. Optimization
settings at a fine-grained level, beyond the capabilities
of command line options or pragmas, can be managed
through external shared libraries, leaving the compiler
uncluttered.
The first version of ICI [20] was reactive and required
minimal changes to GCC. It was, however, unable to
modify the order of optimization passes within the compiler and so large opportunities for speedup were closed
to it. The new version of ICI expands on the capabilities
of its predecessor, permitting the pass order to be modified. This version of ICI is used in the M ILEPOST GCC

3.1

Internal structure

To avoid the drawbacks of the first version of the ICI, we
designed a new version, as shown in Figure 2. This version can now transparently monitor execution of passes
or replace the GCC Controller (Pass Manager), if desired. Passes can be selected by an external plugin
which may choose to drive them in a very different order
to that currently used in GCC, even choosing different
pass orderings for each and every function in program
being compiled. Furthermore, the plugin can provide its
own passes, implemented entirely outside of GCC.
In an additional set of enhancements, a coherent event
and data passing mechanism enables external plugins to
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Figure 2: GCC Interactive Compilation Interface: a) original GCC, b) GCC with ICI and plugins
discover the state of the compiler and to be informed as
it changes. At various points in the compilation process,
events (IC Event) are raised, indicating decisions about
transformations. Auxiliary data (IC Data) is registered
if needed.
Since plugins now extend GCC through external shared
libraries, experiments can be built with no further modifications to the underlying compiler. Modifications for
different analysis, optimization, and monitoring scenarios proceed in a tight engineering environment. These
plugins communicate with external drivers and can allow both high-level scripting and communication with
machine learning frameworks such as M ILEPOST GCC.
Note that it is not the goal of this project to develop a
full-fledged plugin system. Rather, we show the utility of such approaches for iterative compilation and
machine learning in compilers. We may later utilize
GCC plugin systems currently in development, for example [7] and [12].
Figure 3 shows some of the modifications needed to enable ICI in GCC with an example of a passive plugin
to monitor executed passes. The plugin is invoked by
the new -fici GCC flag or by setting ICI_USE environment variable to 1 (to enable non-intrusive optimizations without changes to Makefiles). When GCC detects

these options, it loads a plugin (dynamic library) with
a name specified by ICI_PLUGIN environment variable and checks for two functions, start and stop,
as shown in Figure 3a.
The start function of the example plugin registers
an event handler function executed_pass on an ICEvent called pass_execution.
Figure 3c shows simple modifications in GCC Controller (Pass Manager) to enable monitoring of executed passes.
When the GCC Controller function execute_one_pass is invoked, we register
an IC-Parameter called pass_name giving the real
name of the executed pass and trigger an IC-Event
pass_execution. This in turn invokes the plugin function executed_pass where we can obtain the current name of the compiled function using ici_get_
feature("function_name") and the pass name
using ici_get_parameter("pass_name").
IC-Features provide read only data about the compilation state. IC-Parameters, on the other hand, can be dynamically changed by plugins to change the subsequent
behavior of the compiler. Such behavior modification is
demonstrated in the next subsection using an example
with an avoid_gate parameter needed for dynamic
pass manipulation.
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file: ic-framework.c

file: save-executed-passes.c (IC Plugin)

file: passes.c

static int
load_ici (char *dynlib_file)
{
…
void *ICILib;
bool error = 0;

#include "../include/ic-controller.h"
#include "../../gcc/gcc/ic-interface.h"
…
void executed_pass (void)
{
char *pass_name;
char *func_name;

bool
execute_one_pass (struct tree_opt_pass *pass)
{
bool initializing_dump;
unsigned int todo_after = 0;
static bool gate_status;

ICILib = dlopen(dynlib_file, RTLD_LAZY);
error |= check_for_dlerror();

/* Iterate through passes (obtained as features)
* to save original GCC pass order */

ici_start = (func) dlsym(ICILib, "start");
error |= check_for_dlerror();
ici_stop = (func) dlsym(ICILib, "stop");
error |= check_for_dlerror();

func_name = (char *)
ici_get_feature("function_name");
pass_name = (char *)
ici_get_parameter("pass_name");
printf("%s %s\n", func_name, pass_name);

…
}
}
}

char start (void)
{
ici_register_event ("pass_execution",
&executed_pass);
}

(a)

(b)

gate_status = (pass->gate == NULL) ? true :
pass->gate();
ici_register_parameter("gate_status", &gate_status);
ici_call_event("avoid_gate");
ici_unregister_parameter("gate_status");
if (!gate_status)
return false;
ici_register_parameter("pass_name", (void *)
(pass->name));
ici_call_event("pass_execution");
ici_unregister_parameter("pass_name");
…

(c)

Figure 3: Some GCC modifications to enable ICI and an example of a plugin to monitor executed passes:
a) IC Framework within GCC, b) IC Plugin to monitor executed passes, c) GCC Controller (pass manager) modification
Since we use the name field from the GCC pass structure to identify passes, we have had to ensure that each
pass has a unique name. Previously, some passes have
had no name at all and we suggest that in the future
a good development practice of always having unique
names would be sensible.
3.2

Dynamic Manipulation of GCC Passes

Previous research shows a great potential to improve
program execution time or reduce code size by carefully
selecting global compiler flags or transformation parameters using iterative compilation. The quality of generated code can also be improved by selecting different
optimization orders as shown in [15, 14, 16, 25]. Our
approach combines the selection of optimal optimization orders and tuning parameters of transformations at
the same time.
The new version of ICI enables arbitrary selection of legal optimization passes and has a mechanism to change
parameters or transformations within passes. Since
GCC currently does not provide enough information
about dependencies between passes to detect legal orders, and the optimization space is too large to check
all possible combinations, we focused on detecting influential passes and legal orders of optimizations. We
examined the pass orders generated by compiler flags
that improved program execution time or code size using iterative compilation.
Before we attempt to learn good optimization settings

and pass orders, we first confirm that there is indeed performance to be gained within GCC from such actions—
otherwise there is no point in trying to learn. By using
the Continuous Collective Compilation Framework [2]
to randomly search though the optimization flag space
(50% probability of selecting each optimization flag)
and M ILEPOST GCC 4.2.2 on AMD Athlon64 3700+
and Intel Xeon 2800MHz, we could improve execution
time of susan_corners by around 16%, compile time by
22%, and code size by 13% using Pareto optimal points
as described in the previous work [23, 24]. Note that
the same combination of flags degrades execution time
of this benchmark on Itanium-2 1.3GHz by 80%, thus
demonstrating the importance of adapting compilers to
each new architecture. Figure 4a shows the combination
of flags found for this benchmark on the AMD platform
while Figures 4b,c show the passes invoked and monitored by M ILEPOST GCC for the default -O3 level and
for the best combination of flags respectively.
Given that there is good performance to be gained by
searching for good compiler flags, we now wish to automatically select good optimization passes and transformation parameters. These should enable fine-grained
program and compiler tuning as well as non-intrusive
continuous program optimizations without modifications to Makefiles, etc. The current version of ICI allows
passes to be called directly using the ici_run_pass
function that in turn invokes GCC function execute_
one_pass. Therefore, we can circumvent the default GCC Pass Manager and execute good sequences
of passes previously found by the CCC Framework as
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-O3 -fsched-stalled-insns-dep=28 -falign-functions=64 -falign-jumps=64 -falign-loops=19 -fno-branch-count-reg
-fbranch-target-load-optimize -fno-crossjumping -fno-cse-skip-blocks -fdefer-pop -fno-defer-pop -fno-force-addr
-fgcse-after-reload -fno-gcse-las -fno-gcse -fif-conversion -finline-functions -fno-ivopts -fno-math-errno
-foptimize-register-move -fno-optimize-sibling-calls -fpeel-loops -fno-prefetch-loop-arrays -fregmove -freorder-blocks
-frerun-loop-opt -fno-sched-interblock -fsched-spec-load-dangerous -fsched-spec-load -fno-sched2-use-superblocks
-fschedule-insns -fschedule-insns2 -fno-signaling-nans -fno-split-ivs-in-unroller -fstrength-reduce -fstrict-aliasing
-fno-tree-copyrename -fno-tree-dominator-opts -fno-tree-dse -fno-tree-loop-im -fno-tree-loop-linear -ftree-loop-optimize
-fno-tree-lrs -ftree-pre -ftree-sra -fno-tree-vect-loop-version

(a)
fixupcfg,init_datastructures,all_optimizations,referenced_vars,reset_cc_flags,salias,ssa,alias,retslot,copyrename,ccp,fre,
dce,forwprop,copyprop,mergephi,vrp,dce,dom,phicprop,phiopt,alias,tailr,profile,ch,,cplxlower,sra,alias,copyrename,dom,
phicprop,reassoc,dce,dse,alias,forwprop,phiopt,objsz,store_ccp,store_copyprop,fab,alias,crited,pre,alias,sink,loop,loopinit,
copyprop,lim,unswitch,sccp,empty,record_bounds,ivcanon,cunroll,ivopts,loopdone,reassoc,vrp,dom,phicprop,cddce,dse,
forwprop,phiopt,tailc,copyrename,uncprop,optimized,nrv,blocks,final_cleanup,warn_function_noreturn,free_datastructure,
free_cfg_annotations,expand,rest_of_compilation,init_function,sibling,locators,initvals,unshared,vregs,jump,cse1,gcse1,
bypass,ce1,loop2,loop2_init,loop2_invariant,loop2_unswitch,loop2_done,cse2,life1,combine,ce2,regmove,split1,
mode-sw,life2,lreg,greg,postreload,postreload_cse,gcse2,flow2,csa,peephole2,ce3,rnreg,bbro,leaf_regs,sched2,stack,
compute_alignments,compgotos,free_cfg,mach,elnotes,barriers,eh-anges,shorten,set_nothrow_function_flags,final,
clean_state

(b)
fixupcfg,init_datastructures,all_optimizations,referenced_vars,reset_cc_flags,salias,ssa,alias,retslot,ccp,fre,dce,forwprop,
copyprop,mergephi,vrp,dce,phiopt,alias,profile,ch,cplxlower,sra,alias,reassoc,dce,alias,forwprop,phiopt,objsz,store_ccp,
store_copyprop,fab,alias,crited,pre,alias,sink,loop,loopinit,copyprop,unswitch,sccp,empty,record_bounds,ivcanon,cunroll,
loopdone,reassoc,vrp,cddce,forwprop,phiopt,optimized,nrv,blocks,final_cleanup,warn_function_noreturn,
free_datastructures,free_cfg_annotations,expand,rest_of_compilation,init_function,sibling,locators,initvals,unshared,vregs,
jump,cse1,ce1,loop2,loop2_init,loop2_invariant,loop2_unswitch,loop2_unroll,loop2_done,web,cse2,life1,combine,ce2,
regmove,split1,mode-sw,life2,sched1,lreg,greg,postreload,postreload_cse,gcse2,flow2,csa,peephole2,ce3,rnreg,bbro,
leaf_regs,sched2,stack,compute_alignments,compgotos,free_cfg,mach,elnotes,barriers,eh-ranges,shorten,
set_nothrow_function_flags,final,clean_state

(c)

Figure 4: a) Selection of compiler flags found using CCC Framework with uniform random search strategy that
improve execution and compilation time for susan_corners benchmark over -O3, b) recorded compiler passes for
-O3 using ICI, c) recorded compiler passes for the good selection of flags (a)
shown in Figure 2b or search for new, good orders of
optimizations. However, we leave the determination of
their interaction and dependencies for future work.
To verify that we can change the default optimization
pass orders using ICI, we recompiled the same benchmark with the -O3 flag, but selected passes as shown in
Figure 4c. However, note that the GCC internal function
execute_one_pass shown in Figure 3c has gate
control (pass->gate()) to execute the pass only if the
associated optimization flag is selected. To avoid this
gate control we use IC-Parameter "gate_status" and ICEvent "avoid_gate" so that we can set gate_status
to TRUE within plugins and thus force its execution.
The execution of the generated binary shows that we
improve its execution time by 13% instead of 16% and
the reason is that some compiler flags not only invoke
the associated pass, such as -funroll-loops, but
also select specific fine-grain transformation parameters
and influence code generation in other passes. Thus, at
this point we recompile programs with such flags always
enabled, and in the future plan to add support for such
cases explicitly.
3.3

Adding program feature extractor pass

Our machine-learnt model predicts the best GCC optimization to apply to an input program based on its pro-

gram structure or program features. The program features are typically a summary of the internal program
representation and characterize the essential aspects of
a program needed by the model to distinguish between
good and bad optimizations.
The current version of ICI allows invoking auxiliary
passes that are not a part of the default GCC compiler.
These passes can monitor and profile the compilation
process or extract data structures needed to generate program features.
During the compilation, the program is represented by
several data structures, implementing the intermediate
representation (tree-SSA, RTL, etc.), control flow graph
(CFG), def-use chains, the loop hierarchy, etc. The data
structures available depend on the compilation pass currently being performed. For statistical machine learning, the information about these data structures is encoded as a vector of constant size of numbers (i.e., features). This process is called feature extraction and is
needed to enable optimization knowledge reuse among
different programs.
Therefore, we implemented an additional GCC pass mlfeat to extract static program features. This pass is not
invoked during default compilation, but can be called
using an extract_program_static_features
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plugin after any arbitrary pass starting from FRE, when
all the GCC data necessary to produce features is ready.

we describe how this infrastructure is used in building a
model.

In the M ILEPOST GCC, the feature extraction is performed in two stages. In the first stage, a relational representation of the program is extracted; in the second
stage, the vector of features is computed from this representation.

Our approach to selecting good passes for programs is
based upon the construction of a probabilistic model on
a set of M training programs and the use of this model in
order to make predictions of “good” optimization passes
on unseen programs.

In the first stage, the program is considered to be characterized by a number of entities and relations over these
entities. The entities are a direct mapping of similar entities defined by the language reference, or generated
during the compilation. Such examples of entities are
variables, types, instructions, basic blocks, temporary
variables, etc.

Our specific machine learning method is similar to that
of [9] where a probability distribution over “good” solutions (i.e., optimization passes or compiler flags) is
learnt across different programs. This approach has
been referred to in the literature as Predictive Search
Distributions (PSD) [11]. However, unlike [9, 11] where
such a distribution is used to focus the search of compiler optimizations on a new program, we use the distribution learned to make one-shot predictions on unseen
programs. Thus we do not search for the best optimization, we automatically predict it.

A relation over a set of entities is a subset of their Cartesian product. The relations specify properties of the
entities or the connections between them. For describing the relations we used a notation based on logic—
Datalog is a Prolog-like language but with simpler semantics, suitable for expressing relations and operations
between them [34, 33].

4.1

The Machine Learning Model

For extracting the relational representation of the program, we used a simple method, based on the examination of the include files. The compiler main data structures are struct data types, having a number of fields.
Each such struct data type may introduce an entity, and
its fields may introduce relations over the entity representing the including struct data type and the entity representing the data type of the field. This data is collected
using the ml-feat pass.

Given a set of training programs T 1 , . . . , T M , which can
be described by (vectors of) features t1 . . . , tM , and for
which we have evaluated different sequences of optimization passes (x) and their corresponding execution
times (or speed-ups y) so that we have for each proj
gram M j an associated dataset D j = {(xi , yi )}Ni=1 , with
j = 1, . . . M, our goal is to predict a good sequence of
optimization passes x∗ when a new program T ∗ is presented.

In the second stage, we provide a Prolog program
defining the features to be computed from the Datalog relational extracted from the compiler internal data
structures in the first stage. The extract_program_
static_features plugin invokes a Prolog compiler
to execute this program, the result being the vector of
features shown in Table 1 that can later be used by the
Continuous Collective Compilation Framework to build
machine learning models and predict best sequences of
passes for new programs. This example shows the flexibility and capabilities of the new version of ICI.

We approach this problem by learning the mapping from
the features of a program t to a distribution over good
solutions q(x|t, θ ), where θ are the parameters of the
distribution. Once this distribution has been learnt, predictions on a new program T ∗ is straightforward and it is
achieved by sampling at the mode of the distribution. In
other words, we obtain the predicted sequence of passes
by computing:

4

4.2

Using Machine Learning to Select Good Optimization Passes

The previous sections have described the infrastructure
necessary to build a learning compiler. In this section

x∗ = argmax q(x|t, θ ).

(1)

x

Continuous Collective Compilation Framework

We used Continuous Collective Compilation Framework [2] and M ILEPOST GCC shown in Figure 1 to
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Feature
number:
ft1
ft2
ft3
ft4
ft5
ft6
ft7
ft8
ft9
ft10
ft11
ft12
ft13
ft14
ft15
ft16
ft17
ft18
ft19
ft20
ft21
ft21
ft22
ft23
ft24
ft25
ft26
ft27
ft28
ft29
ft30
ft31
ft32
ft33
ft34
ft35
ft36
ft37
ft38
ft39
ft40
ft41
ft42
ft42
ft44
ft45
ft46
ft47
ft48
ft49
ft50
ft51
ft52
ft53
ft54
ft55

Description:
Number of basic blocks in the method
Number of basic blocks with a single successor
Number of basic blocks with two successors
Number of basic blocks with more than two successors
Number of basic blocks with a single predecessor
Number of basic blocks with two predecessors
Number of basic blocks with more than two predecessors
Number of basic blocks with a single predecessor and a single successor
Number of basic blocks with a single predecessor and two successors
Number of basic blocks with a two predecessors and one successor
Number of basic blocks with two successors and two predecessors
Number of basic blocks with more than two successors and more than two predecessors
Number of basic blocks with number of instructions less than 15
Number of basic blocks with number of instructions in the interval [15, 500]
Number of basic blocks with number of instructions greater then 500
Number of edges in the control flow graph
Number of critical edges in the control flow graph
Number of abnormal edges in the control flow graph
Number of direct calls in the method
Number of conditional branches in the method
Number of assignment instructions in the method
Number of unconditional branches in the method
Number of binary integer operations in the method
Number of binary floating point operations in the method
Number of instructions in the method
Average of number of instructions in basic blocks
Average of number of phi-nodes at the beginning of a basic block
Average of arguments for a phi-node
Number of basic blocks with no phi nodes
Number of basic blocks with phi nodes in the interval [0, 3]
Number of basic blocks with more then 3 phi nodes
Number of basic block where total number of arguments for all phi-nodes is in greater then 5
Number of basic block where total number of arguments for all phi-nodes is in the interval [1, 5]
Number of switch instructions in the method
Number of unary operations in the method
Number of instruction that do pointer arithmetic in the method
Number of indirect references via pointers ("*" in C)
Number of times the address of a variables is taken ("&" in C)
Number of times the address of a function is taken ("&" in C)
Number of indirect calls (i.e., done via pointers) in the method
Number of assignment instructions with the left operand an integer constant in the method
Number of binary operations with one of the operands an integer constant in the method
Number of calls with pointers as arguments
Number of calls with the number of arguments is greater than 4
Number of calls that return a pointer
Number of calls that return an integer
Number of occurrences of integer constant zero
Number of occurrences of 32-bit integer constants
Number of occurrences of integer constant one
Number of occurrences of 64-bit integer constants
Number of references of a local variables in the method
Number of references (def/use) of static/extern variables in the method
Number of local variables referred in the method
Number of static/extern variables referred in the method
Number of local variables that are pointers in the method
Number of static/extern variables that are pointers in the method

Table 1: List of static program features currently available in the M ILEPOST GCC
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generate a training set of programs together with compiler flags selected uniformly at random, associated sequences of passes, program features and speedups (code
size, compilation time) that is stored in the externally
accessible Global Optimization Database. We use this
training set to build machine learning model described
in the next section which in turn is used to predict the
best sequence of passes for a new program given its
feature vector. Current version of CCC Framework requires minimal changes to the Makefile to pass optimization flags or sequences of passes and has a support
to verify the correctness of the binary by comparing program output with the reference one to avoid illegal combinations of optimizations.
4.3

to the training program that is closest in feature space to
the new (test) program.
Note that we currently predict “good” sequences of optimization passes that are associated to the best combination of compiler flags. We will investigate in future work
the application of our models to the general problem of
determining “optimal” order of optimization passes for
programs.

5

Experiments

We performed our experiments on four different platforms:

Learning and Predicting

In order to learn the model, it is necessary to fit a distribution over good solutions to each training program
beforehand. These solutions can be obtained, for example, by using uniform sampling or by running an estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA, see [26] for
an overview) on each of the training programs. In our
experiments we use uniform sampling and we choose
the set of good solutions to be those optimization settings that achieve at least 98% of the maximum speedup available in the corresponding program-dependent
dataset.
Let us denote the distribution over good solutions on
each training program by P(x|T j ) with j = 1, . . . , M. In
principle, these distributions can belong to any parametric family. However, In our experiments we use an IID
model where each of the elements of the sequence are
considered independently. In other words, the probability of a “good” sequence of passes is simply the product
of each of the individual probabilities corresponding to
how likely each pass is to belong to a good solution:
L
j

j

P(x|T ) = ∏ P(x` |T ),

(2)

`=1

where L is the length of the sequence.
As proposed in [11], once the individual training distributions P(x|T j ) have been obtained, the predictive distribution q(x|t, θ ) can be learnt by maximization of the
conditional likelihood or by using k-nearest neighbor
methods. In our experiments we use a 1-nearest neighbor approach. In other words, we set the predictive distribution q(x|t, θ ) to be the distribution corresponding

• AMD – a cluster with 16 AMD Athlon 64 3700+
processors running at 2.4GHz
• IA32 – a cluster with 4 Intel Xeon processors running at 2.8GHz
• IA64 – a server with an Itanium2 processor running
at 1.3GHz
• ARC – FPGA implementation of the ARC 725D
processor running GNU/Linux with a 2.4.29 kernel.
In all case the compiler used is M ILEPOST GCC 4.2.x
with ICI version 0.9.6. We decided to use the opensource MiBench benchmark with MiDataSets [19, 6]
(dataset No. 1 in all cases) due to its applicability to both
general-purpose and embedded domains.
5.1

Generating Training Data

In order to build a machine learning model, we need
training data. This was generated by a random exploration of a vast optimization search space using the CCC
Framework. It generated 500 random sequences of flags
either turned on or off. These flag settings can be readily associated with different sequences of optimization
passes. Although such a number of runs is very small
in respect to the optimisation space, we have shown that
sufficient information can be gleaned from this to allow
significant speedup. Indeed, the size of the space left
unexplored serves to highlight our lack of knowledge in
this area, and the need for further work.
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Iterative compilation

Predicted optimizations using MILEPOST GCC and ML

(b)
Figure 5: Experimental results when using iterative compilation with random search strategy (500 iterations; 50%
probability to select each flags; AMD,IA32,IA64) and when predicting best optimization passes based on program
features and ML model (ARC)
Firstly, features for each benchmark were extracted
from programs using the new pass within M ILEPOST
GCC, and these features then sent to the Global Optimization Database within CCC Framework. An ML
model for each benchmark was built, using the execution time gathered from 500 separate runs using different random sequences of passes, and a fixed data set.
Each run was repeated 5 times so speedups were not
caused by cache priming, etc.). After each run, the experimental results including execution time, compilation time, code size, and program features are sent to
the database, where they are stored for future reference.
Figure 5a shows that considerable speedups can be already obtained after iterative compilation on all platforms. However, this is a time-consuming process and
different speedups across different platforms motivates
the use of machine learning to automatically build specialized compilers and predict the best optimization

flags or sequences of passes for different architectures.
5.2

Evaluating Model Performance

Once a model has been built for each of our benchmarks, we can evaluate the results by introducing a
new program to the system, and measuring how well
the prediction provided by our model performs. In this
work we did not use a separate testing benchmark suite
due to time constraints, so instead leave-one-out-crossvalidation was used. Using this method, all training data
relating to the benchmark being tested is excluded from
the training process, and the models rebuilt. When a second benchmark is tested, the training data pertaining to
the first benchmark is returned to the training set, that of
the second benchmark excluded, and so on. In this way
we ensure that each benchmark is tested as a new program entering the system for the first time—of course,
in real-world usage, this process is unnecessary.
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When a new program is compiled, features are first
generated using M ILEPOST GCC. These features are
then sent to our ML model within the CCC Framework
(implemented as a MATLAB server), which processes
them and returns a predicted sequence of passes which
should either improve execution time, reduce code size,
or both. We then evaluate the prediction by compiling the program with the suggested sequence of passes,
measure the execution time, and compare with the original time for the default -O3 optimization level. It
is important to note that only one compilation occurs
at evaluation—there is no search involved. Figure 5b
shows these results for the ARC725D. It demonstrates
that except a few pathological cases where predicted
flags degraded performance and which analysis we leave
for future work, using CCC Framework, M ILEPOST
GCC and Machine Learning Models we can improve
original ARC GCC by around 11%.
This suggests that our techniques and tools can be efficient to build future iterative adaptive specialized compilers.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have shown that M ILEPOST GCC has
significant potential in the automatic tuning of GCC optimization. We plan to use these techniques and tools
to further investigate the automatic selection of optimal orders of optimization passes and fine-grain tuning of transformation parameters. The overall framework will also allow the analysis of interactions between optimizations and investigation of the influence
of program inputs and run-time state on program optimizations. Future work will also include fine-grain runtime adaptation for multiple program inputs on heterogeneous multi-core architectures.

7
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Abstract
Large codebases benefit from automatic assistance
when enforcing correct API usage and performing largescale refactoring. To make large-scale refactoring of the
Mozilla codebase successful, we developed a static analysis framework based on a time-tested GCC compiler
infrastructure featuring the expressiveness and ease of
prototyping of a general-purpose scripting language.
The presentation will describe our GCC plugin system
and two generic static analysis plugins, Dehydra and
Treehydra. Dehydra exposes a simplified view of the
GCC AST, suitable for novice users and semantic-grepstyle analyses. Treehydra exposes the GCC GIMPLE
API. We also describe our static analysis applications
and experience with the system.

1

Introduction

This paper describes Mozilla’s experience using GCC
as a front end for static analysis. We believe static analysis tools are required to assist with large-scale code
changes planned for Mozilla 2, the next version of our
browser platform. For example, developers are working
to replace the reference-counting memory management
subsystem with MMGC, a conservative garbage collector. This work requires allocation sites for thousands
of classes to be changed according to various patterns,
such as replacing reference counts with write barriers.
We believe this project is much more likely to succeed
with help from static analysis.
Refactoring needs were the deciding factor for delving
into development of static analysis tools for Mozilla.
However, static analysis is useful for everyday C++ development tasks. The creator of C++, Bjarne Stroustrup, describes C++ as a multi-paradigm language. It
was not designed to encourage best practices for any
specific styles of programming. Unfortunately, the language leaves it up to the user the ensure that only the

correct paradigms are used. For a large programming
project like Mozilla, this causes a significant review burden to ensure that all code adheres to the Mozilla C++
paradigm. Stroustrup even goes as far as to propose restricting C++ semantics through library-specific static
analysis [21]. Perhaps a future C++ standard will mandate static analysis capabilities in compilers.
Our solution to this problem is a lightweight plugin system for GCC and three plugins: Dehydra, Treehydra,
and PluginMultiplexor.
Dehydra and Treehydra are analysis plugins that expose different GCC intermediate representations to
JavaScript. Thus, the plugins do not implement analyses directly. Rather, they form a system for scripting
application-specific analyses in a high-level language.
Dehydra exposes a high-level simplified view of the
AST, intended for simple analyses and “semantic grep”
applications.
Treehydra exposes GCC’s GIMPLE and is intended for
traditional static analyses.
PluginMultiplexor is a utility plugin that runs multiple
plugins in sequence within a single GCC invocation, improving total analysis run time and demonstrating the
flexibility of the plugin system.
Needs-based development model. Treehydra and Dehydra are different from most static analysis tools because they were developed to meet clear practical needs
at Mozilla. We started out with a list of problems that
required automation and then set out to solve those problems. As a result, the tools progressed quickly from concept to production use. This is uncommon in the static
analysis field. More typically, experimenters create a
tool to try out an interesting idea or technique, verify it
on small problems, then make attempts to find practical
uses for the tool and scale the tool to real software.
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Our static analysis needs fall into two main classes: verifying that coding conventions are followed, and driving cross-cutting source rewrites. The MMGC refactoring provides an example of both. In this refactoring,
nsCOMPtr, originally a smart pointer template class,
will become a template class used to add write barriers1 to class member fields. This change makes existing
classes use write barriers “automatically” with no extra work. But smart pointers are also used on the stack,
and it makes no sense to construct write barrier wrapper
class object on the stack. So there is a new coding rule:
an object of a write barrier type cannot be declared on
the stack. There is also a rewriting task: replace all stack
declarations nsCOMPtr<T> x with T x. We have used
Dehydra to automate both the checking and rewriting.
We are also discovering applications for Dehydra in understanding our large code base. Dehydra is being used
to extract class hierarchies, build call graphs, and identify classes that need further manual attention. We hope
the wealth of information easily accessible through Dehydra will be used to build an improved, more semantically aware version of the LXR/MXR [10] online code
browser.
Analyzing C++
A requirement for for Mozilla is analyzing C++. In a
typical Linux Firefox build, GCC compiles 1906 C++
files and 421 C files. Thus C++ is the most important
language for us to analyze. This contrasts with most
existing analysis projects, which have started with C or
Java because those languages are simpler. Even if the
analysis technique extends to C++, the creators typically
do not implement their technique in C++, because the
research payoff is low compared to the difficulty.
Perhaps even harder than analyzing C++ is the first step:
parsing C++. There are ambiguities in the parse tree
that can be resolved only by semantic analysis, which in
turn must correctly implement intricate rules for overloading, inheritance, and templates, and apply them correctly to an ambiguous parse tree. Thus, a static analysis
tool creator must use an existing C++ parser in order to
complete the project in less than several years. (See Section 2.5.1 for a comparison of existing parsers.)
But although C++ is our primary target, we believe
our tool architecture generalizes cleanly to other GCC1A

write barrier is an action to be taken before a memory location is written, and is used to synchronize application code with a
garbage collector.

supported languages. Supporting a new language simply requires applying our adapter and conversion code
to the desired GCC front end.

2
2.1

Analysis Framework Design
Motivation: Application-Specific Analyses

There have been many successful general-purpose static
analyses. The most successful drive compiler optimizations are used every day. General-purpose verifiers, such
as compiler checks that generate warnings, are also successful. Popular general-purpose analyses tend to be
coded right into the compiler so everyone can use them
easily.
Mozilla (as well as others, we believe) also has
application-specific and project-specific analysis needs,
such as our MMGC garbage collection refactoring example.
MMGC requires a checker for a second applicationspecific rule, finalizer safety: GC finalizers (destructors,
in MMGC) are not allowed to dereference member field
pointers, because the pointed-to objects may already
have been collected. This includes the case where the
finalizer calls another method that dereferences a member.
Another application-specific rule is our protocol for outparams (params used to pass values out of a function):
the outparams must be written to if and only if the function returns a success code. Note that there seems to be
no good way to enforce this rule within C++: it requires
an external analysis. (C++ provides type checking, but
the rule depends on value and control flow properties.)
Manually enforcing all these rules on a large code base
(∼3MLOC C++) is intractable: we really do need automatic checkers. And we would like the checkers to be
part of the compiler, so violations can provide developers with errors and warning messages, just as usual.
One way to produce such compiler errors is by expressing checks in the language, by static assertions or clever
use of the type system. Mozilla does use that technique,
but it does not apply to our examples here. For the writebarrier example, C++ provides no way to constrain what
types can be constructed on the stack. The other examples depend on properties of the call graph, control flow,
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and value flow, which cannot be checked in the type system of C++.
Thus, we require a system that can (a) express analyses that are too complex to express inside C++, and (b)
integrate the analyses with the compiler, but (c) does
not require hard-coding the analyses into the compiler.
Compiler plugins, modules that are loaded dynamically
by the compiler, are a natural way to meet these requirements.
2.2

Scripting Languages for Program Analysis

The next major design issue is the language used to
express application-specific analyses. In this section,
we will argue that dynamic languages are an excellent
choice.
The designer of a program analysis system must select
a language used for programming the application analyses. We can describe this design space in terms of
four broad language groups: (a) compiler implementation languages, (b) logic languages, (c) query languages,
and (d) scripting languages.

Compiler implementation languages. Analyses can
be coded up like any other part of the compiler, which
is typically written in a typed compiled language (e.g.,
C, ML, Java). Then the analysis framework is simply
an API exposing compiler data structures, and possibly
libraries for program analysis. The advantages of this
approach are that the language is familiar to compiler
writers, that all compiler information is exposed, and
that typed languages run fast. Examples of this approach
include sparse [22], oink [18], and CLL [1].

Logic languages. Many research systems allow analyses to be specified declaratively as logical formulas or
constraints, in languages such as Datalog or first-order
or other logics. Logic languages often yield very concise analyses. An important additional benefit is that
because the programs are short and free of engineering
details (data structure choices and solver designs), prototyping analyses is fast and easy. But these languages
are hard to make run as fast as hand-tuned analyses, and
more importantly for us, these languages are easily used
and understood only by specialists. As a result, usage
of systems based on this approach tend to be limited to

academic research. Examples of this approach include
Saturn [9], Stratego [12], and bddbddb [24].
Query Languages. The main problem with logic languages is that they are unfamilar and intimidating, so
some systems have designed analysis languages more in
the spirit of SQL. For example, Mygcc allows users to
specify sequences of calls that are allowed on execution
paths. These languages allow concise analyses and easy
prototyping, and they are also easy to use for nonspecialists. The disadvantage is that the language is limited
to a certain class of analysis. Another example of this
approach is UNO [18].
Scripting languages. A final choice is to write analyses in a “scripting language,” i.e., a very high-level dynamic language, such as Python, or a query language.
This idea is similar to using a compiler implementation
language, in that the analysis system can potentially expose all compiler data, the language is familiar, and the
language is general-purpose, so it can express any analysis. But dynamic languages can also be made to look
like other, domain-specific languages relatively easily,
so the same system can support query languages as a
library. Finally, although the analysis algorithms must
be written in the dynamic language, many data structure and memory management details are hidden from
the user, and there is no compiler type checker to satisfy
before running a test, so prototyping is relatively easy.
One risk of this approach, compared to using a compiler
implementation language, is that code must be written
and maintained to reflect the intermediate representation
or some subset of it as scripting-language objects. Thus,
success hinges on being able to conveniently implement
data conversions for complex compiler data structures.
Because the analysis is run under an interpreter, another risk is that runtime performance will be unacceptably slow. However, modern scripting language interpreters are competitive with ahead-of-time compilation for many workloads, and we can always implement
performance-sensitive analysis kernels in the compiler
implementation language. Also, analysis of a large code
base is “embarrassingly parallelizable,” just like compilation itself.
We are not aware of any other tools that provide scriptable static analysis via bindings to high-level, generalpurpose languages.
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var classes = []
function process_type (c) {
if (/class|struct/(c.kind))
classes.push (c.name)
}
function input_end() {
print (classes.length + ‘‘ classes instantiated’’)
}

Figure 1: Dehydra script to count class instatiations

2.3

Scripting with JavaScript

We wanted Mozilla developers, most of whom are
not compiler specialists, to be able to write their own
application-specific analyses with minimal effort, so we
decided to write analyses in a scripting language.
Specifically, we chose JavaScript, because it is a highlevel, concise dynamic language with C-like syntax that
is well known by Mozilla developers. The same benefits
could be realized with similar dynamic languages such
as Python or Scheme. If there is sufficient demand outside of Mozilla, it is likely that a future version of our
plugins will provide a common API to support multiple
scripting languages.
Our experience shows that the expected benefits of
scripting languages hold up in practice. Figure 1 shows
that an example of a concise JavaScript analysis. Nonspecialists can use Dehydra—the MMGC work is being done by a non-compiler-specialist. But Treehydra
is general enough to support classic analyses like live
variable analysis, as well as related application-specific
analyses, such as the outparams example.
2.4

Scaling to Mozilla with GCC

There are some special issues to be addressed in running an analysis in practice on a large code base like
Mozilla. First, the parser must be able to parse all the
C++ constructs used. To date, Mozilla makes little use
of newer C++ features like partial template specialization, but these features are being used more and more,
and they are starting to appear in standard header files,
so we need a high-quality, up-to-date parser. Second,
because of the size of the code base, the analysis must
support separate compilation and latter combination of
analysis results. Third, the analysis system should be

easy to deploy (e.g., not require downloading and building obscure parsing and analysis packages). Finally, the
tool should integrate easily with the build system. It is
difficult to replay the right preprocessor definitions and
related compilation options (e.g., -fshort-wchar)
on every file outside of the build—build integration is
the clear practical solution.
All these requirements are met by GCC as a front end
and point of invocation of the analysis scripts.
2.5
2.5.1

Related Work
Choosing a C++ Parser

One can’t write a good static analysis tool without a
high-quality parser.
EDG [17] CFront appears to be commonly used by researchers, but its proprietary nature makes it inappropriate for Mozilla.
LLVM’s Clang [2] project is very promising for static
analysis needs: it is being designed from the ground up
as a set of reusable components with static analysis and
refactoring in mind. However, Clang will not support
C++ in the near future.
Elsa [20] is a C++ front end designed around the
Elkhound [19] GLR [5] parser, Elkhound [19]. Elsa is
clearly laid out. In particular, the GLR system makes extending the grammar easy. Unfortunately, Elsa does not
have an active community and it is not actively maintained, and it is not able to completely parse modern
C++. Older versions of Elsa could parse older versions
of Mozilla on older versions of GCC headers. But even
after additional work by Mozilla, on current Mozilla and
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GCC headers, Elsa cannot parse one file, and has incomplete support for some C++ features, such as implicit
type conversions in AST.
Before we discovered Elsa’s limitations, we did not consider using GCC, because GCC has a negative reputation for a hard-to-use API and for political problems
when reusing the front end or adding plugin support.
But once we decided that maintaining a complete C++
front end by ourselves was not plausible, we tried using GCC. We were pleasantly surprised how easy it was
to hook into GCC for plugins. We found the API difficult at first, but learnable, and it translates cleanly to
JavaScript.
2.5.2

Analysis Frameworks

Oink Suite. The Oink suite [25] consists of the Elsa
C/C++ parser, CQual++, a type qualifier analysis implemented using Elsa, and some other special-purpose
Elsa-based analysis tools. The tools are implemented in
a simple framework for making Elsa-based applications,
and users are expected to reuse this framework for their
own tools.
Oink includes libraries for tracking interprocedural
value flows, used to drive the type qualifier analysis,
but has no facility for traditional CFG intermediaterepresentation-based data-flows analysis.
UNO. UNO [18] is a static analysis tool for C with
a domain-specific language for checking user-defined
properties. UNO features a simple imperative DSL with
a C-like syntax. The DSL allows one to pattern match
paths in a control flow graph in order to find incorrect
paths. The DSL does not have a concept of types and is
limited to intraprocedural analysis.

Mygcc is similar to UNO in that it is designed for intraprocedural analysis. It also does pattern matching
over a control flow graph, but unlike UNO, it uses a
more restrictive declarative DSL. Like UNO, it also does
not pattern-match on types. It is unclear if it supports
C++ or if the DSL could be extended to allow user analyses other than path-based error checking.

2.5.3

Object Wrapping

In C++ one can wrap primitives in objects in order to
restrict their usage. While this is a technique rather than
a tool, it deserves a mention as it the most widespread
error-checking technique used in place of separate static
analysis. For example, in Mozilla developers frequently
attempt to restrict usage of certain constructs by wrapping them in templates or plain classes. However, it is
not possible to express everything with C++ classes and
it can lead to an increase in compilation time, increase
in code size, and decreased performance.

Tracking Units. There are a lot units used in Mozilla
layout code: twips, screen pixels, CSS pixels, millimeters, etc. [7]. An attempt was made to enforce correct
conversions between these types by wrapping variables
used to represent them in classes. However this resulted
in slower code [13]. A static analysis solution would
make use of typedefs to extract unit information without interfering with the quality of compiled code.

3
3.1

Dehydra
Introduction

Unfortunately, UNO is based on a primitive C parser
which does not support all C code present in Mozilla, or
parse C++. Technical limitations aside, UNO is easy to
learn and use, the simple DSL has room for future extensibility. The DSL is simple and demonstrates that detecting certain classes of control-flow senstive patterns
can be simple.

Dehydra2 is the flagship GCC plugin developed at
Mozilla. Dehydra provides a callback-based JavaScript
API in place of a custom DSL as is often the case in
static analysis tools. With Dehydra, one can even write
useful scripts in 3-4 lines of JavaScript—Dehydra can
realistically be used as a quick and dirty, semanticallyaware grep.

Mygcc. Mygcc [23] is a static analysis tool for C that
integrates into GCC, so it can handle any C that GCC
can, and it can be run as part of a build.

2 The original version of Dehydra provided control flow information (this functionality is now provided by Treehydra) which, when
graphed, makes functions vaguely resemble the multi-headed Hydra monster from Greek mythology. Iterating over the CFG to solve
bugs can be thought of as decapitating the mythical Hydra monster.
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As shown by UNO, a simplified subset of the AST
is enough for some useful analyses, and the resulting
scripts can be easier to write. The omissions restrict the
analysis domain, but carefully selecting the omissions
can lead to a powerful, yet simple, static analysis system. The idea of Dehydra is to provide a minimal subset
of the AST that permits useful analyses. Each Dehydra
feature was added to meet a specific Mozilla analysis
need. As a result, the Dehydra API serves as a summary
of basic static analysis needs.
Most existing Dehydra applications exclusively analyze
type declarations. Thus Dehydra presents detailed information about AST types. On the other hand, having
complete function bodies turned out to be much less important. Dehydra presents function bodies as a list of assignments and function calls, including arguments. For
more information on Dehydra data structures, refer to
the Dehydra documentation [3].
The large gap in Dehydra features for querying the type
system and function bodies can be explained by the
fact that the C++ inheritance hierarchy is often very
large. Due to template instantiation and inheritance, it
is harder to follow by visual inspection than a function
body. Additionally, function bodies are much more verbose and the analysis effort is greater for finding patterns
in AST structures than in type hierarchies.
To address analysis needs of scripts where the AST exposed by Dehydra is insufficient and it’s unreasonable
to extend the Dehydra AST, Treehydra was conceived.
3.2

API

Dehydra feeds AST information to use scripts via the
following callbacks:
process_type(t) This is called for each complete
declaration of an aggregate type. t is a JavaScript
object describing the type.
process_function(f, body) This is called for
each function definition. f is the declaration.
body is a flattened list of statements that contains
only assignments, references to fields and variables, and function calls. Control flow and arithmetic operators are omitted.
process_var(v) This is called for all global variable declarations. v is the Dehydra representation
of the variable.

input_end() This is called once at the end of compilation. It can be used to finish or summarize analyses.
3.3

Current Status

Dehydra has been implemented for GCC 4.3 on Linux,
and subsequently ported to MacOS GCC 4.2.
Dehydra has been integrated into the build system in
the main Mozilla 2 source code repository, and several
Dehydra-based checks can be run with a standard build.
Existing applications include:
• Visualization of an inheritance hierarchy.
• Enforcement of gargage-collection safety.
• Finding struct packing bugs.
• In combination with sed for semantically-aware
refactoring: Find all classes that inherit from
nsISupports and pass that list to a script.
• Various API misuse bugs.

4

Treehydra

4.1

Introduction

Treehydra3 is a GCC plugin that exposes the GCC GIMPLE data structures as JavaScript objects to enable lowlevel analyses. The mapping is direct: an instance of a
GCC struct or union is represented by a JavaScript object with the same fields.
Treehydra was created because certain analyses need
precise information about program AST and control
flow that is not available in Dehydra’s minimal AST. For
example, unit conversion checking (see Section 2.5.3)
requires a view of all arithmetic operators. Another example is the outparam check (see Section 4.5), which
requires control flow and comparison operators.
We have found GIMPLE to be a good intermediate representation for analysis, although not without disadvantages. Compared to the AST, GIMPLE much more
3 The

“Tree” part of the name refers to the GIMPLE tree typedef
around which the plugin is built.
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clearly exposes the semantics of the program, and has
fewer node types for analyses to handle. But we expect mapping GIMPLE code back to the original code
(e.g., to rewrite code constructs corresponding to a certain GIMPLE basic block) to be difficult. Also, some
optimization occurs before CFG generation, which is
undesirable for analysis.
Another possible IR is GIMPLE-SSA, but we do not expect SSA form would simply our applications much.
Therefore, considering that even more optimization
takes place before SSA generation, and the cost of learning the apparently more complex SSA APIs, we have
not tried SSA.
4.2

Implementation

Treehydra inserts a new analysis pass into GCC at a
user-specified point, usually right after CFG generation. It then calls the user script with current_
function_decl for every function that is compiled.
Conversion of GCC trees to JavaScript object is performed by C code generated automatically from GCC
header files using Dehydra.
GCC structs use gengtype GTY annotations to represent
additional information about array lengths and union
tags, and we wanted to access this data in our conversion generator. Doing so in Dehydra required us to convert the GTY annotations into standard GCC annotations. This is somewhat unfortunate because it required
modifying gengtype and moving attributes a bit in most
header files in order to conform with standard attribute
syntax. For example, struct name GTY(()) became struct GTY(()) name.
The first prototype of Treehydra converted the entire current_function_decl global variable in a
depth-first traversal on every struct and union member,
but the current version converts structs on demand. We
found that converting the entire tree was slow, and usually most of the data was never accessed. Now Treehydra builds the trees lazily as they are accessed.
A pointer map is used to cache pointers to C
structs, mapping them to their JavaScript representation. Each GCC struct instance is represented by a single JavaScript object. This ensures that if two pointers
are equal in C, the same equality applies in JavaScript.

The map is reset on every plugin pass4 to avoid discrepancies. This, combined with the fact that Treeydra uses
lazy tree nodes, means that Treehydra scripts are not allowed to reference tree nodes beyond the lifetime of the
process_tree function.
The reflection strategy used in Treehydra could be made
to work both ways. In theory, one could prototype optimization passes in JavaScript. However, Treehydra is
meant as a static analysis tool—the data structions are
provided for inspection only.
4.3

API

Treehydra calls the user JavaScript function process_
tree(current_function_decl) for each C++
function. As mentioned in 4.1, the JavaScript objects
are isomorphic to GCC structs and unions. Treehydra also includes a standard JS library with functions
parallel to GCC macros and basic access functions, including TREE_CODE, DECL_NAME, and walk_tree.
Porting this code to JavaScript is simple because of
JavaScript’s C-like syntax and Treehydra’s GCC-like
representations.
JavaScript’s dynamic nature provides opportunities to
simplify the API. For example, by adding a property
accessor to the JavaScript prototype used for GCC objects, the user can type decl.name instead of DECL_
NAME(decl). JavaScript also makes it possible to
dump object representations, and even search object
graphs for desired information, making it easier to learn
and understand the API.
4.4

Comparison with Dehydra

Treehydra is much more suitable than Dehydra for analyses that require detailed analysis of function body semantics.
Most of the Treehydra’s C code is generated by a 500line JavaScript program, so Treehydra is easier to maintain. Treehydra also hooks into GCC at fewer points.
Note that the code generator is run using Dehydra, although Treehydra needs only a subset of what Dehydra
provides. In fact it would be possible to use Treehydra
to boostrap Treehydra since the conversion process relies purely on types which are maintained in GIMPLE.
4 In

GCC, each optimization pass is invoked once per function
being compiled.
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However, by relying on a separate tool, bootstrap issues
are avoided.
The Dehydra API is simpler, easier to learn, and fits better with JavaScript. The Treehydra API is a good fit with
JavaScript, but Dehydra is even better. For example, the
generic JavaScript print function works reasonably well
with Dehydra objects, but crashes on Treehydra objects
because it ends up trying to assemble a printout of the
entire GCC object graph at once and runs out of space.
Dehydra also has a few advantages in semantics because
it uses an AST from before gimplification. For example,
consider an analysis to detect code where a variable is
both used and modified between two sequence points,
so the order of use and modification is undefined by the
language. The notion of sequence points exists only in
the AST, so it is not possible to detect this error by analyzing GIMPLE in Treehydra.
4.5

Current Status

As of this writing, Treehydra runs, but does not yet provide complete access to the GCC’s tree data structure.
Some tagged unions are not yet reflected. For example, nodes representing template information are missing. However, Treehydra is already useful, as shown by
the examples below, which are nearing completion.

Finalizer Safety [4] In a garbage-collected system,
finalizers (destructors, in MMGC) should not dereference pointers to garbage-collected objects, because the
pointer may be dangling by the time the finalizer is
called.
We define a class method as finalizer-safe if it does not
dereference pointers to garbage-collected classes. Note
that a finalizer-safe method can only call other finalizersafe methods, so the property is transitive.
We are writing an analysis to verify finalizer-safety
of destructors. The existing version relies on methods being manually annotated (using GCC attributes) as
finalizer-safe. In the future, the analysis will also analyze all the deference operations.

Rootedness [6]. SpiderMonkey [11] utilizes a precise
garbage collector that does not scan the C stack. Thus,
when a native function holds a pointer to a JavaScript

object, it must either store a pointer to the object in a
property of a rooted object, or specially register the object with the interpreter as an additional GC root before
calling any interpreter API method that may invoke GC.
A Treehydra analysis is being prototyped to check this
property.

Outparam Analysis [8]. Treehydra has been used to
implement an analysis to check that outparams (pointer
or reference function parameters used to return arguments) are used according to the Mozilla convention.
In this section, we describe a simplified version of the
problem, leaving out unimportant practical details.
The rule to be enforced is that if the function returns
zero (indicating success), all outparams must have been
modified, and if the function returns nonzero (indicating
failure), no outparams may have been modified.
The Treehydra script implements an ESP [15]-style abstract interpretation to track which outparams have been
modified and the values of all variables that can reach a
return statement. The analysis totals about 2000 lines of
JavaScript, including GCC API adapters, data structures
for analysis, a basic abstract interpretation framework,
the ESP framework, a live-variables analysis, a return
value reachability analysis, and the outparam analysis
itself. Only 400 lines of code are specific to this analysis.
Currently, the analysis runs correctly on a test suite of
small programs. Improving it to run on Mozilla is ongoing work, mostly involving adding cases to the analysis
to handle all the GCC GIMPLE tree node types used.
We know that the analysis will scale to Mozilla because
we have successfully run a Python prototype using a
cruder access method to get at GIMPLE.

5

5.1

GCC Strengths and Limitations for Static
Analysis
Strengths

The main advantage of GCC is that developers already
have and use GCC. Thus, there is no compiler framework to deploy, and analysis applications can be easily integrated with build systems. Also, almost all code
compiles with GCC, so GCC is an almost perfectly compatible front end.
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GCC attributes provide a standardized, parser-friendly,
built-in facility for application-specific annotations.
Other static analysis systems are often forced to use
ad-hoc approaches such as embedding annotations into
comments or customizing the parser.
GCC retains most type information, including typedefs.
This is important because source code type names often have application-specific semantics which are to be
checked by analyses. For example, the Mozilla types
PRBool and nsresult are both integers, but we consider code that assigns values of one type to the other to
be incorrect.
The vibrant GCC developer community made it easy to
get started with what would otherwise be an intimidating codebase. The #gcc IRC channel and the GCC
mailing list were helpful resources to help guide us
through the codebase. This is the opposite of the experience we had developing with Elsa, which lacks an
active user community, making reading the source the
primary way of learning.
The dynamically typed nature of tree nodes was easy
and natural to reflect into JavaScript’s dynamic type system.
The GIMPLE representation proved to be straightforward to work with.
Cross-compiler configurations allow checking code on
multiple platforms (essential for Mozilla) without having to port the static analysis tool to those platforms.
Most static analysis tools are not portable beyond their
primary platform and don’t support cross-compilation.
Finally, GCC has excellent parsing performance compared to the alternatives used by Mozilla. Both Elsa
and the MCPP preprocessor we use with Elsa are significantly slower than GCC.
In conclusion, GCC compatibility, internal design, performance, developer community, and user base make
GCC an attractive base for building a static analysis tool.
5.2

Limitations

Early optimization, such as early constant folding, make
GCC’s AST diverge from the input code, and make
some analysis more difficult or impossible, e.g., a style
check that variables are initialized at declaration is impossible.

Some typedef information is dropped as an optimization, such as typedefs declared within class bodies. It
appears this is done to simplify error messages for template instantiations. A better solution for analysis would
be to preserve typedefs and chase them as necessary
when generating error messages.
Early gimplification makes it hard to access nongimplified function bodies during compilation, requiring more plugin hooks in the front end. This in turn
makes it harder to implement the system in additional
front ends. Informal conversations suggest that GCC on
the compile-server branch keeps non-gimplified ASTs,
which would solve this problem.
In-place tree mutation is frustrating because trees cannot
be saved for later analysis. Dehydra copes by converting trees to JavaScript early and then saving them until
all type information is available. Treehydra is forced to
limit object lifetimes to a single plugin callback.
Node reuse for DECLs and other node types makes it
hard to find position information in function bodies. Unfortunately, this combined with early optimizations such
as constant folding, precluded using GCC to rewrite
source code. For that reason Mozilla continues to use
Elsa for most automated rewritings.
The C++ front end has excellent *_as_
string(tree, flags) functions.
However,
they do not work consistently due to calling into C code
which disregards the flags parameter, which reduces
the utility of these functions.
Other than tree node reuse and in-place tree modification, none of these limitations would be hard to overcome, thus the benefits of plugging into the GCC codebase greatly outweigh limitations.
5.3

Plugging Into GCC

The key advantage of plugins is easy deployment of
application-specific analyses, but we noticed that plugins also add flexibility, allowing us to use libraries that
don’t belong in a compiler, such as the Spidermonkey
JavaScript interpreter.
The plugin implementation, especially the API used by
Treehydra, is similar to that described in “Extending
GCC with Modular GIMPLE Optimizations” [14] at the
2007 summit.
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In order to load plugins, two command-line switches
were added to GCC:

plugins. The rest of the plugin API consists of the internal GCC API. Note, we are against hindering GCC
development by requiring a stable plugin interface. Instead, the burden is shifted to plugin authors. The plugin
API is intentionally minimal to minimize the amount
of effort required to port plugins to future versions of
GCC. The plugins are meant to be adapters that provides
a consistent API to plugin users. So far this strategy has
worked well the plugins described in this paper.

-fplugin-name= indicates the dynamic library to
load.

5.4

GCC was modified to link with -rdynamic -ldl in
order to load plugins and allow them to access GCC
data structures. Surprisingly few modifications were
needed to implement the plugin interface for static analysis needs. Currently the patch weighs in at 14 kilobytes.

-fplugin-arg= is used to specify the command
line to pass to the plugin. In Dehydra and Treehydra, it indicates the script filenames to load.
The plugin inteface consists of the following callbacks:
gcc_plugin_init initializes the plugin. Its arguments are the pathname of the plugin being initialized, and a string passed on the command line via
the -fplugin-arg= option. It may report the
name of an optimization pass (using the names in
passes.c); if so, gcc_plugin_pass will be
called after that pass is complete.
gcc_plugin_cp_pre_genericize is called for
each C++ function declaration, and is provided
with the parse tree of that function before lowering to GENERIC. Some optimizations, unfortunately, have already been done at this point (see
Section 5.2).
gcc_plugin_finish_struct is called for each
complete struct declaration.
gcc_plugin_post_parse is called after an entire
translation unit has been parsed, while the GCC
C++ front end variable global_namespace is
still available for iteration.
gcc_plugin_pass is called as if it were an optimization pass, immediately after the pass named
by gcc_plugin_init.
gcc_plugin_finish is called at the end of compilation.
The above functions provide the minimal functionality
needed in order to provide static analysis capabilities in

Benefits to GCC

We believe that are benefits to be reaped from our work
for both GCC users and GCC developers. GCC users get
a powerful new way to ensure a more consistent, higherquality codebase through static analysis. GCC developers should end up with a larger community since writing
scripts and adding new features to the GCC plugins will
induce more people to learn about GCC and provide motivation for further improvements to the GCC core.
Additionally, providing static analysis capability in
GCC will give people yet another reason to make sure
that they use GCC, which can only be a good thing.

6

Ongoing Work

Dehydra and Treehydra are currently under active development. Dehydra is almost ready for a 1.0 release.
Treehydra is being worked on to reflect GIMPLE more
completely.
The PluginMultiplexor plugin is not yet completed.
Additionally, work is being done to make using GIMPLE under Treehydra as intuitive as possible by exploiting JavaScript prototypes and making objects more selfdocumenting.
We are looking forward to ongoing improvements in
GCC such as better location tracking and improved performance. In particular, the compile server branch of
GCC could prove to be a big performance boost for our
static analysis system. As we wrap up work on the current GCC plugins, we intend to start contributing improvements back to GCC. Ideally we will start addressing some of the limitations discussed in Section 5.2.
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7

Performance

Performance has not been a foremost concern during development of Dehydra and Treehydra. From casual observations, it appears that Dehydra causes a measurable
but not excessive compilation slowdown.
Currently a debug Mozilla 2 build takes 27 minutes to
build without loading GCC plugins. With Dehydra and a
barebone script, the build takes 30 minutes. A barebone
Treehydra script makes the difference even smaller due
to Treehydra’s lazy nature. In practice, the static analysis performance penalty depends on the analysis script.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued for the need for static analysis tools for checking, understanding, and refactoring
large codebases. Further, we argued that the tools should
make it easy for both experts and novices to design, prototype, and test application-specific analysis tools, and
implement analyses. We then described our tool chain
that realizes this goal: GCC plugins, which allow the use
of GCC in a prototyping setting; Dehydra, a plugin that
exposes GCC ASTs to simple JavaScript analyses; and
Treehydra, another JavaScript-based plugin that exposes
GCC GIMPLE representations to advanced JavaScript
analyses. This tool chain allows users to write programs
in a familiar, general-purpose dynamic language that analyze program representations in a standards-compliant
multi-language production compiler.
The tool chain is new, but already has led to improvements in production Mozilla code, and we are still finding and creating new analysis applications. Some of
these analyses were implemented by compiler novices
using Dehydra. On the other side, we have demonstrated
that Treehydra can support analyses just as complex as
those required for compiler optimizations. Both plugins
are needed: the intermediate representations and GCC
internals API exposed by Treehydra are too difficult for
compiler novices, but the power of Treehydra is required
for advanced applications.
Downloads and some usage information on the tools described are available on the Dehydra homepage [16].
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Abstract
We are implementing support for array objects as firstclass citizens of the tree middle-end. This allows to
retain expressions that operate on array objects, such
as allowed by the Fortran 9x language, to survive until
the high-level loop transformation passes. Those benefit from less work on loop and dependence analysis.
Lowering those expressions leveraging work done by
the GRAPHITE project allows to do a better job of what
is currently done by the frontend and allows faster code
to be generated.
As a design and implementation proposal we expect this
to be a medium term project as for utilization it requires
modifications of the Fortran frontend as well as merging GRAPHITE and/or fallback lowering code in the
middle-end to handle all expressions on array objects
as allowed by the Fortran standard.
We also present a proposal for a GCC extension to allow
utilizing the new facility from C and C++ using VLA
types and builtin functions.

1

Introduction

In recent years we have seen a increased focus on highlevel loop optimization development within GCC. With
the introduction of the Tree SSA framework [3] frameworks for the analysis of scalar variables in loops [2]
and data dependency analysis [2] have been contributed
to GCC.
High-level loop optimizations such as loop nest optimizations [2] heavily depend on these analyses. With
the GRAPHITE project [4] the dependence on properly
analyzable loops will increase more.
Programming languages such as Fortran90 feature highlevel operations on whole arrays that are easy to analyze from a data-dependency point of view as loop

structure and control flow is implicit in these operations.
GFortran unfortunately is required to lower these highlevel constructs to GIMPLE loops by means of scalarization, making the loop structure explicit and the datadependencies possibly harder to analyze.
We are trying to address this shortcoming of the GIMPLE intermediate language by allowing these high-level
operations to persist in a canonical form until after the
high-level loop optimization phase. This should make
data-dependence analysis easier and expose more loops
to high-level loop transformations in the end resulting in
faster code.
The goal is to be able to represent all of the Fortran90
high-level operations on arrays in the GIMPLE intermediate language (IL) including commonly used intrinsics.
The representation should be simple and extensible and
expose optimization opportunities to the existing scalar
optimizers in GCC.
For experimentation purposes we are proposing a simple way to expose the new GIMPLE features to the C
and C++ front-ends by means of introducing new GCCspecific builtin functions.
A lowering pass will perform the necessary scalarization at some point of the tree pass pipeline until the
GRAPHITE framework can be leveraged to do this as
part of its optimized GIMPLE code creation phase.
In Section 2 we will outline the proposal in detail. After outlining the current capabilities of the GIMPLE
middle-end regarding arrays, we propose a first extension to allow full lowering of array type properties to
GIMPLE introducing register temporaries of array type.
After this we outline the specification for high-level operations on GIMPLE arrays. The lowering procedure
is outlined in Section 3. The GCC specific builtins
that make these features accessible from C and C++ are
specified in Section 4.
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In Section 5 we give an outlook to possible optimizations performed on the high-level representation and
discuss the connection to the GRAPHITE project.

2

Arrays in GIMPLE

We propose to allow GIMPLE registers of array type.
This allows expressing loads and stores of (sub-)arrays
with a single statement and exposes the resulting array
temporaries in the SSA web. As arrays in Fortran array
expressions are generally of variable size, this includes
variable length array (VLA) registers with all the complexity required to handle them.
We propose to represent expressions with array value
and/or operands by introducing an indexing operator on
an array that defines a scalar placeholder. These placeholders can be used to express element-wise computations. As complementary operator we propose a deindexing operator that defines an array register by means
of a scalar (placeholder) operand.
We finish the set of new operators by a contraction operator that reduces the array dimension by summing over
all elements in a specified set of dimensions.
The proposed scheme resembles tensor component notation commonly used in mathematics and physics. For
example, given a tensor1 T of rank two, Ti j specifies the
element which can be addressed by the indices i and j.
Matrix multiplication is the tensor product UV of two
second rank tensors U and V with two dimensions contracted to yield a second rank result. In component notation this is written as ∑k UikVk j which contracts the dimensions indexed by k and computes (UV )i j , the elements of the matrix product.
In the following subsections we elaborate on the parts of
this proposal.
2.1

Variable Length Arrays as GIMPLE Registers

Arrays in the GIMPLE intermediate languages are
treated as aggregates and thus are not eligible for being
rewritten into SSA form. Array variables can be indexed
by means of the ARRAY_REF operator and are suitable
for aggregate assignments.

Variable length arrays need special attention during the
lowering procedure to GIMPLE and special support
from the ARRAY_REF operator. In GENERIC all information about the shape of an array is encoded in its
type, respective the individual sub-domain array types
TYPE_DOMAIN and its element type TYPE_SIZE.
The TYPE_DOMAIN of an array type specifies the minimum and maximum index value valid for operand one
of the ARRAY_REF operator. The array element type
TYPE_SIZE specifies the stride.
As for variable length arrays, both the domain and the
element size are not compile-time constants; their values need to be properly preserved and made accessible during optimization. The gimplification process for
this reason transforms the information in the types to
operand slots in the GIMPLE operators. For aggregate
copies this is done using the WITH_SIZE_EXPR wrapper, and for the ARRAY_REF indexing operator this is
done by filling in its third and fourth operands which
are the lower bound of the valid indices and the array
element size. Expressions needed to compute these are
emitted to the GIMPLE instruction stream and kept live
by means of the uses in the above operands.
While the scheme for lowering VLA information outlined above works well for both aggregate copies and array indexing already present in the input program, there
is not enough information for a later pass to insert new
ARRAY_REFs into the instruction stream.
To fix this deficiency we propose a new wrapper called
VLA_VIEW_EXPR that makes the missing information
available in the GIMPLE IL. VLA_VIEW_EXPR is used
to build a temporary VLA register object from memory
specified by its first operand, a VLA, and of a shape as
specified by pairs of extent and stride arguments.
VLA_VIEW_EXPR <vla, extentI, strideI,
..., extentN, strideN>

The first extent, stride pair represents the fastest varying
dimension. The dimensionality of the resulting array
register is the same as that of the vla operand and the
number of extent, stride operand pairs. VLA_VIEW_
EXPR is dumped as VLA with the first operand (the data
operand) in parentheses after the shape specification.

1 Pragmatically

we treat a tensor as a multidimensional array as
this is the only property we are interested in.

As an example consider
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void func (float *x, float *y,
int n, int m) {
float areg[n][m];
areg = VLA <m, 1, n, m> (*x);
VLA <m, 1, n, m> (*y) = areg;

This represents an array load from *x to an VLA register areg that is exposed for further use in the IL. The
second statement represents an array store to *y from
the VLA register areg. The loads make a semantic detail explicit which is that in Fortran and GIMPLE in an
expression involving arrays all loads are carried out before all stores. This gives expressions with overlapping
source and destination arrays well-defined semantics2 .
VLA_VIEW_EXPR uses a variable length tree and thus
joins CALL_EXPR in the tcc_vl_exp tree code class.
The result type of VLA_VIEW_EXPR is a variable
length array type with extents as specified by the tree
operands. The result is a gimple register which is suitable for rewriting into SSA form.
You can also extract parts of an array into a gimple register by adjusting the VLA operand and the extent, stride
pairs like for example with
float A[n][m];
float tmp[4][4];
tmp = VLA <4, 2, 4, 2 * m> (*&A[i][j])

2.2

High-Level Operations on Arrays

There are various kinds of high-level operations that we
want to represent in a canonical way within GIMPLE.
In particular the goal is to leverage existing infrastructure for scalar optimizations as they would apply to the
lowered form with loops and scalar operations.
We concentrated on the following common operations:
1. Element-wise operations A * B, (AB)i j = Ai j Bi j
2. Mixed scalar and array operations s * A, (sA)i j =
sAi j
3. Contractions such as the scalar product of two vectors DOT_PRODUCT(u,v), uv = ∑i ui vi
4. Tensor products (uv)i j = ui v j
5. Mixed tensor product and contraction such as
matrix multiplication MATMUL(A,B), (AB)i j =
∑k Aik Bk j
Thus the following new operations are proposed for the
GIMPLE intermediate language. First the operation to
represent indexing of an array VLA_IDX_EXPR
Aij...n = VLA_IDX_EXPR <A, i, j, ..., n>

which extracts a four times four piece of A starting at
the position specified by i and j skipping every second
element.
To index an array register a (recursive) ARRAY_REF
tree has to be built indexing the original VLA object
from the defining VLA_VIEW_EXPR. This can be done
by looking at the defining statement of the array register
SSA name. The VLA_VIEW_EXPR defining it contains
the necessary information that can be put into the fourth
operand of the ARRAY_REF trees.
Note that the array registers have zero-based indices,
in particular selecting a part of an VLA with VLA_
VIEW_EXPR includes encoding the origin in the VLA
operand. If the need arises the offset of the origin
could also be explicitly specified as operands of the
VLA_VIEW_EXPR as using the third operand of the
ARRAY_REF operator allows for this.
2 The

currently implemented scalarizer does not handle this case
correctly.

which takes an array register as its first operand and
one integral register or constant for each rank as further
operands, starting with the value for the fastest varying index. VLA_IDX_EXPR produces a scalar placeholder of array element type representing the array element indexed as specified during the loop iteration.
VLA_IDX_EXPR is dumped as VLA_IDX with the array register operand in parentheses after the index specification.
The reverse operation VLA_RIDX_EXPR has the same
constraints but takes a gimple value as its first operand
and produces an array temporary object.
A = VLA_RIDX_EXPR <Aij...n, i, j, ..., n>

Note that the first operand can be a scalar placeholder
representing different values in each loop iteration but
also a constant or loop invariant value. Indices as specified in the index operands can be used to compute the
value that represents the array elements. VLA_RIDX_
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EXPR is dumped as VLA_RIDX with the data placeholder dumped in parentheses after the index specification.
Indices valid for VLA_IDX_EXPR are constants or
registers that are affine combinations of indices introduced by VLA_RIDX_EXPR or the later-specified
VLA_DELTA_EXPR.
The scalar placeholders can be operated on like on
any other scalar GIMPLE temporary. In particular
VLA_IDX_EXPR and VLA_RIDX_EXPR are sufficient
to implement element-wise operations on arrays, mixed
scalar and array operations, and tensor products. Note
that to commit a temporary array result to memory a
store via a VLA_VIEW_EXPR is still necessary.
For the remaining operations we require a contraction
operator. If you re-write the tensor component notation
to make the summation implicit following Einstein summation convention then the matrix multiplication simply
becomes (AB)i j = Aik Bk j . As implicitly induced operations are not suitable for the GIMPLE IL we can re-write
this slightly to (AB)i j = Aik Bl j δkl using the Kronecker
tensor δ 3 to induce the contraction of the dimensions
indexed by k and l—thus, expanding the above again,
computing (AB)i j = ∑k ∑l Aik Bl j δkl . Note that the double summation collapses to one caused by the properties
of the δ tensor.
Following this scheme we introduce the VLA_DELTA_
EXPR operator that takes a scalar placeholder as its first
operand, the common extent of the contracted dimensions as its second operand, and any number of further
gimple variables as indices to contract.

otherwise, thus it represents a multiplication with the
Kronecker delta δi j...n . The extent operand is redundant to some point, as it can be obtained by looking for the definition statement of the placeholder and
taking the extent from the array register operand of
the VLA_IDX_EXPR. But replicating the extent here
makes life simpler for the scalarization process.
With these operators available translating tensor component expressions can be done literally for example for
computing the trace of a two-dimensional nxn matrix A,
∑i Aii = Aii δii , as in
Aii = VLA_IDX <i, i> (A);
trace = VLA_DELTA <n, i, i> (Aii);

where actually the second i operand to VLA_DELTA
is superfluous and can be omitted. A similar example,
the scalar-product of two vectors U and V of length n,
ui v j δi j would look like
Vi = VLA_IDX <i> (V);
Uj = VLA_IDX <j> (U);
ViUj = Vi * Vj;
s = VLA_DELTA <n, i, j> (ViUj);

With the scalar result s and the scalar placeholders Vi,
Uj, and ViUj. A mixed vector-product and contraction
example is the multiplication of two matrixes as seen in
Figure 2.
Similarly translating Fortran90 array assignments is
straightforward. Consider the example
A(1:n-1) = B(0:n-2) + B(2:n)

Bij...n = VLA_DELTA_EXPR <Aij...n,
extent, indices...>

Where Bij...n does not include indices specified in
the list of indices to contract. VLA_DELTA_EXPR is
dumped as VLA_DELTA with the scalar placeholder
operand dumped in parentheses after the index specification.
A VLA_DELTA_EXPR operator represents exactly a
single loop summing over all values the scalar placeholder represents with iterating over the indices specified multiplied by one if all indices are equal and zero
3 The

wise.

Kronecker delta δi j is one for equal i and j and zero other-

which is equal to Ai = Bi−1 + Bi+1 and thus can be translated to
A = VLA <n, 1> (*a);
B = VLA <n + 2, 1> (*b);
Bi1 = VLA_IDX <i> (B);
Bi2 = VLA_IDX <i+2> (B);
Ai = Bi1 + Bi2;
A = VLA_RIDX <i> (Ai);

Note that in the first example we omitted the loads and
stores via VLA_VIEW_EXPR. Note that in the second
example the register array B includes a ghost area and,
as indices start at zero, what is i − 1 in index notation is
i in the VLA_IDX expression.
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2.3

Scalar Optimizations

With the proposed scheme we are exposing loads of arrays
D.1629_72 = VLA <m_1, 1, n_10, m_1> (*U_24)

as statements the SSA memory optimizers can work
with. In particular, fully redundant loads can be eliminated here. The same is true for stores and the possibility to eliminate dead ones, though in practice this seems
unlikely to happen.

At the point we are creating the scalar placeholders
for arbitrary elements of the array registers things get
more interesting. A placeholder can be interpreted as
value-number for the index operation that is unambiguously specified by the array register and the index register arguments. Thus in the above example VLA_IDX
<i_1, j_1> (D.1567_3) identifies D.1567_3[j_
1][i_1]. This is guaranteed by the properties of the
SSA form both the array registers and the index registers are in.

As all intermediate computation is done on scalar types,
optimizations such as constant propagation or redundancy elimination naturally apply to these parts. Likewise if-conversion can be applied to conditional parts in
the scalar computations.

Via their dependency on the loop indices recursively
all uses of results of VLA_IDX_EXPR are dependent
on a particular loop nest iteration. Following that the
loop nest iterations are necessarily independent if a loop
nest iteration dependent value can be value-numbered
the same. Thus scalarization only needs to make sure to
scalarize all index-dependent expressions.

Applying scalar optimizations may expose opportunities
for loop fusion in case a computation is used by multiple array stores (which are the statements that make a
loop live). Applying scalar optimizations may reduce
the depth of the loop nest if a dimension is only ever
indexed with a constant index.

It should be noted that the validity or definedness of the
GIMPLE IL cannot be decided on a per-statement level,
but instead needs to consider all statements that finally
will end up in a loop nest. Usually this includes all statements from the first load to the last store of an array expression specifying the loop nest.

2.4

Correctness

The ability to easily preserve correctness is a critical part
for any extension to GIMPLE. First, ordering of loads
and stores has to be preserved. This is ensured on the
granularity of whole arrays by the fact that loads from
and stores to arrays via VLA_VIEW_EXPR are memory operations that are properly processed by the alias
analyzer and represented in the FUD chain of virtual
operands. Thus we have
# VUSE <SMT.4_9(D)>
D.1567_3 = VLA <4, 1, 4, 4> (*B_2);
x_6 = VLA_IDX <i_1, j_1> (D.1567_3);
D.1568_7 = VLA_RIDX <i_1, j_1> (x_6);
# SMT.4_10 = VDEF <SMT.4_9(D)>
VLA <4, 1, 4, 4> (*B_2) = D.1568_7;
# VUSE <SMT.4_10>
D.1569_8 = VLA <4, 1, 4, 4> (*B_2);
# SMT.4_11 = VDEF <SMT.4_10>
VLA <4, 1, 4, 4> (*B_2) = D.1569_8;

where the array stores clobber the symbol representing
the whole array and array loads use it.

At scalarization time the index registers are replaced by
the respective loop induction variable and accesses to
the real arrays living in memory are created. Thus ordering of these loads and stores relative to other aliasing loads and stores that are not part of the loop nest is
not preserved. In particular, the following is undefined
GIMPLE
# VUSE <SMT.4_10>
D.1569_8 = VLA <4, 1, 4, 4> (*B_2);
# SMT.4_11 = VDEF <SMT.4_10>
(*B_2)[2][3] = 0.0;
# SMT.4_12 = VDEF <SMT.4_11>
VLA <4, 1, 4, 4> (*B_2) = D.1569_8;

as scalarization will happily re-order the loads from the
array with the single scalar store. Note that the above
case cannot result from a valid transformation of a welldefined GIMPLE program but only created in this undefined form from the start. Thus it is necessary to create
array expression IL in a compact form not interleaved
with unrelated code, but this should be no surprise. With
the proposed interface from C in Section 4 below it is
still easy to produce undefined GIMPLE though. Likewise killing the SSA names used for indexing (i_1 and
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j_1 in the above example) in-between the array load
and the array store results in invalid GIMPLE as the indices in VLA_IDX_EXPR and VLA_RIDX_EXPR need
to be mapped to each other.
Note that like in Fortran the evaluation order of the loop
nest is unspecified, but all loads take place before all
stores. But in particular overlapping source and destination are not (yet) properly handled by the scalarizer.
Both varying the evaluation order and introducing a temporary array are possible solutions applied by the scalarizer of the GFortran frontend.
Control flow can in theory be handled fine by the
proposed GIMPLE extension, though the implemented
scalarizer only can deal with if-converted form.
2.5

Alternate Approaches

As one can imagine, the taken route is not the only possible one. In fact we tried several different approaches
to the problem of preserving the high-level expressions
the GFortran frontend offers.
The very first approach was to keep the expressions in
GENERIC form, thus not splitting the complex expressions apart. A patch for this was posted with the initial
proposal to the gcc mailing-list.
The second approach was to put array expressions in
GIMPLE form, but to allow array registers and also
rewrite them into SSA form. This is what we also do
with the approach outlined in this paper. The difference
was that the expressions were operating on arrays, not
scalar placeholders. This complicated matters unnecessarily if you consider mixed scalar/array expressions
or matrix multiplication. A variety of new tree (sub)codes were invented to accommodate all the needs. On
the side of the C bindings you were not able to bind
any temporary results to identifiers which also made the
source look really ugly.
With the approach of using scalar placeholders for all
computations and the generic contraction operator all of
the previous problems seem to be addressed.

3

Scalarization

Lowering of array expressions to loop form has been implemented to ensure all necessary information for this

task is available and to serve as an eventual fallback replacement for the optimized GIMPLE creation phase of
the GRAPHITE framework.
The lowering process is organized as follows. A new
loop nest is created for each final store to memory,
thus we walk all statements looking for VLA <...> =
tmp_n. The left-hand side of this statement specifies
the iteration domain of the outer loop nest and the righthand side SSA name connects the whole expression by
means of the use-def chain which ends in leafs that consist of array loads. Similar handling is implemented
for tmp_n = VLA_DELTA <...> if it has a true
scalar result, for example in case of computing a scalarproduct of two vectors.
As a preparation step we walk the use-def chain of the
stores right-hand side SSA name and mark all defined
SSA names as to be lowered if the walk ends in a generating function, which is any of VLA_*_EXPR. This
preparation makes it easy to avoid putting any loop invariant code inside the lowered loop.
First we create the outer loop nest as specified by the
array store. In particular we create the loop nest with
loop headers copied and hoisted out of the complete
loop nest. We fill the innermost basic block recursively by walking the use-def chain of the right-hand
side creating code on-the-fly for all statements found
to need lowering. This on-the-fly code generation includes adding loops for the contractions induced by the
VLA_DELTA_EXPR operator.
While recursing through VLA_IDX_EXPR, VLA_
RIDX_EXPR, and VLA_DELTA_EXPR we keep track
of which index variables are mapped to which induction
variable which is needed for proper lowering and allows
the index variables to be used as loop dependent data
input.
In Figure 3 you can see the lowered loop form of the matrix multiplication GIMPLE IL from Figure 2. In particular you can see how we build the array references from
the first operands to VLA_VIEW_EXPR and fill in the
variable length array parts as third and fourth operands
of the ARRAY_REF operators. This stresses the fact that
the frontends will be required to build proper VLA types
for the machinery to work. You can also see the assumption that all array indices are zero-based, which is a restriction that can be easily lifted if the need arises.
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void matmul(float *w, float *u, float *v, int n, int m)
float (*U)[n][m] = (float (*)[n][m])u;
float (*V)[m][n] = (float (*)[m][n])v;
float (*W)[n][n] = (float (*)[n][n])w;
int i, j, k, l;
float Ukj, Vil, VUij;
Ukj = __builtin_array_idx (__builtin_array_select (U,
Vil = __builtin_array_idx (__builtin_array_select (V,
VUij = __builtin_array_delta (Vil * Ukj, m, k, l);
__builtin_array_store (W, __builtin_array_ridx (VUij,
}

{

m, 1, n, m), k, j);
n, 1, m, n), i, l);
i, n, j, n), n, 1, n, n);

Figure 1: Matrix multiplication using the C bindings

Figure 5 shows x86 assembly for the more complicated example in Figure 4 which implements the matrixmatrix-vector multiplication V jkUkiW j . You can see how
the outer loop of the matrix-matrix multiplication is
fused with the inner matrix-vector multiplication loop.
The scalarizer currently misses data-dependence analysis to correctly lower array expressions with overlapping
sources and destination.

4

C and C++ Language Interface

We created a simple interface to the new GIMPLE operations. The main constraints are minimal modifications
to the frontends and exposing all features of the middleend array framework.
The choice fell to support middle-end arrays by using
GCC builtin functions that are lowered to the new GIMPLE operations during gimplification. As both C and
C++ support VLA objects those serve as building blocks
for communicating memory layout.
Let us start with an example. The piece of code in Figure 1 implements matrix multiplication of two matrices
U and V which have sizes mxn and nxm. The result is
to be stored to the nxn matrix W .
Here is an overview of the existing builtin functions:
1. __builtin_array_select maps to VLA_
VIEW_EXPR and takes either a pointer to (variable length) array or an array argument. The following arguments are the extent, stride pairs as in
the VLA_VIEW_EXPR specification. Note that the
fastest varying dimension comes first as opposed to

the C array notation where in A[n][m] m is the
fastest varying index. The result of __builtin_
array_select is of array type, so you cannot
bind it to a C identifier.
2. __builtin_array_store is the counterpart
to __builtin_array_select and necessary
to not require array store handling in the frontends. It translates to an assignment with the lefthand side being a VLA_VIEW_EXPR as specified by the arguments to __builtin_array_
store. In addition to the arguments required
for __builtin_array_select a second argument is inserted that has to be of array type and
serves as the right-hand side of the resulting assignment statement.
3. __builtin_array_idx directly maps to
VLA_IDX_EXPR; its first argument needs to be of
array type and the result is a scalar which you can
bind to a C identifier.
4. __builtin_array_ridx maps to VLA_
RIDX_EXPR, but for ease of gimplification the index arguments come in pairs of
index, extent to be able to build a correct
(variable length) array object that is returned. The
first argument is a scalar. You cannot bind the
result to a C identifier.
5. __builtin_array_delta maps to VLA_
DELTA_EXPR and takes a scalar as first argument,
the common extent as second argument and any indices that are to be summed over as following arguments. As this also has a scalar result, you can
bind it to a C identifier as well.
Implementation-wise the builtins are type-generic vari-
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int i, j, k, l;
float D.1629[0:n - 1][0:m - 1];
float D.1631[0:m - 1][0:n - 1];
float D.1633[0:n - 1][0:n - 1];
float x, y, s;
U_24 = (float[0:D.1588][0:D.1581] *) u_23(D);
V_46 = (float[0:D.1604][0:D.1597] *) v_45(D);
W_68 = (float[0:D.1620][0:D.1613] *) w_67(D);
# VUSE <SMT.10_89(D)>
D.1629_72 = VLA <m_1(D), 1, n_10(D), m_1(D)> (*U_24);
Ukj_75 = VLA_IDX <k_73(D), j_74(D)> (D.1629_72);
# VUSE <SMT.10_89(D)>
D.1631_79 = VLA <n_10(D), 1, m_1(D), n_10(D)> (*V_46);
Vil_82 = VLA_IDX <i_80(D), l_81(D)> (D.1631_79);
D.1632_83 = Vil_82 * Ukj_75;
VUij_84 = VLA_DELTA <m_1(D), k_73(D), l_81(D)> (D.1632_83);
D.1633_85 = VLA_RIDX <i_80(D), j_74(D)> (VUij_84);
# SMT.10_90 = VDEF <SMT.10_89(D)>
VLA <n_10(D), 1, n_10(D), D.1630_78> (*W_68) = D.1633_85;
return;

Figure 2: Matrix multiplication in GIMPLE SSA before lowering.

adic functions. To be able to handle different return
types depending on arguments we invented a new function attribute, covariant return, which makes the frontend ignore mismatches in assignments and function
calls. Unfortunately this makes the machinery somewhat fragile in that program errors easily turn into ICEs
during gimplification or later.
In Figure 2 you can see the result of gimplifying the C
example from Figure 1 in its state right before the lowering process. In particular you can see the array temporaries D.1629, D.1631, and D.1633 which are in
SSA form. You can also see that the extra extent parameters to the __builtin_array_ridx function are
dropped in the VLA_RIDX_EXPR.
In its current form, the interface to C and C++ is not suitable for exposing high-level array operations to a wider
user-base. Instead either the frontends need to be taught
of the covariantness of the builtins properly, or new expressions need to be added to the languages. With C++
one can imagine wrapping the GCC builtins as in a properly templated and overloaded set of functions.

5

Future Work

If we settle on the proposed scheme as middle-end representation for high-level array operations, further steps

need to be taken to fully leverage the potential of this
proposal.
First a verifier for the expressions needs to be written.
We expect some high-level interface for walking array
expressions and indices as the result of this. This should
serve as a start to teach the dependence analyzer about
the array expressions as well.
To be able to efficiently lower array expressions, an SSA
form is needed, which currently is not available without optimization. As this is likely to change, we didn’t
bother to implement a fallback solution for lowering at
-O0.
The GFortran frontend needs to be changed to emit array
expressions via the proposed scheme, not doing scalarization in the frontend.
As part of this the data dependence analysis required to
decide if a temporary is needed in order to make loop
iterations independent needs to be moved to the middleend and implemented as a first lowering step before the
scalarizer. This is needed to make the scalarization result correct in the case of overlapping of the source and
destination arrays in an array expression.
At the point of lowering it needs to be decided if outputting inline code is profitable, or if a call to the GFor-
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U_24 = (float[0:D.1588][0:D.1581] *) u_23(D);
V_46 = (float[0:D.1604][0:D.1597] *) v_45(D);
W_68 = (float[0:D.1620][0:D.1613] *) w_67(D);
ivtmp.19_88 = n_10(D);
ivtmp.19_87 = n_10(D);
if (ivtmp.19_88 == 0)
goto <bb 3>;
<bb 4>:
if (ivtmp.19_87 == 0)
goto <bb 3>;
<bb 6>:
# ivtmp.19_77 = PHI <0(4), ivtmp.19_76(8)>
<bb 7>:
# ivtmp.19_91 = PHI <0(6), ivtmp.19_92(10)>
<bb 5>:
D.1678_94 = m_1(D);
<bb 9>:
# ivtmp.19_95 = PHI <0(5), ivtmp.19_97(9)>
# elttmp.20_96 = PHI <0.0(5), elttmp.20_101(9)>
x_99 = (*U_24)[ivtmp.19_91]{lb: 0 sz: D.1628_71 * 4}[ivtmp.19_95];
y_100 = (*V_46)[ivtmp.19_95]{lb: 0 sz: D.1630_78 * 4}[ivtmp.19_77];
elttmp.20_98 = x_99 * y_100;
elttmp.20_101 = elttmp.20_96 + elttmp.20_98;
ivtmp.19_97 = ivtmp.19_95 + 1;
if (D.1678_94 > ivtmp.19_97)
goto <bb 9>;
<bb 10>:
elttmp.20_93 = elttmp.20_101;
(*W_68)[ivtmp.19_77]{lb: 0 sz: D.1630_78 * 4}[ivtmp.19_91] = elttmp.20_93;
ivtmp.19_92 = ivtmp.19_91 + 1;
if (ivtmp.19_88 > ivtmp.19_92)
goto <bb 7>;
<bb 8>:
ivtmp.19_76 = ivtmp.19_77 + 1;
if (ivtmp.19_76 < ivtmp.19_87)
goto <bb 6>;
<bb 3>:
return;

Figure 3: Matrix multiplication in GIMPLE SSA after lowering.

tran runtime is better. For this reason a pattern recognition pass should transform the middle-end array operations back to library calls. The canonical form of the
contractions should make this easy.
In the same line a pass converting loops back to middleend array operations may be worth looking at. Allen
and Kennedy [1] go into great depth here in the course
of exposing fine-grained parallelism.
The remaining middle-end array operations ideally will
be lowered by the GRAPHITE framework that should
output highly optimized scalar code. OpenMP-aware

scalarization is also something that looks worth looking
into.
The C++ valarray class looks like a obvious candidate
for using the middle-end array operations infrastructure,
but a proper type-safe language extension is needed before exposing this to the programmer.

6

Conclusion

A variety of approaches for making arrays a first-class
citizen of the GCC middle-end have been explored and
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void fancy (float *res, float *u, float *v, float *w, int n, int m) {
float (*U)[n][m] = (float (*)[n][m])u;
float (*V)[m][n] = (float (*)[m][n])v;
float (*W)[n] = (float (*)[n])w;
float (*R)[n] = (float (*)[n])res;
int i, j, k;
float Uki, Vjk, Wj, VUij, Ri;
Uki = __builtin_array_idx (__builtin_array_select (U, m, 1, n, m), k, i);
Vjk = __builtin_array_idx (__builtin_array_select (V, n, 1, m, n), j, k);
Wj = __builtin_array_idx (__builtin_array_select (W, n, 1), j);
VUij = __builtin_array_delta (Vjk * Uki, m, k, k);
Ri = __builtin_array_delta (VUij * Wj, n, j, j);
__builtin_array_store (R, __builtin_array_ridx (Ri, i, n), n, 1);
}

Figure 4: Matrix and vector multiplication using the C bindings.
xorl
xorl
movl
movss

%r13d, %r13d
%ecx, %ecx
%r13d, -36(%rsp)
-36(%rsp), %xmm3

movq
movl
xorl
imulq
movss
leaq

%r9, %rax
%r13d, -36(%rsp)
%edx, %edx
%rcx, %rax
-36(%rsp), %xmm2
(%rbp,%rax,4), %rsi

movaps
movq
xorl

%xmm3, %xmm1
%rsi, %r11
%r10d, %r10d

movq
imulq
addq
addq
movss
mulss
addq
cmpq
addss
ja
mulss
addq
cmpq
addss
ja
movss
addq
cmpq
ja

%r8, %rax
%r10, %rax
$1, %r10
%rdx, %rax
(%rbx,%rax,4), %xmm0
(%r11), %xmm0
$4, %r11
%r10, %r9
%xmm0, %xmm1
.L3
(%rdi,%rdx,4), %xmm1
$1, %rdx
%rdx, %r8
%xmm1, %xmm2
.L4
%xmm2, (%r12,%rcx,4)
$1, %rcx
%rcx, %r8
.L5

.L5:

.L4:

.L3:

Figure 5: X86 assembly for the matrix and vector multiplication.

the best has been selected and presented as a proposal
for future integration into GCC. The advantages are that
it will be possible to keep the high-level information that
Fortran array expressions offer throughout the early optimization phases until the high-level loop-optimization
phase.
It has been shown that the changes required to the compiler are small and that most of the optimization framework can be shared for optimizations on scalar and array expressions. With the implementation of a lowering
pass we successfully showed that the proposal is complete and able to correctly preserve program semantics.
The array GIMPLE IL will also serve as a connection between the GFortran frontend and the GRAPHITE
high-level loop optimization framework.
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Abstract
Coding rules, which codify software best practices by
constraining the set of “admissible” programs, are often used in industry to increase program reliability and
maintainability. We present a tool that seamlessly integrates coding rule checking capabilities into the main
development workflow. In the proposed framework, the
necessary source code features are extracted from the
GCC compilation process. In this way, both compiler
infrastructure and compilation stages can be reused. The
coding rules themselves are defined using a high-level
declarative language.

1

Introduction

Although there is a trend towards increased use of highlevel languages in the software industry, offering convenient programming constructs such as type-safe execution, automatic garbage collection, etc., it is equally
clear that more traditional programming languages like
C or C++, which are notorious for fostering dubious
practices, remain very popular.
However, a good usage of C or C++ involves using the
language in a disciplined manner, such that the hazards
brought by their weaknesses and more error-prone features are minimised. To that end, it is common to require
that code rely only on a well-defined subset of the language, following a set of coding rules.
Some standard rule sets do exist, listing good general
programming practices for a given language. This is the
case of High-Integrity C++ (HICPP [15]) which provides about a hundred coding rules for C++.
Another leading initiative is MISRA-C [13], elaborated
by The Motor Industry Software Reliability Association
(MISRA). It contains a list of 141 coding rules aimed at
writing robust C code for critical systems.

Coding rules can also be used to enforce domainspecific language restrictions. Java Card [18], for example, is a subset of Java for programming Smart Cards,
an environment where memory is scarce.
At the other end of the spectrum, each organisation—or
even project—can establish its own coding rule sets, or
adapt the existing ones.
However, no matter who devises and dictates the coding
rule set, for it to be of practical use, an automatic method
to check code for conformance is needed.1 Added to the
intrinsic difficulty of mechanically checking rules, they
are typically described using (necessarily ambiguous)
natural language, which shifts the difficulty of interpreting them to whoever implements the checking tool.
Note that, although there are similarities, there is a significant difference between a style guide, being mainly
devoted to naming conventions, organisation of the
code, etc., and coding rules, which typically constrain
the kind of programs that can be written.
This work is developed within the scope of the Global
GCC project (GGCC, [7]), a consortium of European
industrial corporations and research labs funded under
the Eureka/ITEA Programme. GGCC aims at extending GCC with project-wide optimisation and compilation capabilities. The project was introduced to the GCC
community in a prior GCC Developers’ Summit [17].
In the context of GGCC, we seek the inclusion of a facility integrated into the GCC toolchain for defining new
sets of coding rules for C++, and providing mechanisms
to automatically check (non-trivial) software projects
for conformity. We think that adding this feature to
the day-to-day tools of the developers will facilitate the
adoption of coding rules in many projects. Moreover,
we can make heavy use of the syntax and static analysis
1 Although

some rules may be undecidable, finally needing human intervention.
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tools already present in GCC. On the rule-writer side, a
logic-based language makes it possible to easily capture
the meaning of coding rules. Later on, a Prolog engine
is used for checking code compliance [11].

2

Structural Coding Rules

Coding rules greatly differ on the aspects of the target
language they rely on, and the verification techniques
required to automatically enforce them. A good number
of rules in HICPP (and to a lesser extent in MISRAC) have to do with objects in the code such as classes
or functions, their static properties, and static relations
among them such as inheritance, containment, or usage.
A good example of this kind of rule is HICPP 3.3.2;
it states, “write a ‘virtual’ destructor for base classes.”
The rationale behind this requirement is that if ever an
object is destroyed through a pointer to its base class,
the correct version of the destructor code will be dynamically dispatched.
Another example is Rule HICPP 3.3.11 that says “do not
overload or hide inherited non-virtual functions.” This
aims at avoiding unexpected behaviour, as non-virtual
functions are statically bound.
We have termed these rules structural, and our framework for automatic coding rule checking is designed for
coping with this kind of rules in the first place, even if
other rules could be accommodated within it in the future (see Sect. 5.1).
Some rules combine these structural attributes with
purely syntactic information. For instance, Rule HICPP
3.3.16 states to “explicitly declare polymorphic member
functions ‘virtual’ in a derived class.” A member function is semantically virtual if it is declared as virtual
in the base class where it is declared for the first time.
In order to conform to this rule we must put the word
virtual in every re-declaration of the member function.
Other rules involve, besides optional structural information, dynamic or run-time properties that are undecidable in most cases. Furthermore, rule standard sets use
sometimes very vague properties that are difficult or impossible to formalise. Nonetheless, approximate information given by a tool like the one described in this paper can still be very useful and reduce manual inspection efforts. For example, Rule HICPP 3.1.3 reads “declare or define a copy constructor, a copy assignment

operator, and a destructor for classes which manage resources.” There is no formal definition of what a “resource” is, but we can consider some particular cases
of (signs of) resources, as classes which contain pointer
data members (suggesting that some dynamic memory
should possibly be de-allocated on destruction). We can
also take a conservative strategy and warn on every class
that does not contain the full set of members requested
by the rule above, for manual searching of “resources.”
One important feature of structural rules is that they rely
on global, project-wide properties. Information coming
from different compilation units may be involved in its
checking. For instance, in Rule HICPP 3.3.2 above, all
the code in a project must be searched for subclasses of a
given base class. This also gives an idea of the difficulty
of manual inspection.
2.1

Tools for (Structural) Rule Validation

There exist a number of proprietary tools that claim to
be able to check code for compliance with a subset of
HICPP, MISRA-C, or other standards. They fall into
two categories: compilers (such as those by IAR Systems [9]), or quality assurance tools (Parasoft is a good
example [14]). Other quality assurance and static analysis tools, e.g. Klocwork [10] or Coverity [5], define their
own list of informally described checks aimed at avoiding hazards.
Compilers provide a closed set of checkings, whereas
quality assurance tools usually have some kind of extensibility mechanism. The main drawback in this second
case is that in absence of a formal definition of rules,
it is difficult to be certain about what they are actually
checking. Two different tools could very well disagree
about the validity of some particular piece of code with
respect to, e.g., the same HICPP rule.
Even if the source code of the rules were available, they
are written in C or C++, on top of an API for traversing
the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). This low-level representation is the same that must be used for writing new
checks.
Checkstyle is a free software tool originally aimed at
guaranteeing adherence to a coding style guide [2]. It
has evolved to allow some structural checks providing a
similar API for Java code.
A more interesting approach is that of the proprietary
SemmleCode [6], also targeting Java, that provides
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a declarative language for querying a database with
knowledge about some program source code. These
queries can implement many of the coding rules we are
interested in. Semmle code is integrated into Eclipse.
Declarative technology brings the possibility of easily—
if a suitable formalism is found—translating rules from
their informal description in standard sets into an executable specification. While Semmle code uses an SQLlike language for specifying queries, we propose a logic
programming-based formalism.

3

A Framework for Structural Coding Rule
Checking Based on Logic Programming

Detecting whether some software project violates a particular rule can be made as follows:
1. Express the coding rule in a suitable formalism,
assuming an appropriate representation of the entities the rule needs to know about. This is a onetime step, independent from the particular software
project to be checked.
2. Transcribe the necessary program information into
the aforementioned representation. This is necessary for every project instance.
3. Prove (automatically) whether there is a counterexample for the rule. In that case the rule is not met;
otherwise, the code conforms to the rule.
For the time being we transcribe the violations of coding rules as Prolog predicates,2 their arguments being
the entities of interest to the programmer. In this way
the verification method can return references to the elements in the source code which have to be corrected.
The use of logic programming for manipulating architectural information about software has been already investigated in the field of formalisation and automatic
verification of design patterns [19, 1, 12]. We plan to
improve usability of our tool with a Domain-Specific
Language (DSL) for rule definition (see Section 5.2).
Gathering structural information from a particular C++
software project takes place during its compilation with
2 For a quick introduction to Prolog and pointers for further read-

ing, the reader can go to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Prolog.

g++, in the way detailed in Section 4. The full software
project must be re-compiled in order to obtain all the
necessary information (see details in Section 4.3).
Validation of the C++ project against the coding rules
is carried out by executing, in the Ciao Prolog System
(GPL’d, [8]), each of the Prolog predicates representing
a coding rule violation together with the Prolog facts
representing the project structural information. A positive answer to a query will flag a violation of the corresponding rule, and the culprits will be returned in the
form of bindings for the predicate arguments. On the
other hand, failure to return an answer means that the
project conforms to that particular rule.
3.1

Formalisation of Coding Rules as Logic Programs

Coding the rules requires a set of language-specific
predicates representing structural information about,
e.g., the inheritance graph of the checked program. Table 1 shows some C++ predicates used in the following
examples. This predicates constitute the programming
interface for defining rules and are defined on top of the
information generated by the compiler, as explained in
Section 4.
Rule 3.3.15 of HICPP reads “ensure base classes common to more than one derived class are virtual.” This
can be interpreted as requiring that all classes with more
than one immediate descendant class are virtually derived, which seems far too restrictive. In the justification that accompanies the rule, it is made clear that the
problem concerns repeated inheritance only (i.e., when
a replicated base class is not declared virtual in some
of the paths). Whether all paths need to use virtual
inheritance, or only one of them, is difficult to infer
from the provided explanation and examples. This kind
of ambiguity in natural language definitions of coding
rules is not uncommon, and is a strong argument in
favour of providing, as we do, a formalised rule definition amenable to be used by an automatic checker.
The C++ definition of virtual inheritance makes clear
that, in order to avoid any ambiguities in classes that repeatedly inherit from a certain base class, all inheritance
paths must include the repeated class as a virtual base.
As we want to identify violations of the rule, a reformulation is the following:
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P REDICATE
immediate_base_of(a,b)
base_of(a,b)
public_base_of(a,b)

declares_member_function(a,m)
has_member(c,m)
constructor(c)
destructor(d)
virtual_member(v)
calls(a,b)
overrides(a,b)
overloads_member(a,b)

sig(f,i,a,r)

M EANING
Class a appears in the list of explicit base classes of class b.
Transitive closure of immediate_base_of /2.
Class b immediately inherits from class a with public accessibility.
There are analogous predicates for other accessibility choices and
also for virtual inheritance.
Class a (re-)declares a member m.
Class c has defined a member m (data or function). m can be
inherited from a base class of c.
Member c is a constructor.
Member d is a destructor.
Member function v is dynamically dispatched.
(Member) function a has in its text an invocation of (member)
function b.
Member function a is defined in a derived class as a re-declaration
of member function b.
Some class contains methods a and b (maybe declared in different
classes in the same inheritance hierarchy). They have the same
name but different argument types.
Function f has name i, argument type a (a list), and result type r.

Table 1: A subset of the predicates necessary to describe structural relations in C++ code.

Rule 3.3.15 is violated if there exist classes A,
B, C, and D such that: class A is a base class
of D through two different paths, and one of
the paths has class B as an immediate subclass
of A, and the other has class C as an immediate subclass of A, where B and C are different
classes. Moreover A is not declared as a virtual base of C.

::Animal
virtual

::WingedAnimal

::Mammal

::Bat
Figure 1 shows, among others, the Prolog formalisation
of a violation of Rule HICPP 3.3.15. The success of
a query to violate_hicpp_3_3_15/4 would exemplify a violation of Rule HICPP 3.3.15.3
The four involved classes are not necessarily distinct,
but it is required that B and C do not refer to the
same class, and that both are immediate descendants of
A. The terms base_of(B,D) and base_of(C,D)
point out that class D must be a descendant of both B
and C, through an arbitrary number (maybe zero) of subclassing steps. Finally, for the rule to be violated we require that class A is not virtually inherited by class C.
3 We

will use a similar naming convention hereinafter:

violate_hicpp_X_Y_Z/N is the rule which models the violation of the HICPP rule X.Y.Z.

Figure 2: An example of violation of Rule HICPP
3.3.15.

Note the use of dis-equality and negation by failure (operator \+) in the definition of the rule.
Figure 2 depicts a set of classes and their inheritance
relations, which make the literal
violate_hicpp_3_3_15(‘::Animal’,
‘::Mammal’, ‘::WingedAnimal’, ‘::Bat’)
deducible, thus constituting a counterexample. If the inheritance from ‘::Animal’ to ‘::WingedAnimal’
was also virtual, the goal would fail (no counterexample
could have been found).
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violate_hicpp_3_3_15(A,B,C,D) :immediate_base_of(A, B),
immediate_base_of(A, C),
B \== C,
base_of(B, D),
base_of(C, D),
\+ virtual_base_of(A, C).

violates_hicpp_3_3_2(BaseClass) :has_derived_classes(BaseClass),
has_no_virtual_destr(BaseClass).
has_derived_classes(BaseClass) :immediate_base_of(BaseClass,_).

violate_hicpp_3_3_13(Caller,Called) :has_member(SomeClass,Caller),
(
constructor(Caller)
;
destructor(Caller)
),
has_member(SomeClass,Called),
virtual_member(Called),
calls(Caller,Called).

has_no_virtual_destr(Class) :\+ (
has_member(Class,Destr),
destructor(Destr),
virtual_member(Destr)
).

Figure 1: Prolog formalisation of some HICPP rules.
Another rule that can be easily implemented in this
framework but requires disjunction (operator ;) is Rule
HICPP 3.3.13, specified as “do not invoke virtual methods of the declared class in a constructor or destructor.”
This rule needs, additionally, information about the call
graph of the project.
Figure 1 shows also Rule HICPP 3.3.2, from Section 2,
translated into Prolog. Note that auxiliary predicates are
used in the definition of this rule.
Having the rules defined in this or a similar high-level
formalism allows for clearly understanding what they
check, beyond the possible ambiguities that the informal description contains. This is a clear advantage over
most of the commercial compilers or tools for quality
assurance that incorporate rule checking facilities.

4

Using GCC for Gathering Program Information

As a first test of our rule checking procedure we developed a prototype [11] that works with program information provided by Source-Navigator [16]. This information is both incomplete (many relevant features of C++
source code are not present in the Source-Navigator
knowledge base) and imprecise (e.g., as namespaces
and templates are not well supported, sometimes is not
possible to distinguish among different entities with the
same identifier). In fact, Source-Navigator carries out
an incomplete parsing of the source code.
Among the advantages of using a compiler as GCC as

the main source of program analysis information that we
expect to exploit, we find:
• Non duplication of compiler capabilities.
• A complete parsing gives us potential access to any
feature of the code.
• We can easily guarantee that only correct programs
are analysed.
• Object code generation and software analysis tools
support exactly the same input (e.g. the same language version), rely on the same data and interpret
the code in the very same way.
• As compilation stages are reused, a better integration into the main development workflow is possible (see Section 4.3).
All these characteristics distinguish our approach from
existing quality assurance tools, including SemmleCode [6] (not from compilers with coding rule checking
capabilities as [9]).
4.1

A Middle-End Pass for Program Feature Extraction

Some of the program features needed for writing rules
are common to many languages and have a representation at GIMPLE level—even if the semantics are not
exactly the same in different languages. Other properties or constructs are language-specific. Since adding a
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middle-end (ME) pass is quite simple and clean with the
current infrastructure for optimisation, this has been our
first step towards a facility for program feature extraction.
Our pass writes to a file Prolog facts describing structural properties of the analysed software, which can be
either a program or a library. It has been designed to
provide useful information about C++ code. But, as no
language-hooks are used, it should be largely languageindependent and easy to adapt to other languages. This
is a natural extension, provided that GCC is a multilanguage compilation framework.
Another advantage of implementing the functionality in
an ME pass is that no overhead exists if the new functionality is not activated with the corresponding flag.
On the other hand, C++-specific features such as templates or friends can not be used for defining rules, at
the time this is written.
Another possible drawback of our system (but not completely avoidable in other approaches) is that we analyse
only one of many potential instantiable programs generated from a given source code: the one determined by
the pre-processing stages in a given environment.
Our development is available at the web site of the
project [7], and it is in sync with the GCC trunk.
4.2

Extracting Program Information as Prolog
Facts

The output of the information-extraction facility is a list
of Prolog facts, one per line. Each Prolog fact represents a feature of the source code that needs to be
stored/streamed for later use by the coding rule checker.
We distinguish between global and local entities because they use a different identification scheme.
Global entities are those that can appear outside a function or method definition (e.g. namespaces, classes, etc.)
For each global entity that is either declared or defined
into the compilation unit under consideration, a fact is
generated stating that this entity exists. The following
grammar rules define the syntax of the unary Prolog
predicates for these facts:

global_entity_term ::= global_entity ( GLOBAL_KEY ) .
global_entity ::= namespace
| enum
| enum_value
| union
| record
| function
| global_var
| method
| field
| bit_field

A record is either a class or a struct. A method
(a field) is a function (a data variable) declared inside a
record or union. GLOBAL_KEY is a key identifying the
entity. We have tentatively used a character string, and
more specifically the mangled name of the object.
Mangled names [20] are a special encoding of names of
functions, variables, etc. generated by the compiler for
the linker and other tools that have to deal with information coming from different compilation units. This is
the case for structural coding rule checking. Using C++
mangled names has many advantages for our specific
task:
• They identify global entities appearing into the
source code giving us a name that is (excepting
some corner cases that have to be specifically handled) unique across all the source code files to be
linked together (modulo they can actually be linked
with no errors).
• They resolve overloaded function names, including
overloading originated by templates.
• They integrate C++ operators into the global naming scheme.
More specifically, we use the same coding scheme used
for mangling by GCC: the mangling standard for the Itanium C++ ABI [4]. The mangling capabilities of GCC
have been extended to get names for entities that are
not named in object code (e.g. classes). Since mangling has a compositional structure (the mangled name
of a method contains the mangled name of the class that
contains it, etc.), this can be straightforwardly done in
many cases. Still, some difficulties remain for anonymous records and units, for which some kind of projectwide naming scheme must be devised, presumably including the file name.
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P ROPERTIES OF GLOBAL ENTITIES
virtual(method(GLOBAL_KEY))
Stated for each method identified by GLOBAL_KEY iff the method is virtual.
accessibility(method(GLOBAL_KEY),ACCESS_SPECIFIER)
A fact of this form exists for each method reported, indicating an access specifier for it. ACCESS_
SPECIFIER is either public, protected, or private.
R ELATIONS AMONG GLOBAL ENTITIES
contains(namespace(GLOBAL_KEY),GLOBAL_ENTITY)
GLOBAL_ENTITY is a global_entity defined in the namespace identified by GLOBAL_KEY. GLOBAL_
ENTITY can represent a namespace, an enum, an enum_value, a union, a record, a function, or a
global_var.
contains(record(GLOBAL_KEY),GLOBAL_ENTITY)
GLOBAL_ENTITY is a global_entity defined in the record identified by GLOBAL_KEY. GLOBAL_
ENTITY can represent an enum, an enum_value, a union, a record, a method, a field, or a bit_field.
enumerates(enum(GLOBAL_KEY_1),ENUM_VALUE(GLOBAL_KEY_2))
GLOBAL_KEY_1 identifies an enumeration that contains a label identified by GLOBAL_KEY_2.
extends(record(GLOBAL_KEY_1),record(GLOBAL_KEY_2))
GLOBAL_KEY_1 immediately inherits from GLOBAL_KEY_2.
P ROPERTIES OF RELATIONS
virtual(extends(record(GLOBAL_KEY_1),record(GLOBAL_KEY_2)))
This is stated for each inheritance link that is virtual.
accessibility(extends(record(GLOBAL_KEY_1),record(GLOBAL_KEY_2)),ACCESS_SPECIFIER)

A fact of this form does exist for each inheritance link, indicating an access specifier for it.
Table 2: Structure of some Prolog terms representing properties and relations among C++ global entities.

Following this identification scheme, a Prolog predicate
exists for every relevant property of global entities, and
terms are generated in the output for every occurrence
of the property. These terms have the structure shown in
Table 2 for some example properties.
Besides individual properties, relations among global
entities exist. These relations usually involve two global
entities—a binary predicate being used—but relations
of greater arity could arise. Some examples of binary
relations among global entities can also be found in Table 2.
Relations such as extends can also have properties attached. Two examples are given in the same Table 2.
Local entities are those that can appear inside a function
or method, and are not a global entity. Their keys are
composed because they have to reference the function
in which the entity is defined. A Prolog term is generated in the output for local entities such as local variables and function arguments. Some relations among
local entities, or among local entities and global entities
can be defined. In the future, even statements, expres-

sions, and declarations could be defined in this flattened
representation of the AST.
Some terms are generated for representing types and attaching types to entities, and also for associating code
locations to entities (needed for user output).
The predicates used in Table 1 are defined on top of
the predicates described in this section. Those predicates are of a higher level, closer to abstractions used in
defining coding rules. They follow the usual terminology used for talking about C++ programs (base classes,
member functions, etc.), facilitating the formalisation of
the rules for a C++ expert. This two-layered architecture
is also intended to better support extending this rulechecking facility to other target languages.
4.3

User Interface of the New Facility

As it has been stated in Section 2, we need to process
the full C++ source code of a project (application or library). We also pursue to smoothly integrate the rulechecking procedure into the development workflow and
the building process of new and existing projects.
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What we do is to process each compilation unit separately, in the usual way, dumping the Prolog facts to
a shared file where all data about the project are accumulated. Two new flags -fipa-codingrules and
-fipa-codingrules-file=FILENAME are provided
in g++ and cc1plus commands. The first one activates the feature extraction facility and the second one
specifies the file where Prolog terms are stored.
After a full cleaning of the building tree, the project is
built by means of make, scons, ant or whatever tool
is used to that end. These tools usually allow changing compilation options with some environment variables or by editing some configuration file. For example, if automake/autoconf are used, a $CXXFLAGS
environment variable is usually available for setting
g++ compilation options. Note that an absolute pathname must be passed to -fipa-codingrules-file
to store all the needed Prolog facts in a single file. This
is step (2) in Section 3.
For performing step (3) we use a checkrules command that is basically a Prolog interpreter generated
with Ciao tools [8]. It takes two inputs: the file with
facts about the analysed software, and a file with definitions of coding rules (previously compiled into bytecode, i.e. step (1) in Section 3). This command has to
take into account that some facts could be repeated in
the input, as some files can be included in many compilation units. checkrules generates a complete report
with all rule violations found.
Note that not relying on the building process of existing
projects would be quite challenging, as the appropriate
compiling options should be found for every compilation unit (as we need a compilation with no errors for
our ME machinery being executed).
Even if the architecture and operation mode of our tool
is still rudimentary, it brings the opportunity of integrating coding rule checking into the main toolchain of
many developers. The checkrules command is not
necessarily called in every compilation. But for many
developers it can be more comfortably used than more
sophisticated quality assurance tools. The consequence
is that software weaknesses are caught earlier. Moreover, it facilitates the adoption of this technology thanks
to the huge user base of GCC.

4.4

Implementation of the Middle-End Pass

The algorithm for extracting the needed information traverses the call graph, i.e. a graph data structure provided
by ME which contains information about all function
calls in a given compilation unit. Using this call graph,
the GIMPLE tree node for callee and caller function
declarations are reachable. For each of them, a recursive algorithm is started from a function process_
tree(tree t), that receives a ME tree node of arbitrary type (not only functions). This function allocates
a new struct artifact object, stores it in a hash
table, and returns it. The record contains the following
data:
• The ME tree node for the declaration received as
argument.
• A unique artifact name (see Section 4.2).
• The parent artifact, i.e. the artifact which defines
a context for the current artifact (e.g. classes for
function members, records for fields, etc.)
• The children artifacts, i.e. the entities for which this
artifact is a parent.
• An access specifier (public, private, protected) for
this artifact in its context.
• Specific information for each kind of artifact
(namespaces, records, functions, etc.)
This artifact object is all the pass needs to produce the
Prolog facts that describe this entity and its relations
with other artifacts. The algorithm explores not just the
initial tree node passed to process_tree(), but any
entity related with it. This goal is achieved by recursively processing these related tree nodes as follows:
1. The context declaration of a given tree node is
obtained and processed by a recursive call to
process_tree(). The resulting artifact acts as
the parent of the current entity.
2. Depending on the kind of tree node a type-specific
processing function is invoked. These functions,
which follow a process_*_tree() nomenclature (where * is the specific artifact type), receive
the tree node and parent artifact as arguments.
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found, no job is done and parent is NULL. (It
would be the same for a C++ function declared in
the outermost namespace).

process_tree(
<function foobar(int, float*)>)
detect that the tree node
represents a function
process_function_tree(
<function foobar(...)>)
obtain function arguments
and process each type
process_tree(
<argument 1 int>)
detect that the tree node
represents a built-in type
process_builtin_tree(
<argument 1 int>)

process_tree(
<argument 2 float*>)
detect that the tree onode
represents a pointer type
process_pointer_tree(
<argument 2 float*>)
obtain the pointed type
node and process it
process_tree(
<pointed type float>)
detect that the tree node
represents a built-in type
process_builtin_tree(
<pointed type float>)

Figure 3: Recursive call graph for foobar(int,
float*) function processing.
3. The process_*_tree() function checks if this
artifact was previously processed by searching in
the artifacts hash table. If not found, the new artifact is created and its common and specific information is filled up by browsing the ME tree. Also,
all related tree nodes are used as argument to invoke process_tree(), which returns the artifact object for this declaration and creates it if it
does not exist.

2. Since a function-declaration tree node has been
found, process_function_tree() is called,
which extracts the function arguments from the
node. For each of int and float*, the type
declaration is obtained and used as the argument
for process_tree(). When processed, these
two artifacts are attached as argument types for
foobar() function in its artifact object.
3. As a built-in-type declaration tree node is found
(for the first argument type of foobar())
by process_tree(), function process_
builtin_tree() is invoked. This call creates
a new artifact object for the built-in type int.
4. As a pointer-type declaration tree node is found
(for the second argument type of foobar())
by process_tree(), function process_
pointer_tree() is invoked. This call creates a
new artifact object for the pointer type float *,
and processes the pointed type declaration, obtaining the tree node and using it as the argument to
process_tree().
5. Finally, a built-in-type declaration tree node is
found (for the pointed type of the second argument
type of foobar()) by process_tree(), and
a new call to process_builtin_tree() is
realised. This call creates a new artifact object for
the built-in type float.

4.4.2
4.4.1

Output Formatting

The Extraction Algorithm at Work

To illustrate the extraction algorithm, think of a function
foobar(int, float*) in C. This compilation unit
is processed recursively as shown in Figure 3 as follows:
1. process_tree() is called with the tree node
for foobar() function as argument. This function obtains the declaration context for foobar()
and processes it. As no declaration context is

Once all function calls and their related entities have
been processed and stored in the artifacts hash table, this
table is traversed to produce the output. This task is performed by using an output formatter function, set by default to a Prolog fact formatter. Some other formatters
could be written to provide an alternative output, like
CLIPS facts [3], SQL sentences, LATEX, XML, etc., extending the usefulness of this ME pass. In the future,
this output formatter could be set by a cc1plus argument like -fipa-codingrules-format=FORMAT.
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5

Future Extensions

Besides adapting the tool to other languages supported
by GCC, there are two main improvements we plan to
introduce. They are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.
5.1

More Syntactic and Semantic Properties

Syntactic information and other language-independent
properties that are lost at the GIMPLE level are needed
for many rules. One example is Rule HICPP 3.3.16 of
Section 2. We need to integrate to our framework information coming from the GCC front-ends. The challenge
is to achieve this in a non-intrusive and maintainable
way, and with no overhead for users that do not need
this functionality.
Flattening the full AST as Prolog facts is going to generate an enormous amount of facts. It would be interesting to devise some procedure to selectively enable data
generation for those entities actually interacting in some
rule.
Many other rules refer to sequences of events occurring
at run-time, for which data-flow analysis information
computed by some optimisation passes could be useful. Even more powerful static analysis is being incorporated into GCC through the GGCC project [17]. Is is
our goal to interface with these passes and static analysers to obtain properties and use them in rule definition.
5.2

A Domain-Specific Language for Coding Rule
Definition

While, as we have seen, Prolog is able to express structural rules, making it the native language for specifying coding rules has several drawbacks: people writing or reading the rules are not likely to be Prolog experts, full Prolog contains too much extra (perhaps nondeclarative) stuff that does not fit in our setting and
which needs care regarding, e.g., evaluation order and
instantiation state of variables, etc.
Moreover, a proper compilation of rules into Prolog demands a careful use of several extensions to the language.
We plan to provide rule writers with a DSL for defining
new rules, which we have codenamed CRISP (Coding

Rules in Sugared Prolog). In fact, CRISP is a family
of languages with a common core and some constructs
specific to the source language being analyzed.
CRISP is still in an early stage of development, but there
are already several key features taking shape. For instance, CRISP is intended to be fully declarative, i.e.
it will not contain impure features like those in Prolog,
and will abstract away many execution details—e.g. rule
designers should not need to worry about order of execution of goals inside a clause, as this can be optimized
by the CRISP compiler.
Negation, transitive closure, and tabulation of frequently
used results will also be built into the system along with
a model for declaring errors associated with rules that
can serve as an interface to programming environments.
CRISP will be strongly typed, thus requiring less input
from the rule writer, as many typing constraints can be
inferred at compile time.

6

Conclusions

The distinctive features of our approach to structural
coding rule conformance checking can be summarised
as follows:

1. Rules are formally defined by means of a declarative rule definition language.
2. Users can define their own rules, or adapt existing
ones.
3. Seamless integration into the workflow of the developers.
4. Basic information about programs is taken from the
very same compiler used to generate object code.
5. Potentially multi-language.

With our first prototype based on Source-Navigator,
we ran some experiments and detected a number of
rule violations on some well-known open-source C++
projects [11]. We are currently reproducing these results
with the new GCC-based tool, which will allow checking a larger number of rules. The new results will be
published on the GGCC website ([7]) when available.
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Improving the precision of GCC’s debug information
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Abstract
Debug information of optimized code is becoming more
and more important. A primary example is the use of
systemtap (or similar means) to inspect whole systems
while they run in production mode (and hence with optimized code). Currently GCC loses quite some information during its optimization passes, some of that
by necessity (e.g., whole subexpressions can be optimized out) and other just because of missing tracking
of values. Of particular importance is the mapping from
user-named variables to values. The SSA infrastructure
gives us a way to name each value produced and bind
them to user variables. That mapping can be maintained
over optimizations into the RTL representation and from
there converted to debug information. This work is being carried out on the var-mappings branch, and here we
present that work, the infrastructure, and possible future
enhancements.

1

Introduction

One of the most important aspects of debugging is introspection,1 i.e., the possibility to learn the values of different entities of a program. The most useful entities are
user variables—be they global, static, or automatic—as
these are the ones with the most direct relationship to
the source code.

With optimization, though, solving this problem is more
difficult, as a user variable can be placed in different registers (and memory) at different points in time. Unfortunately debuggable-but-optimized code becomes more
and more important, often not because of the wish for
traditional debugging, but for introspection (e.g., whole
system tracing).
In Section 2 we will look in detail at the several aspects
of the problem at hand and try to provide means for how
to measure them and formulate some goals. In Section 3
we propose a solution for these goals, whereas in Section 4 we outline some possible enhancements.

2
2.1

Anatomy and Taxonomy
Details of the problem

There are many transformations done to a program during optimization that affect the ability to debug it. Furthermore different people have different expectations of
what a debugger should be able to do, so the first step is
to define what precisely we want to (and what we don’t
want to) achieve.
For this purpose we look at several functions with their
optimized (or transformed) counterparts exemplifying
some situations that often happen (obviously these are
contrived examples):

Hence, one goal of generating debug information is to
provide a most precise picture of what the value of a
user variable is, at preferably all points during the program flow. Traditionally GCC did fairly well with this
in absence of optimization, as the mapping from userdeclared variables to places (in either registers or memory) doesn’t change often inside a function body.
1 Other aspects are possibility of state changes, like changing val-

ues or control flow.
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int foo1(int j) {
int I = j * 2;
return I;
}
int foo1_optimized(int j) {
int temp = j + j;
return temp;
}
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foo1 is an example where the optimizer simply replaced a user variable I by a temporary; i.e., it’s unreasonable for a debugger to refuse to output the value
of I, as it’s readily available somewhere.
int foo2(int j) {
int I = j * 2, J = j + j;
return I + J;
}
int foo2_optimized(int j) {
int temp = j + j;
return temp * 2;
}

foo2 shows an example where two user variables get
replaced by the same temporary. Again a debugger
should deal with this situation and give an answer if
asked for either I or J.
int foo3(int j) {
int I = j * 2;
return I + j;
}
int foo3_optimized(int j) {
int temp = j * 3;
return temp;
}

In foo3, on the other hand, no temporary contains the
value of user variable I. It would have to be computed,
which is possible in this example, but not in general (not
all functions are injective). For this work we decided to
not generate debug information in this case.
int foo4(int j) {
int I;
callit(i * 2);
I = i * 2;
return I;
}

for user variables is moved to different places, i.e. their
points of life and death changed. We think it is reasonable for a debugger to give a value for user variable I at
a program point, even when it hasn’t yet been defined in
the original source (or when it isn’t needed anymore)—
in this case, before the call to callit. That is a side
effect of optimization and doesn’t inhibit debugging capabilities (after all, it soon will get that very value also
in the original program order). So we don’t especially
care about this situation.
So, in summary, if the value of a user variable happens
to be available directly in some place we want to reflect
this in the debug information, not necessarily taking into
account whether the user variable really is defined at that
program point. If the value can merely be expressed as
an expression we don’t want to say so.
2.2

Connection to GCC

This work doesn’t exist in a void; therefore, we need to
build a connection from the above phrases to concepts
of GCC. In particular, we need to decide what we mean
by values and user variables: A user variable simply is
the VAR_DECL or PARM_DECL coming directly from
the front-end. In the final debug information values are
often identified with places, which are either constants,
registers, or memory slots (i.e., debug information describes where a value can be found, not the value itself).
In GCC we have two large intermediate representations:
GIMPLE and RTL. During GIMPLE registers are represented as temporaries (that fulfill the is_gimple_
reg predicate and will be rewritten into SSA form),
during RTL as pseudo registers; constants can represent
themselves.

int foo4_optimized(int j) {
int temp = i * 2;
callit(temp);
return temp;
}

Memory becomes interesting only very late in compilation. Up until the register allocator, memory accesses
in the intermediate representation correspond directly to
memory accesses which also exist in the original program source. They are never generated artificially. A
user variable that happens to be placed in memory by
the front-end (e.g., for a global variable) never changes
that place (it can be loaded into registers, though); and
the place is noted in the corresponding DECL node.

The last example, foo4, shows a situation similar to the
first two, but this time the point of definition of values

The register allocator can introduce new memory accesses (to space on the stack) when it has to spill pseudoregisters to make all temporaries fit the CPU register file.
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All of these stack slots can be associated with the register they contain.

as possible throughout optimization, and finally use it
while generating the debug information.

Therefore it is enough if we limit ourselves to constants
and registers. In fact for this paper we are concentrating on registers only (but see Section 4) and we interchangeably will use the terms register and temporary
(and sometimes, SSA name) for them.

It’s not enough for this mapping to simply map from
a declaration to a set of registers; we wouldn’t know
which register to look at at a certain program point. We
effectively also need to store a partitioning of the instructions. During the course of optimization that partitioning constantly changes, and we can’t easily know
how when we only have a map starting from declarations. The optimizers don’t know (and shouldn’t know)
about user variables, so while doing their transformation
they need to have a way to go from the primitives they
work with (SSA names) to that mapping.

By dealing only with GIMPLE values (during GIMPLE), we automatically constrain ourselves to user variables of types that really can be placed into registers,
and only those pose problems. This includes the scalar
types, but also some aggregates (small structures or
vectors). Variables of more complicated types will be
placed into memory from the start, and are dealt with
automatically as described above.
2.3

Hence one prerequisite for maintaining the first mapping
is also a mapping from SSA names to user variables.

Current situation
3.1

Much of the infrastructure to generate precise debug information already exists in GCC. For instance, there is
a scope tree (mapping back instruction locations to the
original program scopes, that itself contains a list of user
variables declared therein). The debug information generators (in particular the one for DWARF2) are capable
of generating location lists for each declaration (mapping a variable, program point pair to a place).
Furthermore, we have the possibility to control these
emitters via pseudo-instructions, announcing a change
of location for variables. These pseudo-instructions are
generated on the (mostly) final instruction stream by the
var_tracking pass and can make use of any information available at that point. This includes annotations
on MEM and REG expressions (giving a declaration for
the described place) and solving a data flow problem on
the learned initial situation.
The missing things are basically that MEM and REG expressions can be associated with only one user variable,
and us not maintaining the associations between user
variables and temporaries—thereby having lost much
of the necessary information from the input to var_
tracking.

3

Solution

The goal now should be clear. We want to build a mapping from user variables to registers, maintain it as much

The idea

The key insight for easy maintenance of the decl-toplace mapping now is that we can use the name-to-decl
mapping instead. An SSA name effectively provides a
set of instructions at which it is has a value (namely all
that are dominated by its definition). And SSA names
also correspond to exactly one value each (they are defined only once), so a change in value will give rise to a
new SSA name, a possibility to associate a different set
of user variables with that new value.
Given a name-to-decl mapping, we can construct a declto-place mapping trivially: Given a user variable U and
a program point p, search the nearest dominating SSA
name definition d that is associated with U. The value of
U at p is contained in d. Additional precision is reached
by checking if U actually is active in a scope that contains p.
The nice thing about having the mapping in this direction is that the instruction partition is implicit in
the dominator relationship of SSA name definition, and
hence doesn’t need to be maintained explicitely. If any
optimizer moves such definition to some other place
(and it was a valid transformation) it still is associated
with U (that happens to now look initialized earlier or
later).
So, we introduce a general map from SSA names to a
set of DECLs.
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3.2

RTL

The important property of the name-to-decl mapping
is that we have unique entities that represent changes
in value to which we can attach associated variable
declarations. In the RTL intermediate representation,
pseudo-registers represent the places; however, unlike
SSA names, a pseudo-register can be assigned to multiple times and hence represent multiple values (at different program points), so we can’t use them to maintain
the same mapping.
Another property of the SSA names was that most of the
optimizers didn’t need to be aware of them being associated with user variables. So we’d like to find something
similar in RTL: unique, self-contained, and representing
value changes.
We decided to use the SET RTL construct for this.
It represents exactly one side-effect, is unique (because RTL trees are unshared), and is reasonably selfcontained. Another natural place would be the INSN itself, but there the handling is already more complicated,
as RTL instructions can have multiple side-effects (and
hence SETs), and often RTL optimizers don’t deal with
whole instructions (requiring representing the variable
associations on the side).
Hence we introduce a general map from SET to a set of
DECLs.
3.3

SSA to RTL

will be expanded recursively and turn into a number of
SETs, each of them possibly then associated with set
of user variables corresponding to the just-expanded expression.
For example, given this short program:
static int bar(int j) {
return j + 1;
}
int l;
int foo5(int i, int k) {
l = bar(i*k);
return l;
}

we want to retain the association between j and the expression i*k. After inlining and during expansion, the
expander will be given a tree for the whole expression
i ∗ k + 1; therefore, we need to have a general association
between (sub)expressions and variable names.
3.4

Maintaining the mapping

Now that we know what our mapping looks like, we
need to say how we maintain it during optimizations,
which will be surprisingly simple.
Once an SSA name is associated with a user variable,
it always will be. All optimizers that simply work with
the SSA_NAME tree, moving it around or placing it into
new expressions, don’t need to do anything special—at
most the program points at which a value is available
change, but that never loses the value completely.

One difficulty occurs while going from GIMPLE SSA
form to RTL form. First we go out of SSA form (losing
the uniqueness of SSA names), and second, we build
long expressions out of several smaller instructions for
the benefit of the RTL expander. The latter replaces individual temporaries (that now might be associated with
user variables) with whole expressions.

When a new SSA name is generated, it doesn’t immediately need to be associated with a user variable: either
it’s a completely new value not associated with any variable, then it never will be, or it’s a copy of a value already associated—in that case, both are equivalent and
the source of that copy can be used to maintain the mapping just fine.

This phase is very short and doesn’t contain any other
transformations, so a special-case solution is sensible.
What we do is to move the associations from SSA names
to their right-hand side expressions. These are unique
and are the input to the RTL expander that can lookup
associations for every expression it expands and move
them into the generated SETs.

The only situation we need to deal with is when the last
reference to a place is removed, which can only be a
definition. When this happens and the definition was a
copy, then we make the source SSA name now also be
associated with all user vars of the to-be-deleted destination SSA name. When the transformation is correct, then also this moving is correct, and possibly only
moves the point of definition closer to the function entry.

This also solves the problem of nested expressions, as
those can be associated with user variables, also. They

This can be seen in the following example:
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int foo6(int j) {
int I;
callit(j * 2);
I = j + j;
return I;
}

this will be expanded to roughly this body:
temp1 = j * 2;
callit(temp1);
temp2 = j + j;

// vars(temp2) = I

where temp2 is associated with I, while temp1 has no
associations. When common expressions are optimized
away, the definition of temp2 will transform into a copy
(from temp1) that in turn will be removed by dead code
removal:
temp1 = j * 2;
callit(temp1);
temp2 = temp1; // vars(temp2) = I; but dead

At the point of removing the definition of temp2, we
will associate temp1 with variable I, retaining that information. The noticeable effect to the user is that I
now seems to be initialized already before the call (but
to the correct value), which seems a small price to pay.
The situation is similar in RTL form. As long as the
SETs are handled en bloc, nothing needs to be changed.
When we remove a SET we again need to handle copies
specially. This time we need to find the dominating
SETs that define the right-hand side of the to-be-deleted
one to move the associations to.
3.5

As expected there were only limited changes necessary to the various GCC passes to maintain this mapping. The most prominent ones are release_defs
where SSA names are removed, and setup_one_
parameter to connect formal parameters of inlined
functions to their SSA temporary.
Most of the transformations on RTL (that affect individual instructions) are done via validate_change,
often changing the operands of SETs in place. This
doesn’t invalidate the variable associations. The only
place that really can remove SETs is remove_insn.
At the time of this writing the move of associations is
only partially implemented here.
One place that generates new SETs from old ones is the
instruction splitter, that simply can move variable associations to the last set.
Finally we also had to amend the var-tracking pass
to make use of that mapping in the obvious way (when
we encounter a SET with associations, we emit annotations that the destination of it now contains those variables).
A result of this work can be seen e.g. here (from the
final_cleanup dump, i.e., before RTL expansion).
The input function
int bar(int j) {
int jj = j / 41;
int kk = jj + 1;
int ll = kk;
return ll;
}

Implementation
is transformed into

We implemented the ideas from Section 3.1 et seq.
on the var-mappings branch. All DECL nodes already have unique numbers assigned to them, so we
implement the target set of our mappings simply as a
bitmap. To facilitate lookups we also have a map
decl_for_uid_map from these IDs to variable declarations.
The mapping itself is implemented via uid_bitmap_
map and tree_bitmap_map for the tree-SSA side,
and via a new slot in the RTL SET expression on the
RTL side (referring to the uid bitmap).

int bar(int j) {
return j / 41 E{ jj } + 1 E{ kk ll };
}

The notation E{foo} means that the expression before
it is associated with the mentioned name(s). Furthermore the notation is omitted when the expression is just
the variable itself (e.g., when the variable was not decomposed into new temporaries). In this example, that
would be j.
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4

Future Work

There is still work to do. It would be useful to also handle constants (one idea would be a map from constants
to variables that could be used when a variable has no
other place).
It would be even more useful to have a better test suite
for debug information, and some means to measure the
precision of it. One could try using the gdb test suite for
this.
Furthermore, there are undoubtedly more places in GCC
that unintentionally lose variable associations, but could
easily be fixed. Not many of them are visible when looking at examples that are simple enough to analyze by
hand, so also for that a test suite would be very helpful,
or at least an automatically checked metric (e.g., over
how many instructions a user variable is available in the
debug information).
One extension to the mapping could potentially provide some more precision without destroying the basic
premise of easy maintenance: if the map targets weren’t
only variable declarations, but pairs of scope block and
var-decl, we may be able to better confine these associations (as explained in Section 3.4, we sometimes extend
location lists beyond their original definition points).

5

Conclusion

We presented a way to maintain the association between user-declared variables and compiler-generated
temporaries (SSA names, pseudo registers). We heavily
built on the existing infrastructure of GCC, and created
a mapping that is maintained nearly automatically by
many optimization passes, thereby reducing the overall
amount of necessary changes.
Due to the way we built the mapping, it’s also trivial to
see that it doesn’t affect code generation in any way, so
one invariant of debug info generation (same code with
or without it) is easily satisfied.
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Abstract

be more useful to augment existing languages to make
them suitable for writing parallel programs.

Coarrays are an extension of Fortran that was defined
around a decade ago to allow for asynchronous parallel
programming within the Fortran language, as opposed
to methods outside the language (via the OpenMP standard and the MPI library). It will be part of the upcoming Fortran 2008 Standard.
As the description by one of its authors mentions:
A Fortran program containing coarrays is interpreted as if it were replicated a fixed number of times and all copies were executed
asynchronously. Each copy has its own set of
data objects and is called an image. The array
syntax of Fortran is extended with additional
trailing subscripts in square brackets to give
a clear and straightforward representation of
access to data on other images. [5]

To put a context to this answer, we provide a limited
overview of the current tools for parallellisation that are
available to the Fortran programmer, but remain an addon feature, existing outside of the language.
In the rest of this article we use the concept of computational domain. This comprises the whole set of structures containing the data that the computations are being performed on (e.g., the set of arrays that form the
model domain in case of a computational fluid dynamics solver).

This paper describes the changes in the parser, intermediate representation, and run-time library of GNU Fortran required to implement coarrays.
In addition, it necessarily discusses various paradigms
in parallel computing.

1

Coarrays (which will be part of the upcoming Fortran
2008 Standard) are intended to be the answer to the
above request for the Fortran language.

We also use the concept of direct addressability; with
this we mean the capability of a CPU to access or store a
data item using an address in a register or the instruction,
or a combination of both numbers.

2

2.1

Introduction

The number of cores in commodity processors is increasing and their clock rates are decreasing. Currently,
two cores are the practical minimum available, and four
cores are readily available. So, regardless of language
support, people will use parallel programming whenever
the opportunity arises. They will do it by running multiple jobs in parallel, faster.
However, it would be useful to have programming languages that enable parallel programming; it would even

Existing methods of parallellization for Fortran programmers
OpenMP and Fortran

The OpenMP model [2] is based on the concept of multiple threads, each executing on one CPU that is able
to directly address all memory (the precise definition of
the memory model supported by OpenMP is outside the
scope of this article).
The main purpose of OpenMP is to enable distributing
iterations of a loop over threads.
A typical example is:
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SUBROUTINE A1(N, A, B)
INTEGER I, N
REAL B(N), A(N)
!$OMP PARALLEL DO
DO I=2,N
B(I) = (A(I) + A(I-1)) / 2.0
ENDDO
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
END SUBROUTINE A1

The work in the do loop is divided between the processors that are available to the program. All CPUs then
perform their part in parallel. The assumption is that
each CPU involved can access any element of A and B.
The loop variable I is private by default, i.e., local to
each thread.

2.2

Using the Message Passing Interface Library in
Fortran

The MPI model [1] assumes that the computational domain is distributed over a collection of computing nodes,
in such a configuration that the memory of one node is
not directly addressable from another.
The consequence is that, in case data from one node is
needed on another node, that data has to be communicated using the underlying inter-node communication
layer (via message passing) before being accessed.
A typical example is:
include "mpif.h"
! MPI definitions
integer myid, ierr
real :: p(10,10)
! A 10x10 array
...
! on each node
call MPI_INIT(ierr) ! Initialize MPI
call MPI_COMM_RANK(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&
& myid, ierr)
! Which node am I?
if (myid==0) then
read(*,*) p
! Read on node 0
endif
call MPI_BCAST(p,100,MPI_REAL,0,&
& MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) ! Broadcast to
...
! other nodes
call MPI_FINALIZE(ierr) ! Terminate MPI

This shows how to read data on one image and distribute
it to the rest.

3

Coarrays

Coarrays are an effort to abstract “non-local”-ness.
They provide a syntactical way to specify that certain
parts of the computational domain are not “local,” i.e.,
not directly addressable.
3.1

Images

This is done by defining the notion of an image. An image is an abstraction of what is commonly known as a
node in a cluster. Inside the node there can be multiple processors (for instance, a quad-core CPU), but the
defining characteristic is that an image is a unit of direct addressability: All items (array elements, scalars)
“local” to it are addressable directly, while all items
“remote” (those with codimensions, denoted by cosubscripts in square brackets) might have to be accessed via
an indirect method of exchange (left unspecified by the
Standard) between images.
The mapping between images and hardware is unspecified, so multiple images may be implemented on sharedmemory hardware using multithreading, turning the
codimensions into normal trailing dimensions and using
the synchronization primitives for enforcing the order of
computation.
Execution on all images is started before the first executable Fortran statement is reached; there is no synchronisation between images unless explicitly requested
by the programmer via one of the synchronization primitives, or caused by the other events mentioned in Section 3.4.
3.2

Coarray notation

A typical example is:
integer i
real :: p(10,10)[*]
...
sync all

! A 10x10 array
! on each image
! Synchronize
! all images
if (this_image()==1) then
read (*,*) p
! Read on image 1
do i = 2, num_images()
p(:,:)[i] = p
! Then broadcast
end do
! to the others
end if
sync all
...
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This shows how to read data on one image and distribute
it to the rest. Note the implicit “exchange” when broadcasting.

this_image() has the value 5 and this_
image(z) has the value (/5,0,0/). For
the same example on image 213, this_
image(z) has the value (/3,1,2/). On
any image, the value of image_index(z,
(/5,0,0/)) is 5 and the value of image_
index(z,(/3,1,2/)) is 213.

In the declaration of a coarray, the last codimension
should be “*.” If it is the only codimension, it denotes
on each image; if it is not, the array elements are distributed over the images as outlined in Section 3.3.
Coarrays can be declared as above, or allocated—in the
following manner:
real, allocatable :: a(:)[:], s[:,:]
...
allocate ( a(10)[*], s[-1:34,0:*] )
Note that the upper bound of the last codimension must
be “*,” because it depends on the number of images,
which is specified outside the program.
Note also that s is a coscalar.
3.3

3.4

Synchronization

In addition to the new non-local array syntax, coarray
Fortran also adds the following synchronization primitives:
• all stop. Stops computation on all images as
soon as practical. This denotes an error condition.
• sync all. Synchronizes all images.
• sync images. Synchronizes a given set of images.

Cosubscripts and image index

The relation between the image index and a set of cosubscripts can be complicated. To quote [5], paragraph
2:
Data on other images are normally referenced
by cosubscripts enclosed in square brackets.
Each set of cosubscripts maps to an image index, which is an integer between one and the
number of images, in the same way as a set
of array subscripts maps to a position in array
element order.
The number of images may be retrieved through the intrinsic function
num_images(). On each image, the image
index is available from the intrinsic function
this_image() with no arguments. The
set of subscript indices that correspond to the
current image for a coarray z are available
as this_image(z). The image index
that corresponds to a set of cosubscript
indices sub for a coarray z is available as
image_index(z,sub). For example, on
image 5, for the array declared as
real :: z(10,20)[10,0:9,0:*]

• sync memory. Causes cache, registers, and
communication buffers to be flushed to be able to
make their content available to other images.
• critical ... end critical.
Ensures
that only one image is executing this block of code
at any one time.
Synchronization is also caused by:
• ALLOCATE or DEALLOCATE statements that allocate or deallocate a coarray.
• END, END BLOCK (a Fortran 2008 construct), or
RETURN statement that involves an implicit deallocation of a coarray.
• END PROGRAM or STOP statement.
3.5

Auxiliary intrinsics

The following additional intrinsics deal with the number
of images and the index of same:
• num_images(). Gives the number of images.
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• this_image(a). Gives the set of cosubscript
indices corresponding to the current image for
coarray a. Without an argument, it gives the image index of the current image.
• image_index(a,sub). Gives the image index
for coarray a corresponding to the set of cosubscript indices sub.

all stop, sync all, sync images,
sync memory, critical ... end critical

The first four can be treated like STOP (routine gfc_
match_stop). The fifth one looks (syntactically) like
a simple form of a do ... end do block (see routine gfc_match_do).

In the next sections we will discuss the changes to the
Fortran front end and its run-time library necessary to
implement coarray Fortran.

6

4

Additions to the Fortran Internal Representation

During execution of a Fortran program, array descriptors give the code a unified view on the layout of arrays.

The internal representation of arrays in the Fortran front
end is given by the type gfc_array_spec (defined
in file gfortran.h). It has to be augmented to support codimensions; this could be accomplished as follows (with the new field corank added).

These descriptors are built by the function gfc_get_
array_type_bounds in file trans-array.c.

/* Array specification. */
typedef struct {
int rank;
int corank;
array_type type;
struct gfc_expr
*lower[GFC_MAX_DIMENSIONS],
*upper[GFC_MAX_DIMENSIONS],
...
}
gfc_array_spec;

The translation into GIMPLE

6.1

The format of array descriptors

As discussed before (for the case of the internal representation of arrays), the codimensions could just be
added after the regular dimensions. A new macro
GFC_TYPE_COARRAY_RANK would have to be added
to store the corank. Rank and corank determine the interpretation of the following lower and upper bounds
(whether they refer to regular dimensions or codimensions).
6.2

The translation of array expressions

The main translation work for arrays (scalarization, allocation, initialization) is performed by the code in file
trans-array.c.

An array with corank 0 is a local array.
6.2.1
The codimensions could just be added at the end of the
regular dimensions in the arrays lower ane upper. As
the sum of rank and corank cannot be larger than 15,
GFC_MAX_DIMENSIONS has to be changed from 7 to
15 in file libgfortran.h.

5

Additions to the Fortran Parser

In file array.c the various forms of array access are
parsed. These routines have to be augmented to recognize the codimensions in square brackets ([]).
In addition, the following new statements have to be
parsed; this all starts with “matching” them in file
match.c:

Scalarization

The scalarizer is the part of the Fortran front end that
breaks down array expressions and assignments to their
constituent loops.
To describe how, it is best to first quote the comment
in file trans-array.c that gives an overview of its
functionality:
The function gfc_conv_loop_setup
generates the scalarization setup code. It
determines the range of the scalarizing loop
variables. If a temporary is required, this
is created and initialized. Code for scalar
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expressions taken outside the loop is also generated at this time. Next the offset and scaling
required to translate from loop variables to
array indices for each term is calculated.
A call to gfc_start_scalarized_
body marks the start of the scalarized
expression. This creates a scope and declares
the loop variables. [ ... ]
The scalar gfc_conv_* functions are then
used to build the main body of the scalarization loop. Scalarization loop variables and
precalculated scalar values are automatically
substituted. Note that gfc_advance_se_
ss_chain must be used, rather than changing the se->ss directly.
For assignment expressions requiring a temporary, two sub loops are generated. The first
stores the result of the expression in the temporary; the second copies it to the result. A
call to gfc_trans_scalarized_loop_
boundary marks the end of the main loop
code and the start of the copying loop. The
temporary may be less than full rank.
Finally
gfc_trans_scalarizing_
loops is called to generate the implicit do
loops. The loops are added to the pre chain of
the loopinfo. The post chain may still contain
cleanup code.
So function gfc_conv_loop_setup has to be augmented to deal with any communication of array sections, if necessary, to gather the constituent parts of the
array expression.

For assignment expressions, fanning out of the results
has to be added to the copying loops generated after the
call to function gfc_trans_scalarized_loop_
boundary.
For example:
real :: a(10)[*], b(10)[*]
integer :: n
...
a(1:5)[1:n-1] = sin( b(1:10:2)[n] )
The sine of the five odd-numbered elements of array b
on image n are transferred to the first five elements of
array a on the images 1 ... n-1.
The computation takes place on image n. The results are
then broadcast to images 1 ... n-1. Nothing happens on images n+1 ... *.
The rules that govern the distribution of a coarray over
images are outlined in Section 3.3.

6.2.2

Allocation

The code for allocation of arrays is generated by function gfc_array_allocate. It has to be augmented
to construct the correct array descriptor with corank and
codimensions for coarrays.
The rules that govern the distribution of a coarray over
images are outlined in Section 3.3.

6.2.3

Initialization

For example:
real :: a(10)[*], b(10)[*]
integer :: n
...
print*,a(:) + b(:)[n]
This will cause, on every image, to be printed: the ten
numbers that are the sum of the corresponding elements
of a (locally) and b (on the image with index n).
To be able to compute this on a particular image, array
b has to be transferred from image n to that other image
(except—of course—on image n).

Initialization must be local. This means that the compiler doesn’t have to be augmented for performing nonlocal initialization, but it must capture new, illegal,
forms of initialization:
real :: a(10)[*]
data a(1)
/0.0/
data a(1)[2] /0.0/

! Permitted
! Not permitted

and
real :: a(10)[*] = 0.0 ! Not permitted
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6.3

The translation of the synchronization primitives

Translation of these statements (which should result in
a run-time library call) will be performed by code in file
trans-stmt.c. Except for critical ... end
critical, the pattern to be followed is that of function gfc_trans_stop, which translates the STOP
statement.
The latter statement can be treated as a block construct
like a simple do ... end do without a while condition (see function gfc_trans_do_while).
6.4

The translation of the auxiliary intrinsics

The translation of num_images, this_image, and
image_index is straightforward and will most probably be done inline.

7

Additions to the Fortran Run Time Library

The run time library must be enhanced by
1. A routine to get the desired number of images and
one to set the local image index.
2. A routine to start processing on all images. This
routine must be called before the processing of Fortran executable statements begins.

Alternatively, we could aim for a complete implementation based on GASnet and develop the optimized-forshared-memory version later.
Finally, the choice between memory models could be
based on a compiler switch, or ideally, an environment
variable.

9
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Abstract
As GCC gained more and more optimization passes,
the lack of infrastructure to retain a correspondence between source-level and run-time constructs has become
a more serious problem. In spite of the growing need
for debugging and monitoring optimized code, this has
become more and more difficult, because GCC fails to
emit location information for so many local user variables, and emits locations that make it seem like variables hold unexpected values at certain points in the program.
This article presents a plan to address these problems,
based on annotations introduced early in compilation, in
such a way that optimization passes, at little additional
effort, keep them accurate and as complete as reasonable
all the way to the end of compilation.

1

Introduction

The DWARF Debugging Information Format [3] determines the ways a compiler can communicate the location of user variables at run time to debug-information
consumers such as debuggers, program analysis tools,
run-time monitors, etc.
One possibility is that the location of a variable is fixed
throughout the execution of a function. This is generally
good enough for unoptimized programs.
However, for optimized programs, the location of a variable can vary. The variable may be live at some parts
of a function, even in multiple locations simultaneously.
At other parts, it may be completely unavailable. At
others, its value may not be available at any run-time location, but it may still be computable out of constants
and other values available at run-time.
DWARF encoding permits the use of location lists
for varying locations: tuples with possibly-overlapping

ranges of instructions, and location expressions that determine the locations (or values, as in accepted [2] and
proposed [1, 4] extensions) of the variable within each
range.
Historically, GCC started with the simpler, fixed-location model. In fact, back then, widely-used debug information formats couldn’t represent anything better than
this.
More recently, GCC gained code to keep track of varying locations, and to emit DWARF debug information
accordingly. Unfortunately, very many optimization
passes discard information that would be necessary to
emit correct and complete variable location lists.
Coalescing, scalarizing, substituting, propagating, and
many other transformations prevent the late-running
variable tracker from doing a complete or even accurate
job. By the time it runs, many variables no longer show
up in the retained annotations, although they’re still conceptually available.
The variable tracker can’t handle sharing of a location
by multiple user variables, multiple active locations for
the same variable, and it can’t tell when a variable is
overwritten, if the assignment is optimized away. This
last limitation is inherent to a model based on inspecting only actual code, and trying to make inferences from
that. In order to be able to represent not only what remained in the code, but also what was optimized away,
combined, or otherwise apparently removed, additional
information needs to be retained.
This paper describes an approach to maintain this information, as follows. In Section 2, we discuss reasons
to improve GCC and compilers in general in this regard. Section 3 sets the goals for the ongoing work.
Section 4 proposes extensions to GCC’s internal representations so as to retain the additional information
needed for better debug information, and Section 5 discusses how to extract better debug information from this
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additional information. Section 6 discusses how the proposed approach deals with optimizations that reorder
code. Section 7 discusses the stability and testability
concerns taken into account when devising this plan,
whereas Section 8 discusses other worries expressed in
early evaluations of this proposal. Examples of annotations retained in small optimized programs are given in
Section 9, followed by a summary of the conclusions in
Section 10.

2

Motivation

Debug information was initially meant for debuggers,
to enable interactive debugging sessions to locate errors
in programs by stopping execution at key points and inspecting internal state without having to go through a
recompile, relink, restart cycle so as to add the desired
output at the relevant points.
Nevertheless, debugging often involved compiling the
program without optimization, because debug information wasn’t rich enough to map source constructs to executable constructs in optimized programs.
Nowadays, programs are often big enough that rebuilding them without optimization in order to debug them
would take weeks, not counting the time to duplicate
the software, hardware, network and timing conditions
that led to the error in the first place.
On top of that, information about errors is often available in the form of core files generated by the optimized
programs used in production. It is essential to be able
to extract information about the error from these files, at
the very least to guide the attempts to duplicate the problem in controlled scenarios until it is fully understood.
Poor debug information in optimized programs reduces
tremendously the usefulness of such core files.
Add to this the growing use of dynamic monitors that
rely on debug information to dynamically introduce the
evaluation of predicates in programs at run time, to detect error conditions and compliance with specifications
or regulations, to collect and log useful information, and
even to aid debugging and understanding of complex
programs, their behavior, and their performance.
Some of these monitors are essentially scripted interactions with preexisting symbolic debuggers, using whatever interfaces such debuggers provide. Other monitors

rely on far lower-level interception and inspection machinery, having to perform the mapping from sourcelevel symbols to run-time locations themselves.
In all of these cases, the mapping between symbols and
locations is provided by debug information. If debug
information is incomplete, these tools may fail to find
the values they were asked to monitor.
Even worse is the case of incorrect debug information,
because then the tools may appear to be functioning
properly, but operating on incorrect values, thus missing
situations they were supposed to catch, generating inaccurate logs, and otherwise failing to abide by specifications and regulations. Buggy debug information causes
bugs.

3

Goals

While human users of interactive debuggers can often
tolerate and compensate for incompleteness and incorrectness of debug information, automated monitoring
tools aren’t normally equipped with human adaptability, nor our ability to accumulate experience for detection and tolerance for errors. Therefore, in this work we
have set some goals that won’t just make debug information more useful for humans, but also usable in such
automated tools.

3.1

Correctness

Ensure that, for every user variable for which we emit
debug information, the information is correct, i.e., if it
provides location or value expressions for a variable in a
certain range of instructions, then, for all instructions in
that range, the values specified in the debug information
must correspond to the value the user variable is bound
to.
We say a variable is bound to a value when control flow
crosses a theoretical instruction placed at the point of
the program in which the user variable is, or should be
have been, assigned that value. This theoretical instruction is maintained roughly in place regardless of optimizations that move, remove, or otherwise optimize any
code generated to implement the source-level variable
modification. This is further detailed in Section 6.
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3.2

Completeness

Try to ensure that, for every user variable, at any given
point in the program,
• if the variable is live at any location (possibly more
than one), all such locations are noted in debug information as locations for the variable at that point;
• otherwise, if the variable is bound to a known constant at that point, the value of the constant is noted
in debug information as the value of the variable;
• otherwise, if the variable is bound to a value that, at
that point, is computable from other available constants and values of available locations, at least one
expression that computes the value is noted in debug information as the value of the variable;

Note that this is not related with the theoretical maximum coverage afforded by an unoptimized program,
that we dub theoretical completeness. Some compiler
transformations make it impossible for certain variables
to be represented in debug information.
Although one could argue that this makes debug information incomplete, if a variable is completely removed
from the program, then removing it from debug information is necessary for correctness, and the absence
does not fail the completeness criterion because the variable no longer matches any of the cases above.
These criteria have to do with representing source-level
concepts that are present in the optimized program, and
not representing those that are not. They are not about
representing source-level concepts that are optimized
away or transformed so profoundly that they can no
longer be represented.
3.3

Run-time efficiency vs. debuggability

Debug information is supposed to represent the result
of optimizations, not guide it. When a user requests the
compiler to perform certain optimizations, they should
be applied to the greatest possible extent, regardless
of whether debug information is being generated, of
whether performing them would make for poorer debug
information.

This is not to say that there shouldn’t be options that
limit the effect of certain transformations so as to get
richer debug information, but rather that these are options that control optimization, not debug information.
Options that control the generation of debug information must not prevent optimizations, harm run-time efficiency, or modify the executable code in any way.
3.4

Compile-time efficiency

This proposal strives to avoid using additional memory
and CPU cycles that would be needed only to generate
debug information, when compiling without generating
debug information.
A secondary goal is to minimize the memory and CPU
overhead incurred when generating debug information,
but this is often at odds with the previous paragraph.
This is further discussed in Section 8.

4

Internal Representation

For historical reasons, GCC has two significantly different, even if nearly isomorphic, internal representations:
Trees and RTL. This decision has required a lot of code
to be duplicated for low-level manipulation and simplification of each of these representations.
Since tracking variables and their values must start early
and be carried throughout the complete optimization
process, to ensure correctness, it might seem tempting
to introduce yet another representation for debug information, decaying both isomorphic representations into
a single debug information representation. The drawbacks would be additional duplication of internal representation manipulation code, and the possibility of increasing memory use out of the need for representing
information in yet another format.
Another concern is that even the simplest compiler
transformations may need to be reflected in debug information. This might indicate a need for modifying every point of transformation in every optimization pass so
as to propagate information into the debug information
representation. This is undesirable, because it would be
very intrusive.
But then, keeping references to the correct values, expressions, or variables as transformations are made is
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precisely what optimization passes have to do to perform their jobs correctly. Finding a way to take advantage of this is a very non-intrusive way of keeping
debug information accurate. In fact, most transformations wouldn’t need any changes whatsoever: uses of
variables in debug information can, in most optimization passes, be handled just like any other uses.
Once this is established, a possible representation becomes almost obvious: statements (in Trees) or instructions (in RTL) that assert, to the variable tracker, that
a user variable is represented by a given expression, or
that bind a user variable to a value:

# DEBUG var => expr

By var, we mean a Tree expression that denotes a user
variable, for now. We envision trivially extending it to
support components of variables in the future.
By expr, we mean a Tree or RTL expression that computes the value of the variable at the point in which
the statement or instruction appears in the program, and
that the variable is expected to hold until (i) execution
crosses another such annotation for that variable, or (ii)
the value becomes no longer computable, because all
locations containing it or usable to compute it are no
longer provably usable to compute it. For example, if
the variable is bound to the value of a certain hardware
register, and the register is subsequently modified, but
the bound value is not known to be available elsewhere,
then the variable is regarded as unavailable at that point.
A special value needs to be specified, for each debug
annotation representation, that denotes an unavailable
variable. Although in some cases this condition can
be detected implicitly, as described above, in others we
must be able to describe that, at the point of the binding, the value that should be bound to the variable is not
available, for example, because it was completely optimized away and it’s not even computable any more, or
because the compiler has been unable to represent or to
keep track of the expected value of the variable at that
point.
Furthermore, it might be useful to represent the expression as a list of expressions, to establish larger equivalence classes to begin with, and to get better resistance
against complete loss of values.

It may also be useful to distinguish lvalues from rvalues in the representation, but for now we’re keeping it
simpler, to see if we can make do without the additional
complexity.

5

Generating debug information

Generating initial annotations when entering SSA is
early enough in the translation that the program will
still reflect very reliably the original source code. We
will only emit such annotations for user variables that
are GIMPLE registers, i.e., variables that are present in
the source code, that are not addressable, and that hold
scalar values. Addressable or non-scalar user variables
don’t have varying locations, so we don’t need these
annotations to generate correct debug information for
them.
As optimizations transform the code, the initially-trivial
mapping between such user variables and implementation locations gets more and more fuzzy. Even when
the compiler retains mnemonic names that resemble
user variable names for such implementation locations
(GIMPLE registers, RTL pseudos, hardware registers,
and stack slots), it is important to keep in mind that
source and implementation concepts are in different
name spaces, and that the implementation locations cannot be assumed to remain associated with the user variables they were initially named after.
The purpose of the annotations is precisely to establish
a mapping from user variables to implementation concepts without preventing optimizations. The choice of
focusing not so much on locations, but rather on values,
is intended to minimize the impact of optimizations on
the ability to represent the value a variable holds, which
is what debug information consumers are most often interested in. Actual locations are a slightly secondary
issue, that we expect to be able to infer from the value
binding annotations, but that may require more explicit
annotations, as in the lvalue-vs-rvalue discussion above.
After every assignment to user variables that are GIMPLE registers, we emit a DEBUG statement intended to
preserve, throughout compilation, the information that,
at that point, the user variable was bound to the value of
that expression. In other words, after putting an assignment such as the following in SSA form, we emit the
debug statement below right after it:
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x_1 = whatever;
# DEBUG x => x_1

Likewise, at control flow merge points, for each PHI
node associated with a user variable we introduce in the
initial SSA representation, we emit an annotation:
# x_3 = PHI <x_1(1), x_2(2)>;
# DEBUG x => x_3

Then we let Tree optimizers do their jobs. Whenever
they rename, renumber, coalesce, combine, or otherwise
optimize a variable, they will most likely automatically
update debug statements that mention them as well.
In the rare cases in which the presence of such a statement might prevent an optimization, we need to adjust
the optimizer code such that the optimization is not prevented. This most often amounts to skipping or otherwise ignoring debug statements. In a few rare cases,
additional code might be needed specifically to adjust
debug statements.
During conversion to RTL, the debug statements also
decay to debug instructions, and the Tree value expressions are trivially converted to RTL. Conceptually, however, it’s still the same representation: a binding from
user variable to expression. RTL optimizers will most
often adjust debug instructions automatically.
The exceptions can be handled often at no cost: the test
for whether an element of the instruction stream is an
instruction or some kind of note (that never needs updating) is a range test, in its optimized form. By placing
the identifier for a debug instruction at one of the limits
of this range, testing for ranges that include or exclude
debug instructions requires identical code, except for the
constants.
Since most code that tests for INSN_P and handles
instructions can and should match debug instructions
as well, in order to keep them up to date, we extend
INSN_P so as to match debug instructions, and modify the code in the exceptions that need to skip debug
instructions, by using an alternate test, with the same
meaning as the original definition of INSN_P. These
simple and non-intrusive changes are relatively common, but still, by far, the exception rather than the rule.
As in Tree level, there are transformations that require

special handling of debug annotations, but these are
even rarer.
When optimizations are completed, including register
allocation and scheduling, it is time to take the data
collected in debug instructions and emit debug information out of them. Conceptually, the debug instructions represent points of assignment, at which a user
variable ought to evaluate to the annotated expression,
maintained throughout compilation. However, when the
value of a user variable is available at more than one
location (think, for example, stack variable temporarily
held also in a register), it is important to note it, so that,
if a debugging session attempts to modify the variable,
all copies are modified.
The idea is to use some mechanism to determine equivalent expressions throughout a function. At debug instructions, we assert that the value of the named variable is in the equivalence class the expression belongs
to. As we scan basic blocks forward and find that expressions in an equivalence class are modified, we remove them from the equivalence class, and thus from
the list of available locations for the variables that hold
that value. When members of an equivalence class are
copied, we add the copies to equivalence class. When
equivalent expressions are computed, we add them to
the equivalence class. At function calls and volatile
asm statements, we remove non-function-private memory slots from equivalence classes. At function calls,
we also remove call-clobbered registers from all equivalence classes. When no live expression remains in the
equivalence class that represents a variable, it is understood that its value is no longer available. At basic block confluences, we combine information from the
end states of the incoming blocks, forming, combining,
or propagating equivalence classes.
When multiple variables are held in the same equivalence class, some care must be taken to determine which
locations can be used as modifiable copies of a variable,
which hold incidental copies, and which are read-only
values. More investigation is needed to design strategies to make this partitioning, so that the end result is
accurate debug information.
Given this plan, debug information should come out
as complete as possible, save for transformations that
require special handling to update debug annotations
properly, but that haven’t been improved to do so yet.
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6

Scheduling and reordering

Optimizing code involves a lot of moving code around.
Basic block reordering, loop unrolling, and other forms
of code duplication, movement, or removal that affect
placement of sequences of instructions (but not so much
the instructions to be executed in a given execution path)
have no effect on the debug information annotations presented in this article. When moving, duplicating, or removing code along these lines, debug annotations can
be regarded just like regular instructions.
Other than that, debug annotations should generally remain in place, serving as guides for what would amount
to the natural execution order of the program, regardless of optimizations that reorder instructions, or move
instructions out of loops or conditionals.
For example, if we move to an unconditional block a
computation that was only to be performed inside a conditional, the debug annotation that binds the variable to
the conditionally-computed value should remain in the
conditional block, or be made conditional itself. Likewise, if some computation is hoisted out of a loop, the
debug annotation should remain in the loop, where the
user expects the assignment to take place.
Moving a computation to an earlier point shouldn’t require modification in subsequent debug annotations, but
moving it to a later point may, especially when the move
crosses the annotation. For example, if an assignment
instruction, say x = y, is moved past the end of a loop,
debug annotations that refer to x in their expressions
probably need to have it replaced with y, so that the
binding remains with the same value in spite of the assignment move.
Transformations that reorder instructions within a single block, such as instruction scheduling, don’t require
modification of annotations. Debug annotations should
be maintained after the assignments they refer to, if
the assignments are still nearby, and this is trivially accomplished through scheduling dependencies. Other
than that, debug annotations should generally have high
scheduling priority, so that they are kept right after the
corresponding assignment, or moved early when an assignment was hoisted out of a loop, but without causing
the instructions they depend on to be scheduled differently.
That said, reordering debug annotations may be undesirable and surprising at times. Care must be taken to not

schedule too early debug instructions for assignments
whose values are optimized away or unrepresentable: if
these have no dependencies, they might be moved too
early, to the point of making the range of the previous
binding an empty range.

7

Testability

Since debug annotations are added early, and, in most
cases, maintained up-to-date by the same code that optimizers use to maintain executable code up-to-date, debug annotations are likely to remain accurate throughout
compilation.
The risk of this approach is that the annotations get in
the way of optimizations, thus causing executable code
to vary depending on whether or not debug information
is to be generated. The risk of varying code could be removed at the expense of generating and maintaining debug annotations throughout compilation and just throwing them away at the end. This is undesirable, for it
would slow down compilation without debug information and waste memory while at that.
Therefore, we’ve added testing mechanisms to the compiler build machinery to detect cases in which the presence of debug annotations would cause code changes.
The bootstrap-debug Makefile target, by default, compiles the second bootstrap stage without debug information, and the third bootstrap stage with it,
and then compares all object files after stripping them, a
process that discards all debug information.
Furthermore, make bootstrap4-debug, after a
successful make bootstrap-debug followed by
make prepare-bootstrap4-debug-lib-g0,
rebuilds all target libraries without debug information, and compares them with the third stage’s target
libraries, built with debug information.
At the time of this writing, both tests pass on platforms
such as x86_64-linux-gnu, i686-linux-gnu,
ia64-linux-gnu, and ppc64-linux-gnu.
Additional testing mechanisms should be built in, to exercise a wider range of internal GCC behaviors and extensions, for example, by comparing the compiler output with and without debug information while compiling all of its testsuite.
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Even if testing mechanisms fail to catch an error, the
generation of debug annotations is controlled by a command-line option, so that any code changes caused by it
can be easily avoided, at the expense of the quality of
the debug information.
Testing for accuracy and completeness of debug information can be best accomplished using a debugging environment. For example, writing programs of increasing
complexity, adding functional-call or asm probe points
to stabilize the internal execution state, and then examining the state of the program at these probe points in a
debugger, shall let us know how accurate and how complete variable location information is.
Measuring accuracy is easy: if you ask for the value
of a variable, and get a value other than the expected,
there’s a bug in the compiler. If you get “unavailable,”
this can still be regarded as accurate, for locations are always optional. However, it might be incomplete. Telling
whether the variable was indeed optimized away, or
whether the value is available or computable but the information is missing, is a harder problem, but it’s not
part of the accuracy test, but rather of the completeness
test.
The theoretical-completeness score that an unoptimized
program could get is quite often unachievable for an optimized version of the same program, not because the
compiler is doing a poor job at maintaining debug information, but rather because the compiler is doing a good
job at optimizing it, to the point that no possibility remains of computing the value of certain variables at certain points in the program. This should be taken into account when designing completeness tests, such that they
measure completeness with regard to what’s available in
the optimized program, rather than in comparison with
theoretical completeness.

8
8.1

Concerns
Memory consumption

Keeping more information around requires more memory. In order to generate correct debug information,
more information needs to be retained throughout compilation.
The only way to arrange for debug information to not require additional memory is to waste memory when not

generating debug information. But this is probably undesirable, even if it would minimize the risks of debug
annotations affecting optimizations and modifying the
generated code.
Therefore, the better debug information we want, the
more memory overhead we’re going to have to tolerate.
Of course at times we can trade memory for efficiency,
using representations that are more compact and more
computationally expensive, when we can’t have both
compactness and efficiency.
At other times, we may trade memory for maintainability. For example, instead of emitting annotations as soon
as we enter SSA mode, we could emit them on demand,
i.e., whenever we deleted, moved, or significantly modified an SSA assignment for which we would have emitted a debug annotation. Additional memory would be
needed to mark assignments that should have gained annotations but haven’t, and care must be taken to make
sure that transformations aren’t made without leaving a
correct (even if still implied) debug annotation in place.
It is not clear that this would save significant memory,
for a large fraction of relevant assignments are probably
modified or moved anyway, so it might turn out to be
a maintainability and performance loss for small memory gains. More investigation is required to determine
whether this is indeed the case.
Worst case, a user may trade memory for debug information quality: if the memory use of this scheme turns
out to be too high for some scenario, the user can disable
debug information annotations through a command-line
option, or disable debug information altogether.
8.2

Intrusiveness

Given that nearly all compiler transformations need to
be reflected in debug information to keep it accurate,
any solution that doesn’t take advantage of this fact is
bound to require changes all over the compiler.
This applies perhaps not so much for Tree-SSA passes,
that are relatively well-behaved and use a narrow API
to make transformations, but very clearly so for RTL
passes, that very often modify instructions in place.
Passes that reuse locations formerly assigned to user
variables as unrelated temporaries should be handled
with extra care.
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Even when we do use the strength of optimizers to maintain debug information up to date, there are exceptions
in which detailed knowledge about the transformation
taking place enables us to adjust the annotations properly, if possible, or to discard location information for
the variable otherwise.
It is just not possible to hope that information can be
kept accurate throughout compilation without any effort
from optimizers, or even through a trivial API for a debug information generator. A number of the exceptions
that require detailed knowledge about the ongoing transformation would be indistinguishable from other common transformations that would have very different effects on debug information. At this point, any expectations of lower intrusiveness by use of such an API vanish.

8.4

Optimizations

As discussed in Section 3, correct and more complete
debugging information isn’t supposed to disable optimizations. Outputting debug information or not isn’t
supposed to make any difference whatsoever as to the
executable code produced by the compiler.
We want to ensure that whatever debug information
the compiler generates actually matches the executable
code, and that it is as complete as viable.
We don’t want to disable optimizations so as to preserve
variables or code, so that they could be represented in
debug information and provide for a debugging experience more like that of code that is not optimized. If debug information disables any optimization, that’s a bug
that needs fixing.

By letting optimizers do their jobs on debug annotations,
and handling exceptions only at the few locations where
they are needed, trivially in most such cases, we keep
intrusiveness at a minimum.

Optionally disabling optimizations that lower the quality of debug information is a separate feature, and one
that may benefit from this work, but that won’t be accomplished through this work.

Of course we could get even lower intrusiveness by accepting errors in debug information, or accepting the
generation of different code depending on debug information command-line options. But these options
shouldn’t be considered seriously.

It is worth mentioning that, while testing the implementation of this design, a number of opportunities for optimization that GCC missed were detected and fixed, others were merely detected so far, and at least one artificial optimization limitation, intended to get better debug information, was kept in place. Once the improved
infrastructure is in place and in wide use, this kind of
limitation could be removed, for the new infrastructure
enables the optimization to be applied to its fullest extent.

8.3

Complexity

The annotations are conceptually trivial and they can be
immediately handled by optimizers. It is hard to imagine a simpler design that would still enable us to get right
cases such as those in the examples below.
Worrying about the representation of debug annotations
as statements or instructions, rather than notes, is missing the fact that, most of the time, we do want the annotations to be updated just like statements and instructions, rather than never updated like notes.
Worrying about the representation of debug annotations
in-line, rather than an on-the-side representation, is a
valid concern, but it’s addressed by the testability of the
design, and the in-line representation is highly advantageous, not only for using optimizers to keep debug information accurate, but also for doing away with the need
for yet another internal representation and all the efforts
into keeping it accurate.

9

Examples

It is desirable to be able to represent constants and other
optimized-away values, rather than stating that variables
have values they can no longer have:
int x1 (int x) {
int i;
i = 2;
f(i);
i = x;
h();
i = 7;
g(i);
}
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Even if variable i is completely optimized away, a debugger can still print the correct values for i if we keep
annotations such as:

(debug (var_loc i (const_int 2)))
(set (reg arg0) (const_int 2))
(call (mem (symbol_ref f)))
(debug (var_loc i unknown))
(call (mem (symbol_ref h)))
(debug (var_loc i (const_int 7)))
(set (reg arg0) (const_int 7))
(call (mem (symbol_ref g)))

In this case, before the call to h, not only the assignment to i was dead, but also the value of the incoming argument x had already been clobbered. If i had
been assigned to another constant instead, debug information could easily represent this, through an extension
to DWARF version 3 that enables location lists to contain value expressions, in addition to location expressions.
Another example that covers PHI nodes and conditionals:

int x2 (int x, int y, int z) {
int c = z;
whatever0(c);
c = x;
whatever1();
if (some_condition)
{
whatever2();
c = y;
whatever3();
}
whatever4(c);
}

With SSA infrastructure, this program can be optimized
to:

int x2 (int x, int y, int z) {
int c;
# bb 1
whatever0(z_0(D));
whatever1();
if (some_condition) {
# bb 2
whatever2();
whatever3();
}
# bb 3
# c_1 = PHI <x_2(D)(1), y_3(D)(2)>;
whatever4(c_1);
}
Note how, without debug annotations, c is only initialized just before the call to whatever4. At all other
points, the value of c would be unavailable to the debugger, possibly even wrong, if prior assignments to c
had survived optimization.
If we were to annotate the SSA definitions forwardpropagated into c versions as applying to c, we’d end up
with all of x_2, y_3, and z_0 applied to c throughout
the entire function, in the absence of additional markers.
Now, with the annotations proposed in this paper, what
is initially:
int x2 (int x, int y, int z) {
int c;
# bb 1
c_4 = z_0(D);
# DEBUG c => c_4
whatever0(c_4);
c_5 = x_2(D);
# DEBUG c => c_5
whatever1();
if (some_condition) {
# bb 2
whatever2();
c_6 = y_3(D);
# DEBUG c => c_6
whatever3();
}
# bb 3
# c_1 = PHI <c_5(D)(1), c_6(D)(2)>
# DEBUG c => c_1
whatever4(c_1);
}
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is optimized into:
int x2 (int x, int y, int z) {
int c;
# bb 1
# DEBUG c => z_0(D)
whatever0(z_0(D));
# DEBUG c => x_2(D)
whatever1();
if (some_condition) {
# bb 2
whatever2();
# DEBUG c => y_3(D)
whatever3();
}
# bb 3
# c_1 = PHI <x_2(D)(1), y_3(D)(2)>;
# DEBUG c => c_1
whatever4(c_1);
}
and then, at every one of the inspection points, we get
the correct value for variable c.

10

Conclusion

This design enables a compiler to emit variable location debug information that complies with the DWARF
version 3 standard (although it can further benefit from
proposed extensions), and that is likely to be as complete as theoretically possible, with an implementation
that is conceptually simple, relatively easy to introduce,
trivial to test, and easy to maintain in the long run. Not
wasting memory or CPU cycles during non-debug compilation is a welcome bonus.
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Abstract
The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) needs a strategy to support future multicore architectures, which
will probably include heterogeneous accelerator-like designs with explicit management of scratchpad memories. Some have further restrictions; for example, SIMD
has limited synchronization capabilities. Some platforms will probably offer hardware support for streaming, transactions, and speculation.
The purpose of this paper is to survey and evaluate some
automatic and manual techniques for improving support
for such targets in GCC. We focus on translation of sequential code for such platforms, i.e., the translation to
task graphs and their communication and memory access operations. The paper provides an evaluation of the
TM
communication library support on an AMD Phenom
X4 9550 quad-core processor. We use these experiments
to tune the automatic task-partitioning algorithm implemented in GCC. The paper concludes with recommendations for strategic developments of GCC to support
a stream programming language and improve the automatic generation of streamized tasks.

1

Introduction

Several of the popular programming languages are
scalar sequential languages (for example C, C++, Fortran, Java). Generating SIMD and MIMD code from
these languages is challenging, but there are techniques

that we present in Sections 2 and 3 that can generate efficient parallel code. In all the techniques that we present,
the transfer of data between tasks happens via a communication channel called stream.

We describe manual and automatic techniques that allow the parallelization of communicating tasks. The
manual techniques that we present include extensions
to languages, such the Brook language [4] that extends the syntax of the C language, and hints, such as
the OpenMP pragmas [6], that directly convey information from the programmer to the compiler. Manual techniques can be more effective than automatic techniques
in describing parallelism and communications, but the
automatic approach is better suited to large legacy code,
as it does not require modifications of the source code.
Section 3 presents an automatic technique for detecting parallel tasks with communication that we implemented in GCC, together with a runtime library support
for streams of data. We provide an evaluation of the
stream implementation that shows the cost of executing
multiple communicating tasks in parallel.

The paper starts by presenting previous work in the automatic and manual streamization. The next section
presents GCC’s infrastructure for supporting automatic
streamization, and the last sections define improvements
to this infrastructure: first the static analysis improvements, then improvements to multi-task code generation
and the interaction between the compiler and runtime libraries.
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Figure 1: Techniques for streamization described in the related work section

2

Related Work

Figure 1 shows a software stack providing support for
streaming computations: the language layer allows programmers to express the parallelism of the application,
the techniques in the compiler layer automatically extract the parallelism, and the runtime library and platform layers provide execution support for streaming
computations. The survey in this section is not intended
to be an encyclopaedic review of related research, but
instead a selective analysis of key points of reference.
2.1

Language Layer

The language layer provides a syntactic interface to the
underlying layers.
• The Brook language [4] provides language extensions to C with single-program multiple data
(SPMD) operations that work on streams, i.e.,
control flow is synchronized at communication/
synchronization operations. Streams are defined as
collections of data that can be processed in parallel.
For example: “float s<100>;” is a stream of
100 independent floats. User-defined functions that
operate on streams are called kernels and use the
“kernel” keyword in the function definition. The
user defines input and output streams for the kernels that can execute in parallel by reading and
writing to separate locations in the stream. Brook
kernels are blocking: the execution of a kernel
must complete before the next kernel can execute.
This is the same execution model that is available
on graphics processing units (GPUs): a task queue
contains the sequence of shader programs to be applied on the texture buffers.
• CUDA [5] is similar to Brook, but also invites the
programmer to manage local scratchpad memory

explicitly: in CUDA, a block of threads, assigned to
run in parallel on the same core, share access to a
common scratchpad memory. CUDA is lower level
from a memory control point of view. The key difference is that CUDA has explicit management of
the per-core shared memory. Brook was designed
for shaders: it produces one output element per
thread, any element grouping is done using input
blocks reading from main memory repeatedly.
• The StreamIt language [3] contains syntactic
constructs for defining programs structured as task
graphs. Tasks contain Java-like code that is executed in a sequential mode. StreamIt provides
three interconnection modes: the Pipeline allows
the connection of several tasks in a straight line;
the Split allows a task to have more than one output or input streams; and, the FeedbackLoop allows the creation of streams from consumers back
to producers. The channels connecting tasks are
implemented either as circular buffers or as message passing for low amounts of information.
• The OpenMP standard [6] extends the C, C++, and
Fortran languages with pragmas for specifying parallel constructs, such as loops or sequential blocks
of code. The compiler translates the OpenMP pragmas into calls to a threading runtime library assuming a shared memory model. OpenMP supports
SPMD loop parallelism well, and task-parallelism
partially. The model completely hides all the communication in the program, though programmers
can mark some variables as private rather than
shared. Similarly, reduction variables are handled in a declarative way that leaves the compiler
to choose the implementation strategy. Version
3.0 of the OpenMP standard allows nested parallelism, and defines the notion of tasks [8]. Tasks in
OpenMP enhance the support for task parallelism,
and in particular pipelines; however, sharing and
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communication are still hidden.

• The ACOTES project [1] proposes extensions to
the OpenMP 3.0 standard that can be used for
manually defining complete task graphs, including asynchronous communication channels: it adds
two clauses to the OpenMP 3.0 task pragma for
defining inputs and outputs [2]. The implementation of the ACOTES extensions to OpenMP 3.0
includes two parts: the compiler part translates the
pragma clauses to calls to a runtime library extending the OpenMP library.
The ACOTES extensions are an attempt to make
communication between tasks explicit. Channels
can be implemented on top of shared memory as
well as on top of message passing. ACOTES extensions can be classified MIMD, as several tasks can
execute in parallel on different data streams. This
aims to shift the memory model of OpenMP from
shared memory to distributed memory for the task
pragmas.
The resulting ACOTES programming model can be
compared to the Brook language: these languages
both provide the notion of streams of data flowing through processing tasks that can potentially
contain control flow operations. The main difference between these two programming languages
is in their semantics. In the execution model of
a Brook task, the task is supposed to process all
the data contained in the stream before executing
another task. The tasks in the ACOTES semantics
are non-blocking: the execution of a task can proceed as soon as some data is available in its input
streams. The main limitation of the Brook language is due to the intentionally blocking semantics that follows the constraints of the target hardware, i.e., GPUs, in which the executing tasks have
to be loaded on the GPU, an operation that has a
non-negligible cost. The design of the Brook language and of CUDA follows these constraints, restricting the expressiveness of the language intentionally. The ACOTES programming model does
not contain these limitations and, as we shall see in
the following sections, the runtime library support
of the ACOTES streams can dynamically select the
blocking semantics of streams to fit the cost constraints of the target hardware.

2.2

Compiler Layer

The compiler layer provides support for translating and
adapting the language constructs to the lower layers:
it provides automatic transformations from sequential
code to stream computations.
All the automatic parallelization techniques are based
on the data dependence analysis information [11, 12, 7].
This static analysis determines the relations between
memory accesses and allow the analysis of dependences
between computations via memory accesses. This in
turn allows task partitioning, and data and computation
privatization.
• Data dependences represent a relation between two
tasks: in the case of flow dependences, the dependence relation is between a task that writes data and
another task that is reading it. Figure 2 represents a
regular data flow relation in which all the elements
written by the producer are consumed. In Figure 3
only a part of the elements of the array are written,
making a part of the read elements dependent on a
previous producer. Figure 4 presents a more difficult dependence relation that cannot be determined
at compile time: the consumer task is then considered dependent on the completion of the producer
task.
written elements
data dependences
read elements

Figure 2: Regular flow data dependences

written elements
data dependences
read elements

Figure 3: Shifted data dependences: a part of the dependences flow from an earlier producer and another part to
a later consumer.

• Partitioning computation and data: among the
compiler transformations that can generate tasks
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written elements

2.3

Runtime and Library Layer

data dependences
read elements

Figure 4: Irregular data dependences not known at compile time: the consumer has to wait for the last element produced for starting consuming (for example
when written elements are A(i) and read elements are
accessed via an indirection: A(B(i))).

and communication channels is loop distribution,
that can split a loop into several parallel loops
that execute in pipelines. The maximal loop distribution algorithm is known as the Allen-CockeKennedy algorithm for vector code generation [7].
It builds a dependence graph showing all dependences between statements, then walks in a topological sort order the statements of the loop and
outputs vector versions of each statement. Cycles
result in (minimal) serial loops. Array privatization or scalar expansion techniques are used for
augmenting the parallelism generated by the loop
distribution: these techniques allocate enough data
for keeping track of all the array or scalar variable
versions that the producer loop has written. This
extra use of memory is needed to eliminate loopcarried dependences, making the loop distribution
legal. In the following sections, we present a variation of the data privatization techniques: we limit
the amount of duplicated memory to the size of a
stream channel, reducing the overhead of privatization. Section 3.1 describes this dynamic privatization technique for loop distribution: it generates
producer and consumer tasks, and the channels in
between tasks replace shared memory accesses by
FIFO channels.
• Coarse-grain automatic parallelization is translating sequential code to parallel code by partitioning
and distributing computation among several execution threads. Starting with GCC version 4.3, there
is an infrastructure for automatically translating sequential code to parallel code using the OpenMP library. The support for this infrastructure has to be
improved by parallelizing outer loops at a coarser
grain, and also by improving the profitability function.

The runtime and library layer provides an interface
to the necessary services for streamization and parallelization. The runtime library is a target for the compiler layer translation of the language constructs into
stream computation. It provides high-level communication and synchronization support that enable an efficient
translation, as well as support for concurrent execution.
The communication and synchronization functionality it
provides further relies on the available OS and hardware
support.
• OpenMP support in GCC is provided by the GOMP
library. It currently implements the OpenMP 2.5
standard, and an adaptation for OpenMP 3.0 is
available in a branch.
• Synchronization Arrays (SA) have been proposed
in the framework of the Decoupled Software
Pipelining [14] as a means of avoiding OS or spinlock synchronization as well as shared memory
communication between producer and consumer.
It relies on hardware support to provide produce
and consume operations. The SA will primarily
behave as a queue, but it also allows for out-oforder execution as both producer and consumer use
dependence numbers to identify the elements produced and consumed.
2.4

Platform Layer

The platform layer provides the low-level functionality
used by the runtime library to implement its services.
The platform layer can also provide specific support for
streamization. In the example of the SAs [14], the hardware support significantly increases performance as it
replaces costly OS or spin-lock-based synchronization
and avoids the cache pollution resulting from communication through shared memory. The authors acknowledge that, without this specific hardware support, they
were unable to achieve any speedup with their Decoupled Software Pipelining technique.
In the next section, we describe the implementation of
an automatic streamization framework for GCC. Then,
we analyze several stream benchmarks that will allow
us to tune the cost model of the automatic streamization.
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3

Auto-Streamization in GCC

We propose here a framework for automatic generation
of stream code in GCC, based on the techniques described in the previous section.
As we will see in the next paragraphs, we first need
to provide a way to partition the computation into
tasks that communicate in a way that is conducive to
streamization. The second step is to provide suitable
runtime support for stream communication and, finally,
we need to generate calls to this runtime to enable both
stream communication and concurrency.
3.1

Task Partitioning

The first step in the streamization process is to partition the computation into tasks that present a producerconsumer relationship. In other words, the tasks will
have flow dependences between each other. If the
dependence information is not computable at compile
time, as for example in Figure 4, the compiler will not
be able to streamize. In general, the producer and consumer originally communicate through a shared data
structure, with the producer writing and the consumer
reading. We replace this shared memory communication by stream operations.
In the current implementation, we use the loop distribution framework to partition a loop into such tasks. We
focus on extracting tasks by distributing loops in which
a loop-carried flow dependence prevents a trivial parallelization. The blocking nature of our stream implementation implicitly synchronizes the execution of the two
tasks.
The loop distribution would split the following loop:

for (i=1; i<=N; i++)
A[i] = ...;
... = ... A[i-1] ...;

into the two following loops:
producer
task

for (i=1; i<=N; i++)
A[i] = ...;

consumer
task

for (i=1; i<=N; i++)
... = ... A[i-1] ...;

3.2

Runtime Stream Support

To provide the functionality necessary for the streamization of the tasks we partitioned, we propose to extend
the OpenMP library with the notion of streams. Streams
are directional channels of communication that behave
as a FIFO queue. The producer pushes elements into the
stream while the consumer pops them.
We implemented this extension in libGOMP, GCC’s
OpenMP library. Our implementation is based on the
stream implementation proposed in the ACOTES project
[1] with some variations needed for reducing the amount
of synchronizations. A stream is defined as a circular
buffer to avoid excessive memory usage, but a buffer
could be dynamically resized if this appears to be a necessity. The buffer contains two sliding windows where
the reads and writes to the buffer occur. These sliding windows are used for minimizing the amount of
synchronization: sliding windows cannot overlap, such
that elements read and written in these windows can be
performed with no synchronization, allowing the synchronization to only happen when the windows are sliding. Furthermore the sliding windows can be aligned
on cache boundaries, minimizing the number of cache
misses: one or more full cache lines can be blocked on
read or write mode, making them available exclusively
in the caches of one processor before being evicted by
an access request from another processor.
Figure 5 provides the current layout of the structure used
for the streams. The implementation uses four pointers
to track the positions of the two sliding windows and the
positions of the written and read elements in these windows. The read_index and write_index fields
are pointing to the elements of the buffers to be read
or written. These two pointers are always pointing inside the sliding windows that start at read_buffer_
index and write_buffer_index. The sliding
windows have a length of local_buffer_size.
The end of stream eos_p flag is mainly important in
the case in which the number of elements that will be
communicated is not known, even symbolically, to inform the consumer when the producer has finished.
This stream data structure is used by the interface for
stream communication presented in Figure 6. It is important to note that the two access operations gomp_
stream_push and gomp_stream_head are blocking operations. This means that if the stream buffer is
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typedef struct gomp_stream {
/* First element of the stream.
unsigned read_index;

*/

/* First empty element of the stream.
unsigned write_index;

*/

/* Size of sub-buffers for unsynchronized reads
and writes. */
unsigned local_buffer_size;
/* Index of the sliding reading window.
unsigned read_buffer_index;

*/

/* Index of the sliding writing window.
unsigned write_buffer_index;

*/

/* End of stream: true when producer has finished
inserting elements. */
bool eos_p;
/* Size in bytes of an element in the stream.
size_t size;

*/

/* Number of bytes in the circular buffer. */
unsigned capacity;
/* Circular buffer.
char *buffer;
} *gomp_stream;

Figure 5: Stream data structure
/* Returns a new stream of N * LOCAL_BUFFER_SIZE
elements. Each element is of size S bytes. */
gomp_stream gomp_stream_create (size_t s, unsigned n);
/* Push element E in the stream S. */
void gomp_stream_push (gomp_stream s, char *e);
*/

/* Discard the first element of the stream S.
void gomp_stream_pop (gomp_stream s);

*/

/* Check if the producer has finished inserting
elements in the stream S. */
bool gomp_stream_eos_p (gomp_stream s);
/* Set the end-of-stream flag for stream S.
void gomp_stream_set_eos (gomp_stream s);

We also provide two additional alignment functions,
gomp_stream_align_push and gomp_stream_
align_pop that allow us to ensure the elements
pushed by the producer in the stream match the ones
expected by the consumer as showed in Figures 2 and
3. Typically, this is necessary if, in the same iteration of
a loop we distribute, the producer and consumer do not
access the same element of an array.
Communication through streams rather than through
shared memory also implies that the data is privatized,
which constitutes an overhead, but could allow for more
concurrency and cache locality on non-shared memory
systems.

*/

/* Read the first element of the stream S.
char *gomp_stream_head (gomp_stream s);

the consumer slides its read window. When the buffer is
empty, the head operation will not return until the producer slides at least once the writing window. Producers use gomp_stream_set_eos to expose partially
written write buffer when ending writing to a stream. To
avoid deadlocks, the code generated using this interface
must guard the use of these operations or have precise
information on the tasks’ behaviors.

*/

/* Destroy the stream S. */
void gomp_stream_destroy (gomp_stream s);
/* Push COUNT elements into the stream S, starting
at the address START. */
void gomp_stream_align_push (gomp_stream s,
char *start, int count);
/* Discard COUNT elements from the stream S. */
void gomp_stream_align_pop (gomp_stream s, int count);

Figure 6: Stream interface

full, the push operation will block the producer until

3.3

Code Generation

To parallelize the tasks we previously partitioned, we
generate calls to the extended OpenMP library. We first
enclose the tasks in OpenMP sections that will execute
concurrently. Then we introduce calls to the appropriate functions from the stream extension to provide for
communication and synchronization.
In the producer task, we generate a call to gomp_
stream_push after the write that was at the origin
of the flow dependence. Note that we cannot remove
the write operation for the time being as we do not have
a precise enough interprocedural analysis to decide if
there are further uses of that memory location.
In the consumer task, we generate a call to gomp_
stream_head instead of the read operation, then we
call gomp_stream_pop to remove the element from
the stream. Our decision to split this operation is to
allow, in some cases, the removal of an unnecessary
copy of the element from the stream to a temporary.
This could be significant if the elements occupy a lot
of space. For the consumer, we can safely remove the
read operation.
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A last step is to generate code to align the streams. As
quite often the flow dependence along which we generate the stream is a loop-carried dependence, if we just
replace the read and write operations by stream operations, the producer and consumer will not be temporally
synchronized. In the example we proposed above, while
the producer first pushes A[1] into the stream, the consumer expects to first read A[0]. For this, we provide two
alignment functions. To generate calls to the alignment
functions gomp_stream_align_push and gomp_
stream_align_pop, we need to know the number
of elements we must align. The data dependence analysis provides us with this precise information in the form
of the distance vector associated to this flow dependence. In the example we proposed above, the stream
code generated by GCC is similar to what a programmer
could write in OpenMP with calls to the GOMP streams,
as shown in Figure 7.

gomp stream s = gomp stream create (8, 16);
#pragma omp parallel sections num threads (2)
{
#pragma omp section
/* Producer task. */
{
gomp stream align push (s, A, 1);
for (i=1; i<=N; i++) {
elt e = ...;
A[i] = e;
gomp stream push (s, e);
}
gomp stream set eos (s);
}
#pragma omp section
/* Consumer task. */
{
for (i=1; i<=N; i++) {
elt t = gomp stream head (s);
gomp stream pop (s);
... = ... t ...;
}
gomp stream align pop (s, 1);
gomp stream destroy (s);
}
}

Figure 7: Auto-streamization of the first example
As the stream operations have blocking semantics, i.e.,
the producer waits until there is free space in the stream
and the consumer waits for elements in the stream, the
streams also provide synchronization between the producer and consumer tasks. For this reason, all further
synchronization is superfluous and we can execute the
two tasks concurrently.
As the stream code shows, the original read operation
has been replaced with stream operations. However, the

write operation remains and the stream operation is only
added. This is due to the lack of a more precise interprocedural analysis, as we cannot know if subsequent
reads to that memory location remain. This represents
an important optimization opportunity.
3.4

Stream Benchmarks

The evaluation of all the benchmarks presented in this
paper is performed on an AMD Phenom 9550 machine
with 4 cores, running at 2.2 GHz under Linux kernel
2.6.24, and the following characteristics of the memory
hierarchy:

L1 cache line size
L1 cache
L2 cache
L3 cache
RAM

64 B
64 KB
512 KB per core
2 MB shared
4 GB

To evaluate the amount of computation that makes the
stream computations faster than the sequential execution, we generated, starting from the loop kernels of the
stream benchmarks, a set of benchmarks having more
and more computations per iteration as follows: a loop
iterates over all the elements of an array performing a
computational task storing the result of the processed
element back in the same array. The computational task
in the vector scaling stream benchmark is a scalar multiplication. In our benchmarks, we used a basic task that
contains more scalar computations: we used the computation of the Euclidean distance, sqrt(a ∗ a + b ∗ b). To
analyze the impact of the sequential computation load,
we aggregated several computations in Load1,...,
Load10 by repeating the basic task computation one to
ten times. An array of 32 MB is processed successively
by two or more filters. The code of the sequential case
for two filters and the corresponding streamized code
are presented in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 8 presents
the speedup of these synthetic stream benchmarks. For
a task load of one, the stream version is always slower
than the sequential execution, showing that the amount
of computation per task should be bigger. For a task
load of two, the streamized version begins to be profitable starting with six concurrently executing threads.
For a task load of more than two, the streamization is
always beneficial.
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Figure 8: Speedup of the streamization of stream benchmarks: the size of the sliding windows is set to 64B, matching
the size of L1 cache lines, the circular buffer contains 64KB matching the size of L1 cache, and the amount of
processed data is 32MB.

The behaviour exhibited by these benchmarks proves
that there is more interest in streamizing than just parallelization. The speedup achieved is superlinear in many
cases. For two and four tasks with a task load of eight
or more, the superlinear speedup is mostly due to an improved usage of caches and an increased size of cache
available to the computation. As the tasks do not share
the same L1 cache, they do not pollute each-other’s
caches. We also achieved superlinear speedup for all
the cases where the speedup is above four as there are
only four hardware threads available. Such is the case
starting at a task load of three with more than 32 tasks
or at a task load of four with 10 or more tasks. Similar superlinear behaviour can be observed for task loads
of eight or above; for most task numbers, this is also a
result of an improved cache behaviour. The drop in the
speedup when adding one more task to four tasks is due
to the fact that the processor that we are using has only
four cores, and the fifth task has to be scheduled with
another task on one of the four cores, slowing down the
whole pipeline. The L3 cache is filled up by the stream
buffers at about 32 tasks, making the speedup almost flat
and even decreasing in some cases.
This analysis and other similar analyses will allow us to
build a cost model that determines an appropriate task
granularity that the compiler should use for deciding the
split or aggregation of tasks in the automatic streamiza-

int *A = (int *) malloc (N * sizeof (int));
for (i=1; i<=N; i++)
A[i] = Load4 (A[i]);
for (i=1; i<=N; i++)
A[i] = Load4 (A[i]);

Figure 9: Sequential stream filters
int *A = (int *) malloc (N * sizeof (int));
gomp stream s = gomp stream create (4, 1000);
#pragma omp parallel sections num threads (2)
{
#pragma omp section
/* Producer task. */
{
int i;
for (i=1; i<=N; i++) {
elt = Load4 (A[i]);
gomp stream push (s, elt);
}
gomp stream set eos (s);
}
#pragma omp section
/* Consumer task. */
{
int i;
for (i=1; i<=N; i++) {
elt = gomp stream head (s);
gomp stream pop (s);
A[i] = Load4 (elt);
}
gomp stream destroy (s);
}
}

Figure 10: Streamized stream filters
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tion pass. The ideas about the cost model are expanded
in the next section together with potential improvements
of several parts of the compiler that can improve the support for manual and automatic streamization in GCC.

4

Future Work

As we have seen in the previous section, the support for
streaming computations can be beneficial, but it also can
slow down the execution with respect to the sequential
execution due to the non-negligible cost of OpenMP parallelization and to the cost of synchronization of communications via the stream buffer. Programmers can
already use the stream library support directly in conjunction with OpenMP parallelization, but our aim is to
add automatic and language support for streamization
available tool-set of programmers. For this, there remain several tasks to be completed as described in this
section: on the language layer we advocate the adoption of ACOTES in and out clauses to the pragma task,
which will make the use of streams easier when parallelizing with OpenMP. On the compiler layer, a major
work on improving the precision of our static analyzers
of data dependences in interprocedural mode has to be
completed. On the runtime library layer we are investigating dynamic adaptation of the library to the execution
context following feedback from the operating system
and hardware counters.
4.1

Language Support for Streams

As mentioned in Section 2, the Brook language imposes a blocking task semantics. The ACOTES language extension is less restrictive: it can be used for both
blocking tasks and non-blocking tasks by selecting the
number of sliding windows in the stream runtime library
to be equal to 1, in which case the full stream has to be
written and then read atomically. Because of this loss in
expressiveness, we advocate the use of the ACOTES extensions to the OpenMP standard. The standardization
of the in and out clauses to the pragma task and of the
stream library interface is a natural step that does not necessitate an excessive effort. In the contrary, Brook’s
C extensions are non-trivial, as the C standard does not
even define concurrency, making the Brook extensions
quite hard to integrate in the current C standard. The
implementation effort for supporting in GCC two additional clauses to the OpenMP pragma task is minimal,
making the ACOTES extensions the best candidate for
stream language support in GCC.

4.2

Improving GCC’s Analyses

The most important analysis for streamization is the
data dependence analysis. The precision of the data dependence analysis can improve the detection of parallel non-communicating tasks, and also allows detection
of producer-consumer patterns. The major weakness of
GCC’s data dependence analysis is that it is limited to
the code of a single procedure. This makes the analysis of code containing procedure calls impossible, reducing the automatic streamization opportunities. Interprocedural analyses (IPA) improve the precision of
analyzed information by adding the information of the
function call context. An IPA infrastructure has been
integrated in GCC 4.1 and continues to be improved:
the IPA mode was extended to the SSA representation
for enabling constant optimization passes such as IPA
constant propagation. To implement an interprocedural
data dependence analysis, the value range propagation
pass [13] has to be extended in IPA mode. Then, using
this machinery, it is possible to gather and then propagate an abstract view of the reads and writes to memory
that a procedure performs. This technique is known as
array regions [10, 9]: reads and writes to an array are
represented as constraint systems that are propagated in
interprocedural mode.
4.3

Improving the Task Load

As we have seen in Section 3.4, the task load has a
strong impact on the speedup that streamization can
achieve. We need to be able to generate tasks that have
sufficient load to attain a high level of speedup. One
way this could be achieved is to transform the generated
code in a manner quite similar to a loop unroll, aggregating in a single iteration multiple base iterations and performing stream operations on blocks of elements. We
believe this may allow us to generate tasks that have a
sufficient load and that would therefore present similar
speedups as the higher task loads in the Figure 8.
4.4

Improving Stream Runtime

To uncover as much parallelism as possible, it might
prove interesting to generate tasks at the finest granularity and provide a task fusion capability in the runtime system. This would require a slight modification
of the way tasks are defined, a task then being the production of a single element or its consumption. As such,
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the runtime system could dynamically decide to fuse
a producer task with a consumer task by invoking the
consumer task immediately after the producer, without
stream operations. In the case in which the streamization of two tasks proves inefficient at runtime, their fusion should allow us to regain near-sequential performance.
We believe that specific support for NUMA architectures
might prove profitable. As memory accesses to nonlocal memory become more expensive, a certain level of
communication aggregation could reduce the increased
latency of memory operations. Depending on the implementation of streams for NUMA architectures, the data
can be stored either on the producer or on the consumer
side. For example, if the data is stored on the consumer
side, one possibility would be to buffer stream write operations on the producer side and only write aggregated
blocks of elements to the consumer memory.
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Abstract

Instrumentation
Build

Instrumented
Binary

Optimized
Binary

Traditional feedback-directed optimization (FDO) in
GCC uses static instrumentation to collect edge and
value profiles. This method has shown good application performance gains, but is not commonly used in
practice due to the high runtime overhead of profile collection, the tedious dual-compile usage model, and difficulties in generating representative training data sets. In
this paper, we show that edge frequency estimates can
be successfully constructed with heuristics using profile data collected by sampling of hardware events, incurring low runtime overhead (e.g., less then 2%), and
requiring no instrumentation, yet achieving competitive
performance gains. We describe the motivation, design,
and implementation of FDO using sample profiles in
GCC and also present our initial experimental results
with SPEC2000int C benchmarks that show approximately 70% to 90% of the performance gains obtained
using traditional FDO with exact edge profiles.

1. Build an instrumented version of the program for
edge and value profiling.

1

3. Build an optimized version of the program by using the collected execution profile to guide the optimizations (FDO build).

Training
Training
Data
Data

GCC uses execution profiles consisting of basic block
and edge frequency counts to guide optimizations
such as instruction scheduling, basic block re-ordering,
function splitting, and register allocation. The current method of feedback-directed optimization in GCC
(shown in Figure 1) involves the following steps:

FDO
Build

Figure 1: Traditional FDO Model

2. Run the instrumented version with representative
training data to collect the execution profile. These
runs typically incur significant overhead (reported
as 9% to 105% [3] [2], but observed to be much
higher, often in the order of 50% to 200% in our
experience) due to the additional instrumentation
code that is executed.

Introduction

This paper is a continuation of our previous work
[13]. We have reproduced with minor modifications
and slightly extended the introduction. Readers familiar with the motivation for this work may skip directly
to Section 3.

Profile
Data

The instrumentation and FDO builds are tightly coupled. GCC requires that both builds use the same inline
decisions and similar optimization flags to ensure that
the control-flow graph (CFG) that is instrumented in the
instrumentation build matches the CFG that is annotated
with the profile data in the FDO build.
To overcome the limitations of the current FDO model,
we propose skipping the instrumentation step altogether.
Instead, we use sampling of the Instruction Retired
(INST_RETIRED) hardware event which is available
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on performance monitoring units of modern processors
(e.g., Intel Core-2, AMD Opteron, Itanium) to obtain
estimated edge profiles. This approach enables different
usage models:

1. Profile collection can occur on production systems
(e.g., in internet companies) using the default binaries, with the sample profile data being stored
in a profile repository. The profiles shall therefore be readily available for FDO builds without the
need for any special instrumentation build and run.
Moreover, there is no discrepancy between training
run input data and real usage data in this case.
2. In cases where representative training data sets
are available, the profile collection could be done
by sampling of debug or un-optimized binaries.
The profile data thus collected during the testing and development phase can then be used to
build the optimized binary. This is similar to the
instrumentation-based FDO model, except that the
overhead of profile collection is much lower.
3. The traditional FDO model using instrumented
runs to collect profile data is not suitable for cases
where execution of the instrumented code changes
the behavior of time-critical code such as operating system kernel code. Profile collection using
hardware event sampling can be used in such cases
without perturbing the run-time behavior.
4. The current instrumentation-based FDO model
does not support obtaining execution counts for
kernel code, as the counters are written out at application/process exit time. Sample-based profile
collection is therefore an apt choice to enable FDO
for kernel code.

The sample profile data does not contain any information on the intermediate representation (IR) used by the
compiler. Instead, source position information is used
to correlate the profile data to specific basic blocks during the FDO build. This method therefore eliminates
the tight coupling between profile collection and profile
feedback builds. In fact, the binary used for profile collection can be built by one compiler, and the profile data
thus collected can be fed to another compiler. To make
the case, in [13], we use GCC-built binaries for profile
collection and open64 for FDO builds and performance

experiments. In this paper, we focus on FDO support
for sample profiles in GCC.
In general, deriving exact basic block and edge frequency counts from sample profiles is not always feasible [12]. We use heuristics to derive relative basic
block and edge frequency count estimates from the sample profiles. We’ve found that these approximations are
sufficient for all practical purposes.
Increasing the sampling rate will in general increase the
quality of the sample profile at the expense of increasing the overhead of profile collection. Our experiments
show that we can get sample profiles with reasonable
quality with overheads of less than 2%.
We use a degree of overlap measure [9] which compares
the relative edge weights between the edge profiles constructed from instrumented runs and sample profiles as
an indicator of the quality of the sample profiles and the
heuristics used. However, the definitive measure of the
sample profile quality and effectiveness of the heuristics employed is ascertained only from the performance
gains obtained in using the sample profiles for feedbackdirected optimizations.
In open64, our edge count estimation algorithm used
higher level program constructs such as branches and
loops for recursively smoothing the basic block sample
counts [13]. Levin et al. [9] describe another algorithm
used in IBM’s post-link time optimizer, FDPR-Pro, for
deriving edge profile estimates from basic block sample counts. Our task is more challenging since we need
to rely on source correlation to attribute samples to basic blocks, since the feedback is done at compile-time
rather than post-link time. However, the edge estimation algorithm described in [9] is directly applicable to
our sample profile support in GCC.
The source line execution metrics collected via sampling are mostly platform independent, so the profile
data collected on one platform can be used to build a
binary optimized for another platform. We use the Intel Core-2 platform for profile collection and the AMD
Opteron platform for our performance runs. Since the
profile data is stored by samples per source line, it does
not matter if the profile collection is done using optimized or unoptimized binaries in most cases. Our
heuristics depend on the correctness of the source position information present in the binaries to correlate the
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samples to the corresponding basic blocks.1
On the SPEC2000int C benchmarks, we currently obtain
an average performance gain of 2.13% (2.46% if only a
subset of the edge profile specific options are enabled)
using FDO with sample profiles collected using -O2 binaries, as compared to an average of 2.94% using traditional FDO runs with edge profiles alone. We expect to
get improved results with better source correlation support in GCC. Using -O0 binaries for profile collection,
we are able to achieve an average performance gain of
2.52%, which is approximately 86% of the performance
gains seen using traditional FDO with edge profiling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives a background of hardware event sampling. Section 3 describes the design and algorithms used for sample profile support in the GCC compiler. Section 4
gives a background of current instrumentation-based
FDO support in GCC and then describes the implementation details for adding sample profile-based FDO support. Section 5 discusses challenges faced and open issues. Section 6 describes the experimental evaluation
of using FDO with sample profiles. Finally, Section 7
discusses current status and future work for support of
FDO with sample profiles in GCC.

2

Hardware Event Sampling

Most modern microprocessors support hardware event
sampling, which works as follows: the Program Counter
(PC) and other register contents are recorded whenever
a specified number of the hardware event of interest has
occurred. This helps to identify the program locations,
i.e., the instruction addresses incurring the measured
hardware event. For example, the DCPI tool [1] samples
on the event CPU_CYCLES to determine performance
bottlenecks in programs.
Events can be differentiated by whether they indicate
execution time or execution frequency, i.e., whether
they are time-based or frequency-based [14]. The
CPU_CYCLES is a time-based event, so program locations that take a relatively longer time to execute will
incur more CPU_CYCLES event samples. To obtain
1 We ran into a couple of GCC issues—source information is at
times lost during transformations in optimization builds. These issues are being fixed, which will help to improve the accuracy of
sample attribution when using optimized binaries for profile collection.

INPUT
DATA

OPTIMIZED
BINARY

FDO BUILD

SAMPLE
PROFILE

Figure 2: FDO Model with Sample Profiles
an execution count from such time-based samples, one
must scale by the instruction latency, which necessitates
knowing the individual instruction execution latencies
and latencies incurred due to TLB misses, cache misses,
and branch misprediction, as well as other pipeline
stalls, which are micro-architecture-specific. Additional
hardware events (such as cache and TLB misses) will
therefore need to be sampled for this purpose, thereby
increasing the sampling overhead and making the determination of execution counts from time-based event
samples more complex. Most modern microprocessors also support sampling of frequency-based events
such as the instruction retired (INST_RETIRED) event,
which correlates directly to instruction and basic block
execution count. We therefore use sampling of the
INST_RETIRED event for our execution profile estimation.

3

Design

In our FDO model using sample profiles (see Figure 2),
the instrumentation step is skipped altogether. Instead,
INST_RETIRED event samples gathered using profiling
tools such as perfmon2/pfmon are used to create the
feedback data. The samples are recorded on the granularity of instruction addresses and attributed to the corresponding program source filename and line number using the source position information present in unstripped
binaries. Consider two source lines, S1 and S2, in the
same basic block which have identical execution counts.
If 5 assembly instructions are generated for S1 and 10
for S2, then S2 will have approximately twice the total
number of samples of S1—i.e., source lines with larger
number of instructions will have correspondingly larger
total number of samples attributed. Therefore, the total
number of samples attributed per source line is divided
by the number of contributing instructions to derive the
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average number of samples per source line, which is
stored in the feedback data file. In the example below,
the sample count attributed to each individual instruction of the source line pbla.c:60 is shown in the first
column of the disassembly code. The sample count derived for this source line is 70 as shown.

Plain CFG

Exact Edge Profiles

Instrumentation (-fprofile-arcs)

Sampling Profiles
Annotation
(-fsampling-profile)

Annotation
(-fbranch-probabilities)

pbla.c:60 iplus = iplus->pred;
// (100 + 30 + 70 + 80)/ 4 = 280/4 = 70
100
30
70
80

:
:
:
:

804a8b7:
804a8ba:
804a8bd:
804a8c0:

mov
mov
mov
jmp

Static Profiles

0x10(%ebp),%eax
0x8(%eax),%eax
%eax,0x10(%ebp)
804a94b <this+0x137>

The feedback file is read into GCC, and is used to annotate the IR statements for the current program unit
with the relative execution counts of the corresponding source position information (IR.count). This
is done in the same pass (pass_tree_profiling)
as the original GCC profile instrumentation/annotation
for instrumentation-based FDO. The basic block sample count (BB.count) is then computed from its associated IR statements as shown below:
N

∑ statements IR.counti
BB.count = i=1
Nstatements

(1)

When scaling the basic block count, all statements are
given the same weight—i.e., we do not differentiate the
IR statements by the type of operator. If different feedback data files collected with different sampling rates
are used, the basic block count should be normalized to
a fixed sampling rate.

Annotation
(-fguess-branch-probability)

Instrumented/
Annotated
CFG

Figure 3: Constructing an Instrumented/Annotated CFG
and edge frequency counts determined from the sample profile data, in a manner similar to what is done
when using instrumentation-based profile data. It should
therefore not matter to later optimization phases whether
the feedback data was collected via sampling or via instrumentation. This makes the design and implementation modular, and helps to leverage existing feedbackbased optimization methods, and support in GCC to
maintain, propagate, and verify the feedback data.
3.1

Edge frequency estimation

Note that different heuristics from the one used here
can be employed to derive basic block sample counts
from source-code-correlated samples. The basic block
counts are then used to derive edge frequency counts
using heuristics which are described in more detail in
Section 3.1.

The derivation of edge frequencies from the basic block
sample counts is a core component of the sample profile
support. We use the edge estimation algorithm outlined
in [9], which formalizes the problem as a minimum-cost
circulation problem [7]. In this case, the flow conservation rule is that for each vertex in a procedure’s CFG, the
sum of the incoming edge frequency counts should be
equal to the sum of the outgoing edge frequency counts.
The idea is that by ensuring the flow conservation rule,
and at the same time, limiting the amount of weighted
change from the initial edge weights predicted by static
profiles [2] to a mininum, a near approximation to actual edge counts obtained via instrumentation can be
achieved.

At the end of this pass, GCC internal data structures will
be initialized appropriately with estimated basic block

The minimum-cost circulation problem is equivalent to
a minimum-cost maximal flow problem. To formulate

BB.countnorm = BB.count ∗

f ixed_sampling_rate
(2)
sampling_rate
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the problem of computing the intra-procedural edges
as a minimum-cost, maximal-flow problem, we need to
construct the following [9]:

e1
e1

• G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) : the fixup graph

V

• min(e), max(e) : minimum and maximum capacities for flow on each edge, e in E 0
• k(e) : confidence constant for any edge e in E 0 . The
values are set as following in [9]:
p
(3)
b = avg_vertex_weight(c f g)
k+ (e) = b

(4)

−

(5)

k (e) = 50b

V'
e

Vertex Transformation
e2

V''

e3
e2

e3

w(V) = 30
w(e) = 30

Figure 4: Vertex Transformation
U

U

e2''

k+ (e)

where
is used when increasing the flow on the
edge e, and k− (e) is used when decreasing the flow on
edge e.
Cost coefficent function for the edges:
cp(e) = k0 (∆(e))/ ln(w(e) + 2)

e1

e2

N

e1'

V

V

e2'

(6)
max(e1') = max(e1); k'(e1') = 0.5 * k'(e1)
max(e2') = max(e1); k'(e2') = 0.5 * k'(e1)
max(e2'') = max(e2); k'(e2'') = k'(e2)

where
k0 (∆(e)) = k+ , if ∆(e) ≥ 0,
k0 (∆(e))

=

k− ,

Figure 5: Normalization

if ∆(e) < 0,

and w(e) is the initial assigned edge weight.
These values ensure that the cost of decreasing the
weight on an edge is significantly larger than increasing the weight on an edge and higher confidence in an
initial value of e results in a higher cost for changing the
weight of that edge.
Let G = (V, E) be the CFG with initial weights:
∀ < u, v >∈ E : w(< u, v >) ← w(u) ∗ p(< u, v >)
where w(u) is the sample count of the basic block u,
and p(< u, v >) is the probability of the edge < u, v >
as determined using static profiles [2].
The algorithm to construct the fixup graph G0 (V 0 , E 0 )
from G = (V, E) is outlined below:

1. Vertex Transformation
Construct Gt = (Vt , Et ) from the initial CFG G = (V, E) by
doing vertex transformations ∀v ∈ V . Split each vertex v into
two vertices v0 and v00 , connected by an edge from v0 to v00 .
The weight of the new edge < v0 , v00 > is set to the basic block
count of v. This is shown in Figure 4.
2. Initialize
(a) For each vertex v ∈ Vt , let:
D(v) = ∑ei ∈out(v) w(ei ) − ∑e j ∈in(v) w(e j )
(b) For each e ∈ Et , do:
min(e) ← 0, max(e) ← ∞, k0 (e) ← k+ (e)
(c) Er ← 0,
/ L ← 0/
3. Add Reverse Edges
For each e =< u, v >∈ Et such that er =< v, u >∈
/ Et , do:
• Add edge er
• min(er ) ← 0, max(er ) ← w(e), k0 (er ) ← k− (e)
• Er ← Er ∪ {er }
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4. Create Single Source and Sink
Add a source vertex s0 and connect it to all function entry vertices. Add a sink vertex t 0 and connect it to all function exit
vertices.
(a) ∀s ∈ S where S is the set of function entry vertices, do:

This is used as input to the minimum-cost, maximalflow problem.
The solution of the minimum-cost, maximal-flow problem will be a flow function f (e)∀e ∈ E 0 .

• Add edge es =< s0 , s >
• min(es ) ← 0, max(es ) ← w(s), cp(es ) ← 0
• L ← L ∪ {es }

The fixup vector ∆(e)∀e =< u, v > in the original edge
set E is calculated as follows:

(b) ∀t ∈ T where T is the set of function exit vertices, do:

∆(e < u, v >) = f < u, v > − f < v, u >

=< t,t 0

• Add edge et
>
• min(et ) ← 0, max(et ) ← w(t), cp(et ) ← 0
• L ← L ∪ {et }
5. Balance edges
For each v ∈ Vt /(S ∪ T ) do:

where < v, u > is the reverse edge added during the fixup
graph construction.
The corrected edge weights will be calculated as follows: For each e ∈ E:

(a) if D(v) ≥ 0 :
• Add edge vt =< v,t 0 >
• min(vt ) ← D(v), max(vt ) ← D(v)
• L ← L ∪ {vt }
(b) if D(v) < 0 :
• Add edge vs =< s0 , v >
• min(vs ) ← −D(v), max(vs ) ← −D(v)
• L ← L ∪ {vs }
6. Normalization
This step is needed to remove anti-parallel edges. Antiparallel edges are created by the vertex transformation step
from self-edges in the original CFG G and by the reverse edges
added during Step 3.
∀e =< u, v >∈ Et ∪ Er such that er =< v, u >∈ Et ∪ Er , do:
(a) Add new vertex n
(b) Delete edge er =< v, u >
(c) Add edge evn =< v, n >
k0 (evn ) ← 0.5 ∗ k0 < u, v >
min(evn ) ← 0, max(evn ) ← max(< u, v >)
(d) Add edge enu =< n, u >
k0 (enu ) ← k0 < v, u >
min(enu ) ← 0, max(enu ) ← max(< v, u >)
(e) k0 (< u, v >) ← 0.5 ∗ k0 (< u, v >)
(f) E 0 ← E 0 ∪ {evn , enu )},V 0 ← V 0 ∪ {n}
An example of the normalization step is shown in Figure 5.
7. Finalize
• E 0 ← E 0 ∪ Et ∪ Er ∪ L
• V 0 ← V 0 ∪Vt

(7)

w∗ (e) = w(e) + ∆(e)

(8)

By mapping back the edges which were derived from
the vertices in the vertex transformation step, we can
determine the corrected basic block counts as well [9].
3.2

Minimum-cost Maximal Flow Algorithm

Our implementation of the minimum-cost maximal flow
algorithm is based on Klein’s negative cycle cancellation algorithm, shown in Figure 6.
Any edge that is not saturated is a residual edge. The
residual capacity c f of an edge e =< u, v > is defined
as c f (< u, v >) = max(e) − f (< u, v >).
An augmenting path is a path where every edge is a
residual edge. The residual capacity of an augmenting
path is the minimum of the residual capacity of its edges.
A residual cycle is a simple cycle of residual edges. The
capacity of a residual cycle is the minimum of the residual capacities of its edges. The cost of a cycle is the sum
of the costs of its edges. A residual cycle is negative if
it has negative cost.
To find a maximal flow (step 1 of Figure 6), we use the
Edmonds-Karp algorithm which is a specific implementation of the Ford-Fulkerson [6] method. The EdmondsKarp algorithm uses a Breadth-First Search (BFS) to
find the augmenting paths.

The output of this algorithm is:
1. The fixup graph, G0 = (V 0 , E 0 )
2. ∀e ∈ E 0 : min(e), max(e), cp(e) – the minimum capacity, maximum capacity, and cost of each edge.

An example of the Edmonds-Karp algorithm is outlined
in Figure 7. (a) shows the graph with initial flow of 0
(Step 1a of Figure 6). Steps (b), (c), and (d) in Figure 7
each demonstrate Steps 2b and 2c in Figure 6 and are
explained in more detail below.
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1. Use a maximal flow routine to find a flow f of value v for the
fixup graph G0 (V 0 , E 0 ) as follows:
a Initialize flow to 0:
∀ < u, v >∈ E 0 : f (< u, v >) ← 0.

0/3

0/5

B

1/3
E

A
0/5

0/2

C

d Repeat steps b and c until no new augmenting path is
found.
2. Form the residual network G f (V 0 , E f ) which is the network
with capacity
c f < u.v >← max(< u, v >) − f (< u, v >)
c f (< v, u >) ← f (< u, v >)
The cost of each reverse edge is set as follows:
cp(< v, u >) ← −cp(< u, v >)
3. Repeat: While G f contains a negative cost cycle C, reverse
the flow on the found cycle by the minimal residual capacity
in that cycle.
4. Form the minimum-cost maximal flow network G0 (V 0 , E 0 )
from G f :
∀ < u, v >∈ E 0 : f (< u, v >) ← c f (< v, u >)

Figure 6: Mimimum Cost Maximal Flow Algorithm
(b) The augmenting path ABDF is found and flow
equal to its residual capacity of 1 unit is sent
through this path.
(c) The augmenting path ABEF is found and flow
equal to its residual capacity of 2 units is sent
through this path.
(d) The augmenting path ACDBEF is found and flow
equal to its residual capacity of 1 unit is sent
through this path. Note how flow is pushed back
i.e., reversed along path BD. The resulting graph is
a maximal-flow network.
The residual network (step 2 of Figure 6) for the example above is shown in Figure 8. This has no cycles and
therefore no negative cost cycle. In this case, the maximal flow is also a minimum-cost flow.
We use the Bellman-Ford [4] algorithm to test the existence of a negative directed cycle (step 3 of Figure 6).
Figure 9 illustrates the derivation of a minimum-cost
maximal flow network.
(a) The maximal flow network with edges labeled with
pairs (flow/capacities, cost).
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b Find an augmenting path from source s to the sink t.
c Send flow equal to the path’s residual capacity along
the edges of this path.
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Edges are labeled with flow/capacity. A = source; F = sink.

Figure 7: Example for Edmonds-Karp Algorithm
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Figure 8: Residual Network
(b) Residual network derived.
(c) Negative cost cycle with minimul residual capacity
of 2 units.
(d) New residual network after reversing the flow on
the cycle ABCA by 2 units. No more negative cost
cycles exist.
(e) Minimum-cost maximal flow network derived.
We are currently evaluating the compile-time performance of the above method. If the compile-time is
not within acceptable limits, we will then implement
Goldberg and Tarjan’s [7] algorithm for solving the
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Figure 9: Cycle Canceling Algorithm
minimum-cost circulation algorithm. They propose an
improvement over previous negative cycle canceling algorithms by judicious choice of the negative cycle to
cancel at each step, namely the cycle with the minimum
mean cost.2
An interesting observation from [9] is that using sample
profiles in combination with static profiles to obtain initial edge frequency count estimates without applying the
minimum-cost flow algorithm described above, is sufficient to realize a large percentage (> 70%) of the performance gain obtained by instrumentation-based FDO
with exact edge profiles. However, in our experiments
with the implementation of sampling-based FDO support in GCC (see Section 6), we found that it is necessary to employ the minimum-cost maximal flow algorithm to realize the performance gains.

4

Implementation

This section describes the existing implementation
for instrumentation-based FDO support in GCC. An
2 The

Figure 10: Overview of GCC Stages

D

mean cost of a cycle is its cost divided by the number of
edges it contains.

overview of the GCC stages is given in Figure 10. The
stages involved in the CFG annotation with profile data
are shown highlighted.
4.1

Edge profiles

Edge profiles provide the execution count of each edge
in the function CFG, which are then used to compute the
basic block execution counts.
Both the TREE and RTL intermediate representations in
GCC use data structures basic_block and edge to
describe the CFG.
The instrumentation and annotation passes work on
the TREE intermediate representation. The function
branch_prob in profile.c implements these two
passes.
Instrumentation
If the -fprofile-arcs option is specified, GCC instruments the CFG. For each function’s CFG, a spanning tree is computed and counter code inserted on the
non-spanning-tree edges. When the program runs, the
counter code writes the edge execution counts into a
profile data file (.gcno and .gcda).
Annotation
When the -fbranch-probabilities option is
specified, GCC reads the profile data file and annotates
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the CFG. All edges and basic blocks are marked with
execution counts.
There is also support for synthetic profiles in GCC.
When the -fguess-branch-probability option is specified, GCC predicts branch probabilities and
estimates edge profiles using static heuristics [2].
The data structures basic_block and edge have a
64-bit integer member field count to record the execution count during the training run. This field is normalized to a new value in the range 0 to BB_FREQ_MAX
and stored in the member field frequency. This data
is used by all profile based optimizations for decisionmaking.

FB_Sample_Hdr
PU_Sample_Hdr for PU 1
Pu_Sample_Hdr for PU 2
...
Pu_Sample_Hdr for PU NUM_PU
Pu_Sample_Hdr for Inline 1
...
Pu_Sample_Hdr for Inline NUM_INLINE
STRING TABLE
Fb_Info_Freq 1 for PU 1
...
Fb_Info_Freq N for PU 1
Fb_Info_Freq 1 to N for PU 2
...
Fb_Info_Freq 1 to N for PU NUM_PU
Fb_Info_Freq for Inline 1 to NUM_INLINE

Figure 11: Feedback Datafile Format
The following optimizations in GCC use edge profile
data:
1. Basic block reordering (tracer)
2. Register allocation (register priority)
3. Instruction scheduling (EBB)
4. Function reordering (hot/cold, use the first basic
block frequency as the function frequency)
5. Modulo scheduling (loop trip count)
4.2

Sample Profile Implementation

This section highlights the implementation details for
adding sample profile support in GCC. The implementation is done on the GCC 4.3 branch.

4.2.1

Feedback datafile format

The design of the sample profile feedback data file format is based on the open64 feedback file format, where a
single file is used to store profile data for an executable.
The layout of the sample profile data file is given in Figure 11.
Fb_Sample_Hdr is the file header. The data structure Pu_Sample_Hdr holds the header information
pertaining to each program unit. A program unit corresponds to a function. This format supports the aggregation of samples for inlined functions by caller function. If a function A has 3 inlined functions B, C, and

D with samples, the program header corresponding to
A will have the pu_num_inline_entries set to 3
and assign the offset of the inline program header to
pu_inline_hdr_offset (which shares the same
structure as Pu_Sample_Hdr) corresponding to the
inlined instance of B within function A. The inline headers for the inlined instances of functions C and D within
function A will be stored consecutively following the
inline header for B. The samples attributed to each inlined function can then be handled in a manner similar
to non-inlined functions. Please note that the current
debug/source position information design in GCC does
not support differentiating between different instances
of the same callee function inlined in a caller routine.
The data structure Fb_Info_Freq is used to store the
sample count associated with each source line within a
function. The Fb_Info_Freq data associated with
a function will be stored consecutively. The Pu_
Sample_Hdr for the function has the offset of the first
Fb_Freq_Info data in the pu_freq_offset field
and the number of Fb_Freq_Info associated with its
function.

4.2.2

Sample profile annotation

When the new option -fsample-profile is enabled:
1. The sample profile datafile is read.
2. sp_annotate() is called in the new pass added
pass_sample_profiling.
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3. Feedback-directed optimizations are enabled.
sp_annotate is the main entry of sample profile annotation which annotates the CFG with the sample profile data.

5.1

Sampling Issues

INST_RETIRED samples recorded per instruction may

not always be representative of actual instruction execution count due to the following reasons:
Program Synchronization

# sp_annotate()
sp_read_sample_profile();
for each BB
sp_annotate_BB();
sp_smooth_cfg();

sp_read_sample_profile reads the sample profile data to build a hash table with the set of <source_
line_number,execution_count> mapping of
samples per function.
sp_annotate_BB computes the basic block sample
count from the sample counts of its individual IR statements.
# sp_annotate_BB()
long long sum_IR_count=0;
int number_IR=0;
for EACH IR
number_IR++;
Get IR_sample_count from hash table;
if (IR_sample_count > 0)
sum_IR_count += IR_sample_count;
BB.count=sum_IR_count/number_IR

sp_smooth_cfg implements the algorithm described
in [9].
# sp_smooth_cfg()
# 1) Initialize k+(o), k-(o), w(o)
sp_initialize_cfg();
# 2) Build fixup graph G’
sp_build_fixup_graph();
# 3) Minimum cost maximal flow algorithm
sp_minimum_cost();
# 4) Fixup the graph with fixup vector
sp_fixup_graph();
# 5) Convert edge counts to freqs
counts_to_freqs()

5

Challenges

Our methodology has several challenges, some due to
hardware-event sampling and others due to our reliance
on source position information to correlate samples to
basic blocks.

It is possible for the program execution to become syncronized with the sampling rate. This will result in the
same instruction being sampled, for example in the presence of program loops. In order to mitigate this problem, when sampling every n INST_RETIRED event, n
should be chosen to be a prime number. Another solution to avoid program synchronization is to apply a
randomization factor to every sample—this is supported
in the performance monitoring hardware of some architectures (e.g., Intel Core-2 processors).
Hardware
On out-of-order execution machines, such as the x86
platform, the instruction addresses recorded during sampling may be skewed—i.e., the instruction address
recorded may not be the actual instruction incurring the
hardware event, and the skew distance may vary a lot.
For example, on the AMD Opteron microarchitecture,
there may be as many as 72 macro-ops in flight. These
skews distort the results for finer-grained measurements,
for example, measurements done on the granularity of
basic blocks, as needed for edge profile estimation. The
Intel Core-2 platform supports a Precise Event-Based
Sampling (PEBS) mode [8] which accurately records
the next instruction address following the instruction incurring the sampled event. We use this sampling mode
for our profile collection. One drawback of this sampling mode is that it does not allow randomization of
every sample, as supported for the non-PEBS sampling
mode.
Profiling Tools
The choice of profiling tools used to collect the
hardware event samples also affect the quality of
samples collected. We compared oprofile [10]
and perfmon2 [11] (details omitted for brevity).
oprofile does not support the PEBS sampling
mode. Moreover, the quality of samples collected using oprofile were inferior to those obtained using
perfmon2 in the non-PEBS sampling mode, as determined using our “degree of overlap” measures, and performance runs with FDO using the sample profiles. We
therefore use perfmon2 for profile collection.
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5.2

Missing Source Position Information

Since we use source position information to correlate
samples to their corresponding source lines, it is important that the source position information is accurate
and complete in the binaries used for profile collection. We ran into a few GCC source correlation issues
with optimized (-O2) binaries—an example is shown
here. Consider the following sample counts (shown as
comments) attributed to a couple of hot basic blocks in
procedure new_dbox() in the SPEC2000 benchmark
300.twolf.
93
94
95
96
97
98

if (netptr->flag == 1) { //31366
newx = netptr->newx ; //3000
netptr->flag = 0 ;
//37000
} else {
newx = oldx ;
}

We see a similar problem in the 175.vpr binary compiled with -O2 -g in function get_non_
updateable_bb(). We are investigating the possibility of enhancing GCC to maintain source position information across copy propagation into PHI nodes and
regeneration from PHI nodes in order to fix this issue.
5.3

Insufficient Source Position Information

Some cases require enhancements to the current debug/
source position information in order to be handled correctly by the sample profile-based FDO support.
Control Flow Statements in a Single Source Line
Examples:
if (cond) {stmt1} else {stmt2}
(cond) ? (taken_body) : (not_taken_body);

No samples are attributed to lines 96 and 97, which
seems to indicate that the branch at line 93 is always
taken. However, instrumented runs show that the if
statement on line 93 is taken only 19% of the time.
The reason for no samples being attributed to lines 96
and 97, is the following transformations during optimization in GCC.
1. Initial basic block corresponding to line 97:
<bb 7>:
[dimbox.c : 97] newx_25 = oldx_22;
<bb 8>:
# newx_3=PHI<newx_24(6), newx_25(7)

2. After copy propagation into the PHI node:
<bb 7>:
[dimbox.c : 97] newx_25 = oldx_22;
<bb 8>:
# newx_3=PHI<newx_24(6), oldx_22(7)>

3. Now the copy in bb_7 is dead and therefore eliminated during the dead code elimination phase.
4. bb_7 is then regenerated from the PHI node when
transitioning out of SSA. However, the corresponding source position information is lost at this stage.
<bb 7>:
newx = oldx;
goto <bb 9>;

In such cases, it is not possible to differentiate the samples that should be attributed to the basic block containing the branch condition and the samples that should be
attributed to the basic block containing the taken or nottaken body of the branch, since all the samples will be
attributed to the single source line. In order to handle such source statements, the debug information in
GCC should be enhanced to discriminate control transfers within a single source line.
Early Inlined Routines
At the time of sample annotation of the basic blocks, the
CFG contains early inlined routines. Samples that are
attributed to the basic blocks of the early inlined routines
should be scaled appropriately, if the aggregated sample
counts for the inlined routine are used. Furthermore,
the execution profile for a particular inlined instance
may not match the aggregated inlined function sample
count. Currently, the sample profile feedback file format
supports aggregating samples for inlined functions per
caller function. It would be more accurate to differentiate the samples for each inlined callee function instance,
which requires enhancements to the current source position information format.
Macros
Currently all the instructions pertaining to MACROS are
attributed to the first source line of the MACRO use in
GCC. It is therefore not possible to differentiate samples
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within the multiple statements within a MACRO, especially if the MACRO contains control transfers. Again,
enhancements to the source position information are
needed to handle sample attribution to MACROS correctly.

6

Results

6.1

Overlap Measures

The accuracy of the estimated edge profiles depend on
several factors:

Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
Average

Base
68.5
65.91
45.45
45.77
59.96
72.77
87.75
61.35
71.18
59.26
51.16
73.74
63.47

O0/N
50.27
70.49
51.78
70.5
51.61
70.59
62.01
61.65
66.6
57.35
46.45
68.84
60.68

O0
77.14
81
54.58
71.08
71.86
79.65
66.22
72.33
72.5
61.3
80.85
79.49
72.33

O2
73.68
75.73
59.41
67.91
64.46
71.57
62.5
75.67
78.98
60.26
79.05
77.46
70.56

Table 1: Degree of Overlap Measures
1. The quality of the sample profiles
2. The completeness and accuracy of source position
information

• O0: Edge profile estimation using sample profiles
collected from -O0 binaries.

3. The effectiveness of the edge profile estimation
heurisitics

• O2: Edge profile estimation using sample profiles
collected from -O2 binaries.

We use the degree of overlap measure used in [9] to
compare the edge profiles constructed using the sample
profiles (G1) with the exact edge profiles (G2) obtained
using instrumentation. The edge set E in both G1 and
G2 are identical.

The average degree of overlap measure using static profiles, as done in default -O2 runs is 63.47%, which
is used as the base for comparision with edge profiles
constructed from sample profiles. We see that if we
use sample profiles, without employing the minimumcost maximal flow algorithm, then the degree of overlap
measure decreases to 60.68%. The value of the measure improves when applying the minimum-cost maximal flow algorithm to estimate the edge profiles when
using sample profile data collected with:

overlap(G1, G2) =

∑ min(pw(e, G1), pw(e, G2))

e∈E

(9)
where pw(e, G) is defined as the percentage of the
edge e’s weight of the CFG G’s total edge weight. A
higher degree of overlap number indicates higher accuracy in the edge profile values estimated by the heuristics. The degree of overlap numbers obtained for the
SPEC2000int benchmarks by comparing the estimated
edge profiles for the different cases with the exact edge
profiles obtained from instrumented runs is shown in Table 1.
The columns in Table 1 are labeled as follows:
• Base: Default edge profile estimation using static
profiles.
• O0/N: Edge profile estimation using sample profiles collected from -O0 binaries without applying
the minimum-cost maximal flow algorithm.

• -O0 binaries to 72.33% and
• -O2 binaries to 70.56%.
for all the benchmarks, excepting the C++ benchmark
252.eon. Currently we do not use the sample profile
data present for inlined functions during basic block annotation, and this may result in incorrect edge weights
being computed for early inlined routines, thereby affecting the degree of overlap measure for 252.eon.
We are currently investigating this issue.
We expect the degree of overlap and performance gains
to be better for FDO with sample profiles when using
-O0 binaries for profile collection as compared to using -O2 binaries due to source correlation issues seen
with optimized binaries. The performance run results
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outlined in the next section correlate positively to the
overall trend in the average degree of overlap measures
and expectations.
6.2

Experimental Evaluation

Our performance experiments were carried out using
32-bit binaries of the SPEC2000int C benchmarks on
the AMD Opteron platform. We compare the performance gains of instrumentation-based FDO with sample
profile based FDO using GCC built -O0 and -O2 binaries for profile collection. The sample profile collection was done on Intel Core-2 platform using the PEBS
sampling mode. We also compare sample profile-based
FDO with and without using the minimum-cost maximal flow algorithm, to show that the application of this
algorithm is indeed necessary to realize the performance
gains. The base run used for comparision in all our experiments is the default -O2 run using static profiles, i.e.,
without FDO.
We are currently tuning our heuristics to use samples
collected from inlined routines. The C++ benchmark
252.eon shows a very high performance gain of approximately 18% using instrumented FDO, as compared
to a relatively low performance gain of 6% using sample profile based FDO. We are currently looking into this
issue. Since this is work in progress, we have omitted
the C++ benchmark 252.eon from our experimental
results.
The option -fprofile-use enables feedbackdirected optimizations which use both value and
edge profile data. Specifically, the following options are enabled: -fbranch-probabilities,
-fvpt, -funroll-loops, -fpeel-loops, and
-ftracer. Of the above, -fvpt applies to using the
value profile data, and the remaining options apply to
using the edge profile data.
In Table 2, we compare the performance
runs using the default edge profile options
-fbranch-probabilities, -funroll-loops,
-fpeel-loops, and -ftracer enabled. The
columns are labeled as follows:
• I: -O2 run with instrumentation-based FDO.
• S/O0/N: -O2 run with sampling-based FDO and
without applying the minimum-cost maximal flow
algorithm. Profile data collected from -O0 binaries.

Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
Average

I
3.36
5.28
6.41
0.45
2.98
1.21
-0.81
2.99
2.27
5.97
2.22
2.94

S/O0/N
-4.75
2.64
1.28
0.00
0.94
-1.09
-2.27
-4.72
-2.27
3.10
3.38
-0.34

S/O0
2.66
4.91
1.68
3.84
4.93
0.48
-0.73
1.16
1.88
1.38
5.52
2.52

S/O2
1.62
6.04
3.12
3.16
3.06
0.85
-0.16
2.50
1.10
0.23
1.89
2.13

Table 2: Performance gains with default edge profile options enabled
• S/O0: -O2 run with sampling-based FDO. Profile
data collected from -O0 binaries.
• S/O2: -O2 run with sampling-based FDO. Profile
data collected from -O2 binaries.
Instrumentation-based FDO runs show an average gain
of 2.94%, whereas sampling-based FDO runs using:
• -O0 binaries show an average gain of 2.52% (approximately 86% of the instrumented FDO gain)
• -O2 binaries show an average gain of 2.13% (approximately 72% of the instrumented FDO gain)
When only the initial edge weights estimated from
the static profile heuristics and the basic block sample counts are used, without the application of the
minimum-cost maximal flow algorithm, the average performance gain degrades to -0.35%. We can therefore
conclude that the minimum-cost maximal-flow algorithm is necessary to achieve performance gains with
sample profile-based FDO.
We also compare the performance gains when only the
option -fbranch-probabilities is enabled for
the FDO runs as shown in Table 3. The columns are
labeled similarly as for Table 2.
For FDO using instrumented profiles,
enabling the default edge profile specific options
-fbranch-probabilities, -funroll-loops,
-fpeel-loops, and -ftracer result in a higher
average performance gain.
However, 181.mcf,
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Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
Average

I
2.08
5.28
5.92
1.81
5.95
-0.85
5.85
-2.02
3.14
2.41
-3.71
2.35

S/O0/N
-0.12
2.01
-0.16
0.11
3.74
0.24
-4.31
-0.58
3.29
3.56
-1.24
0.60

S/O0
1.27
4.28
3.28
3.95
5.44
0.60
1.22
-0.96
2.12
0.57
1.81
2.14

S/O2
1.16
5.79
3.44
2.03
5.10
0.60
2.19
-1.83
2.04
1.49
5.02
2.46

Table 3:
Performance gains with only option
-fbranch-probabilities enabled
186.crafty, 253.perlbmk and 255.vortex
show better performance gains when only the option -fbranch-probabilities is enabled.
FDO with sample profiles collected using -O2 binaries show an average gain of 2.46% when only the
-fbranch-probabilities option is enabled, as
compared to a slightly lower gain of 2.13% when all
the edge profile specific options are enabled. These
results seem to indicate that sample profiles are not very
effective for the loop-specific optimizations enabled
by the -funroll-loops and -fpeel-loops
options. We are currently investigating this further.

7

Current Status and Future Work

Our initial experiments show that edge profiles constructed from INST_RETIRED event samples can be
used to achieve the performance gains of traditional
FDO with instrumented edge profiles, while overcoming
the shortcomings of the traditional FDO usage model.
We have identified several problem areas, especially in
the shortcomings of the source position/debug information support in GCC that is currently being addressed.
Specifically, work is in progress to enhance the debug
information and minimum line table information to support better handling of source lines that span multiple
basic blocks, inlined routines, and MACROS by the basic block sample annotation heuristics.
We also plan to apply the edge profile estimation heuristics described in this paper to existing problems in
GCC due to inconsistent basic block and edge frequency counts obtained in some cases with traditional

instrumentation-based FDO. For example, when profiling multi-threaded applications, the basic block and
edge frequency counts obtained via instrumentation are
under-counted in some cases due to the loss of some
of the counter increments when multiple threads increment the same counter without using synchronization
primitives. The minimum-cost maximal flow algorithm
implemented can be used to effectively fix the inconsistent basic block and edge frequency counts for the above
scenario.
One main drawback of our sampling-based FDO
method is that it does not support value profiling which
is supported by the instrumentation-based FDO method.
Our experiments indicate that a large percentage of the
performance gains obtained by value profiling is due to
their use in memset/memcpy inlining. These performance gains can still be achieved with edge profiling
alone, without the use of value profiling, by tuning the
inlining heuristics and methods.
The INST_RETIRED samples can be used for procedure re-ordering optimizations—for example, by the
Whole Program Optimizer (WHOPR) project [5]. In
the future, we would like to extend the sample profile
datafile format to support sampling of other hardware
events, such as data and instruction cache misses to be
used in data layout and procedure re-ordering optimizations and branch mispredict event samples to be used in
if-conversion optimizations.
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Abstract
The high level of abstraction of the multi-way branch,
exemplified by C/C++’s switch statement, Pascal/Ada’s
case, and FORTRAN’s computed GOTO and SELECT,
allows an optimizing compiler a large degree of freedom in its implementation. Typically compilers generate code selected from a few common patterns, such as
jump tables and/or trees of conditional branches. However, for most switch statements there exists a vast number of possible implementations.
To assess the relative merits of these alternatives, and
evaluate the selection strategies used by different compilers, a switch-statement “superoptimizer” has been developed. This exhaustively enumerates code sequences
implementing a specified multiway branch. Each sequence is evaluated against a simple cost model for
code-size, average and worst-case performance (optionally using profile information). Backend timings for
several architectures are parameterized by microbenchmarking. The results and insights from applying this superoptimizer to a corpus of “real-world” examples will
be discussed.

1

Introduction

Although numerous optimizing compilers were implemented prior to its publication, the first paper to describe
the issues of code generation for multiway branches was
published by Arthur Sale in 1981 [Sale81]. This nowclassic paper compared several implementation strategies for the University of Tasmania’s Pascal compiler
for the Burroughs B6700/7700 series. Ultimately this
evaluation recommended the use of either a table jump
or a balanced search tree of comparisons. It is interesting, and perhaps slightly disappointing, that over a
quarter of a century later the switch code generation in
the GNU GCC compiler is little changed from Sale’s
original exposition.

Over the last 25 years, microprocessor architecture has
advanced considerably, the cycle penalties of memory
latency and branch misprediction have changed, and
several novel implementations have been proposed.

2

Definitions

A switch statement (or multiway branch) is a construct found in most high-level languages for selecting
from one of several possible blocks of code or branch
destinations depending on the value of an index expression. It can be considered a generalization of the if
statement that conditionally selects between two possible blocks of code depending upon the value of a
Boolean expression. In this work, we restrict the index
expression to be of an integral type.
Mathematically, a switch statement behaves like a function or mapping, F : Z → M, that for each element of
the set Z, the set of all K-bit values where K is a positive
integer, selects a single outcome from the set M of destination labels. The function F is surjective, such that
|M| ≤ |Z| = 2K .
The semantics of Pascal’s and Algol’s multiway branch,
the case statement, permit that any index value not handled by the case statement may result in undefined behavior. We do not consider such partial functions, and
instead restrict F to be a total function, even though this
may restrict some the potential optimizations allowed in
those languages. Instead the function F is made total
by mapping any value z ∈ Z that is not in the original
domain to a unique default label, md ∈ M.
By this definition any pure const function of a single integer argument, such as factorial or Fibonacci,
may be represented or canonicalized using a single
switch statement. This ability can be generalized using
a currying-like approach such that any pure const function can be represented by nested switch statements, or
a single switch statement with a sufficiently large K.
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When |M| = 1, the switch statement F is said to be unconditional. When |M| = 2, then F is said to be binary.
In practice, we are mostly interested in switch statements where the size of the codomain M is small, with
only a few labels, |M|  |Z|. In such cases, a significant
fraction of the elements of Z map to a default label md ∈
M. In such cases, it makes sense to talk of the set of case
values V ⊆ Z that are defined as the values that don’t
map to md , i.e. v ∈ V iff F (v) 6= md . We can thus represent F as a set of ordered pairs FV ⊆ V × (M − md )
such that for all (vi , mi ) ∈ FV , every vi is associated with
a single label mi , such that F (vi ) = mi .
Additionally, when interpreted as either signed or unsigned integers, sequentially consecutive values in Z often map to the same destination label. Thus the switch
statement F can also be efficiently represented by the
set of ordered triples FR ⊆ V × V × (M − md ) such
that every (li , hi , mi ) ∈ FR represents a contiguous case
range, where li ≤ hi and for all vi such that li ≤ vi ≤ hi ,
we have F (vi ) = mi and the case ranges are maximal,
i.e. F (li − 1) 6= mi and F (hi + 1) 6= mi .

goto L0;
jmp L0

Unconditional jump instructions typically have low
overhead on modern processors, where branch prediction is unnecessary and the instruction prefetch machinery can avoid stalling the execution pipeline. Additionally, basic block reordering can frequently eliminate the
jump altogether, by placing the destination basic block
at the site of the jump (if it has only a single incoming
edge) or by duplicating the basic block otherwise (if it
has more than one incoming edge) [Mueller02].
3.2

The simplest universal implementation strategy for
switch statements is to check for equality against each
case value sequentially.
if (x == 1)
goto L1;
if (x == 0)
goto L2;

We shall refer to the number of case values, |FV |, and
the number of case ranges, |FR |.

3

Switch Lowering

This section lists several possible compilation strategies
for implementing a multiway branch. The first few are
well known and commonly employed by existing compilers, whilst the later strategies are perhaps more novel.
For each implementation strategy, the high-level C (possibly using GCC extensions) and the equivalent Intel
x86 assembler are given. We use the conventions that
the index variable is x, the default label is called L0,
and the case target labels are L1 ... Ln. In this work, we
assume the target labels are opaque, and have no useful
mathematical relationships (though some early compilers could rearrange code to simplify the task of switch
implementation).
3.1

Unconditional Branch

The simplest of switch statement implementations and
one of the fundamental building blocks is the unconditional jump. This is used for switch statements that contain only a default outcome, or during switch lowering
after all other cases have been handled.

Sequential Tests

cmpl $1, %eax
je L1
testl %eax, %eax
je L2

On many architectures, the performance of integer comparisons may be dependent on the value being compared. As shown in the assembly example above,
the i386 provides special instructions for comparison
against zero. On MIPS, comparisons against zero and
one are cheaper than comparisons against signed 16-bit
constants, which are cheaper than general 32-bit constants.
3.3

Jump Tables

A common method for implementing a switch statement
is via an indirect jump (also known as a table jump).
This uses the switch variable to index an array of destination addresses, and then branch to that location.
In the general case, to keep the size of the jump table
reasonable, the minimum case value needs to be subtracted, and the result compared against the table range
(as an array bounds check) before indexing the jump table. Fortunately, the minimum case value is often one or
two allowing the subtraction to be omitted for a minor
increase in the size of the jump table [Sayle01].
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unsigned int t = x - 10;
if (t > 5)
goto L0;
static const void *T1[6] =
{ &&L1, &&L2, &&L3,
&&L4, &&L5, &&L6 };
goto *T1[t];

T1:

subl $10, %eax
cmpl $5, %eax
ja L0
jmp ∗T1(,%eax,4)
.long L1, L2, L3
.long L4, L5, L6

An obvious free parameter and difference between compilers is the density threshold used to decide whether
to use a table jump or not. When the case values are
sequentially consecutive values that each jump to distinct labels the decision to use a table jump is obvious.
However, as the density (approximately the number of
case values divided by the difference between their upper and lower bounds) decreases, the memory to performance trade-off eventually reaches a critical limit where
the additional cost in bytes provides insufficient benefit
in clock cycles.
A less obvious difference is the lack of uniformity in the
way that switch table density is calculated. One obvious approach is to use the number of case values, |FV |,
as the numerator. However, as mentioned in the next
section, ranges of consecutive case values that branch
to the same label can be efficiently as range tests, that
are independent of the number of case values they consider. Hence, density may correlate better with the number of case ranges than with the number of case values.
The approach currently used by GCC is to count nonsingleton case ranges as twice as expensive as singleton
case ranges. This provides a better measure of density
for comparison against other implementation strategies.
In practice, the real non-singleton to singleton cost ratio is less than two, even approaching one for switches
consisting of consecutive adjoining ranges.
3.4

Range Tests

When two or more consecutive integer values branch to
the same target label, it is possible to test for a range
values rather than each value independently. One obvious possibility is via a pair of conditional branches such

as (x>=lo) && (x<=hi) where lo and hi are the
lower and upper bounds of the range respectively. An
often more efficient way of doing this is to subtract the
lower bound, and then perform an unsigned comparison
against the integer constant hi-lo which achieves the
same thing with a single comparison. Obviously, if lo is
zero the subtraction can be omitted. Warren [Warren02]
also mentions the efficient use of shifts to perform range
tests for suitable high and low bounds.
if (x < 8)
goto L1;
unsigned int t = x >> 3;
if (t == 0)
goto L1;

3.5

Balanced Binary Trees

A more efficient use of compare and branch comparisons than the sequential testing described above is perform a binary search on the target case values. By comparing against a (median) pivot value, the case values
can be partitioned into those values less than or greater
than the pivot. This reduces the time to perform a multiway branch from O(n) with the sequential method to
O(log n), where n is the number of case values.
Each comparison in such a binary search refines the upper or lower bounds of the remaining partitions. Whilst
many compilers perform only signed or only unsigned
comparisons depending upon the type of the switch expression, it is potentially beneficial to use both forms in
a single search. Another more commonly implemented
improvement is to use the established upper and lower
bounds to avoid comparisons. For example, if a binary search has already confirmed that the index value is
greater than three, but less than five, there is no point in
explicitly comparing against the value four. A naïve implementation of binary tree lowering using these bounds
may inadvertently emit conditional branches to unconditional branches and similar inefficient idioms. These
may be avoiding by either using the usual CFG jump
optimizations as a clean-up step, or by improvements in
the binary tree lowering code.
Depending upon the architecture, it may be beneficial
(or not) to perform three-way branches at each partition step, reusing the condition codes (or register) from
a single comparison against an integer constant for both
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an equality test and an ordering test. Currently, GCC
always performs three-way branches, whilst LLVM always performs two-way (binary) branching. Even with
three-way branching there is the decision of whether to
perform the equality/inequality comparison before or after the ordering comparison. Unless the pivot value occurs frequently, it is theoretically better to perform the
partitioning first and incur the cost of the equality comparison on only one of the following paths.
On many processors there is a significant asymmetry in
the cycle counts for taken vs. not-taken cycle counts
(occasionally even when the outcome is correctly predicted). This difference means that a perfectly balanced
binary tree will not have the best worst-case behavior.
Instead appropriately skewed binary trees can lead to
better performance. This is one reason why the sequential testing strategy described above is sometimes competitive for switches with four or more values.
switch (x)
case 100:
case 200:
case 300:
case 400:
}

{
goto
goto
goto
goto

L1;
L2;
L3;
L4;

LT1:

3.6

Bit Tests

A relatively recent innovation in switch statement implementation is the use of bit tests [Sayle03a]. This
technique allows several case values that share the same
label to be tested simultaneously by representing each
case by its own bit.
This technique requires that the range of case values not
be larger than the number of bits in a machine word.
Like jump tables, it is often necessary to perform a subtraction followed by a bounds check to eliminate values
outside of the allowed range.
if (x > 8)
goto L0;
unsigned int t = 1 << x;
// cases 1, 4, and 8
if ((t & 274) != 0)
goto L1;
// cases 0, 2, and 5
if ((t & 37) != 0)
goto L2;
goto L0;

if (x == 200)
goto L2;
if (x > 200) {
if (x == 300)
goto L3;
if (x == 400)
goto L4;
}
else {
if (x == 100)
goto L1;
}
cmpl $200,
je L2
jbe LT1
cmpl $300,
je L3
cmpl $400,
je L4
jmp L0
cmpl $100,
je L1

An often overlooked aspect of performing binary comparisons both in sequential comparisons and in binary
search trees is that it can sometimes be advantageous to
compare against integer values (and ranges) not in the
case set, V , i.e. those that map to the default label md .
For example, when ranges on both adjoining sides of
a ‘gap’ branch to the same destination, testing for the
gap allows the adjoining ranges to be merged. Likewise
for binary switch tables, it can occasionally be easier
to identify the (complementary) default values than the
(positive) case values.

%eax

%eax
%eax

%eax

cmpl $8, %eax
ja L0
movl %eax, %ecx
movl $1, %eax
sall %cl, %eax
testl $274, %eax
je L1
testb $31, %al
je L2

The performance of bit testing can be improved by testing the most frequent bit patterns (masks) first. If all
cases are equally probable, this equates to testing the
masks that have more bits set before those that have a
few bits (or just a single one) set.
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3.7

Tabular Methods

For completeness, we briefly describe the applicability
of table-driven methods for implementing switch statements. In these techniques, the task of implementing a multiway branch is reduced to a static search
problem. A good review of tabular methods, including linear search, binary search, and multiplicative binary search, is given by Spuler [Spuler94]. The major utility of tabular approaches is in reducing code
size, especially when the table search implementation
can be shared between multiple switches and placed in
the compiler’s run-time library. In the Java virtual machine, the lookupswitch bytecode provides a tabular
search implementation.
static const int T1[4] =
{ 4, 6, 9, 11 };
static const void ∗T2[4] =
{ &&L1, &&L2, &&L3, &&L4 };
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
if (x == T1[i])
goto ∗T2[i];

3.8

Decrement Chains

An interesting implementation technique implemented
by some compilers, but not previously described in
the literature, is the use of decrement (or subtraction)
chains. On some architectures, a decrement instruction
followed by a test for zero is more convenient than a
comparison against an arbitrary constant. On i386 this
leads to dense code, and on some RISC architectures
this provides a useful instruction for the branch delay
slot.
x−−;
if (x == 0)
goto L1;
x−−;
if (x == 0)
goto L2;
x−−;
if (x == 0)
goto L3;

decl %eax
je L3

On MIPS, comparisons against one and zero are cheaper
than other values that require loading of integer constants into registers. Hence on this target, it is convenient for dense sequential cases to place the constant two
into a register, then repeatedly compare against zero and
one between subtractions of two.
This strategy may potentially benefit from the use of
decrement and branch instructions on those architectures that support them.

LT1:
LT2:

3.9

movl %eax, %ecx
loop LT1
jmp L1
loop LT2
jmp L2
loop L0
jmp L3

Index Mapping

Index mapping is a table-based technique similar to
jump tables but with a wider range of applicability. Instead of indexing directly into a sparse table of labels
(typically each four bytes long), this method uses a narrower lockup table of bytes to first transform the index
variable into dense zero-based range.
Switch statements with up to 256 unique labels can be
handled by a byte-wide look-up table. This technique
can also be extended to switch statements with even
more unique labels by using two-byte shorts instead.
unsigned int t = x − 10;
if (t > 7)
goto L0;
static const char T1[8] =
{ 0, 1, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2, 1 };
t = (unsigned char)T1[t];
if (t == 0)
goto L1;
if (t == 1)
goto L2;
movzbl T1(%eax), %eax

decl %eax
je L1
decl %eax
je L2

Often index mapping is immediately followed by a regular table jump. This idiom, called double dispatch, has
the advantage that the range of values in the first table
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is known and therefore the usual bounds test on the following table jump can be omitted. On the SPARC architecture, which usually needs to multiply the table jump
index by four to access the correct destination word,
this multiplication can be precomputed and stored in the
byte map (provided that the switch statement has less
than 64 unique destinations).
Mathematically, index mapping provides a minimal perfect hash function when each target label is unique and
there are no ranges.
On many CISC processors, such as the x86 family, binary index mapping (i.e. when there is only a single
non-default label and the byte array contains only ones
and zeros) can take advantage of instructions that compare directly against memory. On the i386, for example, the cmpb $0, T1(%eax) instruction avoids the
usual load followed by a compare or test.

3.10

Condition Codes

Depending upon the architecture, and upon the frequency of case values, it may be beneficial to manipulate explicit Boolean expressions rather than the more
common ‘short-circuit evaluation’ conditional branches.
char t1 = (x == 6);
char t2 = (x == 11);
if (t1 | t2)

3.11

Imperfect Hashing

Hashing functions provide a method of handling sparse
switch statements. By quickly calculating an auxiliary
value and branching or multiway branching on its value,
we can ‘divide and conquer’ the original switch. A review of suitable (i.e., cheap) hash functions is described
by Dietz [Dietz92]. More recently, Erlingsson et al.
have described a practical method for quickly selecting
a suitable bitwise-and hash function called “Multiway
Radix Search Trees (MRST)” [Erlingsson96].
Modern processor architectures contain a number of instructions that perform useful hashing functions. Examples include popcount, ffs (find first set), clz
(count leading zeros), and ctz (count trailing zeros).
One simple use of imperfect hashing is handling switch
statements where the index expression has a multi-word
type (such as long long). In such cases, the implementation could be considered a switch of the highword, dispatching to switches on the low-word. This is
especially advantageous on narrow processors such as
AVR.
The MRST scheme that extracts consecutive bits from
the index value for the hash (i.e. where hash functions
of the form t = (x >> C1) & C2) is particularly
well suited to architectures that have bit-field extraction
instructions, such as the ARM and the PowerPC. For the
special case where the field is a single bit, i.e. C2 is one,
the comparison can be performed using a bit-wise ‘and’
instruction, or special-purpose bit-test instruction where
available.

goto L1;

3.12
cmpl

$6, %eax

sete

%dl

cmpl

$11, %eax

sete

%al

orb

%al, %dl

je

L1

In the example above, the i386 architecture manipulates
the condition codes as bytes, but on many RISC architectures with multiple condition code or predicate registers, they can be manipulated directly. As an example,
the PowerPC architecture provides a suitable cror instruction.

Perfect Hashing

In the field of switch statement code generation, perfect
hashing describes any transformation of the original integer index expression that is a bijection. A bijective integer operation has the property that every output value
is generated by a unique input value, enabling the existence of an inverse. Such an operation just permutes
the integer values, but as mentioned above, these permuted case values may allow more efficient implementation than its original isomorphism.
Examples of suitable bijective operations (permutations) on K-bit words include logical inversion (∼x),
integer negation (-x), addition and subtraction of an integer constant (modulo 2K ), bitwise-exclusive-or (xor)
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of an integer constant, byte-swap, bitwise rotation, and
even multiplication by any odd number (proof left to the
reader).
switch (x) {
case 0:
case 4192257:
case 8384514:
case 12576771:
case 16769028:
case 20961285:
goto L1;
}

3.13

Safe Hashing

Somewhere between perfect (bijective) hashing and imperfect hashing is safe hashing. These are many-to-one
index transformations with the fortunate property that
all index values that map to the same output value have
the same outcome (target label).
Examples of suitable safe hashing functions are division, bitwise logical and arithmetic shifts, bitwise-and,
and bitwise-or.

unsigned int t = x ∗ 2049;
if (t < 6)
goto L1;

switch (x) {
case 0:
case 1:

movl %eax, %edx
sall $11, %eax
addl %edx, %eax
cmpl $5, %eax
ja L1

A far more frequent application of perfect hashing is
the use of rotation (instead of subtraction) to reduce the
range of target case values.

goto L1;

case 2:
case 3:

goto L2;

case 4:
case 5:

goto L3;

}
unsigned int t = x >> 1;
switch (t) {

switch (x) {
case 16: goto
case 32: goto
case 48: goto
case 64: goto
}

L1;
L2;
L3;
L4;

int t = (x >> 4) | (x << 28);
switch (t) {
case 1: goto L1;
case 2: goto L2;
case 3: goto L3;
case 4: goto L4;
}
rorl $4, %eax

Instruction set support for multimedia functions can
be a rich source of suitable bijective instructions.
For example, the IA-64’s mux1.rev, mux1.mix,
mux1.shuf, and mux1.alt can all potentially be
used to improve the performance of a switch statement
implementation.
It should be clear that the modulo-2K subtractions, used
in range tests as bounds checks for table jumps and bit
tests and functionally in decrement chains, are just a
special case of the use of subtraction as a perfect hash
function.

case 0: goto L1;
case 1: goto L2;
case 2: goto L3;
}
shrl %eax

Another example of the potential benefit of safe hashing
is the classic Has30Days function.
switch (x) {
case 4:

// April

case 6:

// June

case 9:

// September

case 11:

// November

return true;
}
unsigned int t = x | 2;
switch (t) {
case 6:
case 11:
return true;
}
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3.14

Conditional Moves

Modern processors can often avoid the penalty of conditional branching by the use of conditional move instructions.
void ∗t = &&L0;
if (x == 1)
t = &&L1;
if (x == 2)
t = &&L2;
if (x == 3)
t = &&L3;
goto ∗t;
movl
movl
movl
cmpl
cmove
movl
cmpl
cmove
movl
cmpl
cmove
jmp

4

%eax, %ecx
$L0, %edx
$L1, %eax
$1, %ecx
%eax, %edx
$L2, %eax
$2, %ecx
%eax, %edx
$L3, %eax
$3, %ecx
%eax, %edx
∗%edx

Superoptimization

The term superoptimization was first coined by Henry
Massalin in [Massalin87] and describes the task of finding the optimal code sequence for a single, loop-free
sequence of instructions. Whilst most compiler optimizations attempt to improve code by applying heuristic transformations, superoptimization performs an exhaustive search in the space of valid instruction sequences. An outstanding example of superoptimization
is the GNU superoptimizer [Granlund92]. A less rigorous but practical application of superoptimization is the
task of generating instruction sequences for multiplication by integer constants, known in GCC as the routine
synth_mult [Bernstein86, Lefevre01].
Unlike most traditional superoptimizers, the superoptimizer implementation described in this work needs to
handle explicit control flow instructions. In addition to
the strict linear instruction sequences enumerated in previous efforts, a representation of conditional branches
introduces instructions with two successor instructions;

one for a taken branch and one for a not-taken branch.
In this work, we restrict the representation on control
flow graphs to binary trees. Looping constructs (such
as those in inlined tabular implementation methods) are
represented by a single “macro instruction” hiding the
internal backward edges from the superoptimizer. Although there may be some benefit in extending the current enumeration strategy to general directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs), the restriction to binary trees helps limit
the combinatorial explosion associated with exhaustive
search.
The multiway branch superoptimizer works by a divideand-conquer approach, repeatedly simplifying or transforming the remaining switch cases that need to be implemented. At each node in the search/tree, the problem
state consists of the set of case nodes that remain to be
considered, and the set of potential values the index expression may have. At the start of the recursive search,
the root of the tree, the set of case values are those of
the original switch, and the set of potential values are all
2K values representable in the index type. The terminal
nodes at the leaves of the tree are unconditional jump
nodes or table jump nodes. In theory, the value range
propagation pass of a compiler may be able to refine the
initial set of potential index values.
Some example solution trees enumerated by the superoptimizer are given in Figure 1. These depict some of
the possible balanced binary tree implementations for a
switch statement with four unique case values.

5

Cost Model

An important aspect of superoptimization is the objective function that is used to assess the merit of each solution. When optimizing for code size, a size in bytes can
be associated with each node in a solution tree, and the
total code size is simply the sum of each node size in the
tree. When optimizing for performance, a cycle count
can be associated with each edge in the tree. For conditional branches, different timings can be associated
with the taken and the not-taken edges. The worst-case
performance is calculated by determining the maximum
edge cost from the root to any leaf node. By associating
a frequency with each original case value, we can determine the average or expected cost of a multiway branch.
The expected average cost of a switch statement is the
sum over all leaves of the probability of the leaf multiplied by the cost of the leaf. In practice, the use of floating point probabilities can be avoided by using integer
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Figure 1: Four alternate balanced binary tree solutions for implementing a unique switch statement with case values
one, two, three, and four. Digits represent comparison instructions; relational operators represent conditional branch
instructions with the taken edge below to the left and the not-taken edge below to the right.

frequencies. These frequencies can be taken from profiling information or assumed to be equal when profile
information is not available.

In practice, rather than purely minimize average performance, worst-case performance, or code size, it is often more useful to use Pareto frontier methods to perform multiobjective optimization. If two implementations have the same performance, then the shorter solution is preferable. Often when optimizing for size,
we’re not interested in the absolute shortest code if the
performance is terrible. Likewise, when optimizing for
performance, solutions that use an unrealistic amount of
memory may be inappropriate. The restriction of jump
tables based on density can be seen as an instance of
this. Likewise, if the training data used to generate profile edge data doesn’t cover all of the cases, the performance of cases with a zero frequency are not used
in estimating the average case performance. Whenever
two implementations have the same average case behavior, we can avoid potential issues with pathological input
values by preferring the one with the better worst case
performance.

6

In order to both parameterize the cost model described
previously and confirm the predictions made by the superoptimizer, it is possible to measure the performance
of possible code sequences on real hardware.
The use of microbenchmarking is even applicable to targets where real hardware isn’t available. The methodology can be used with virtual machines, such as a JVM,
or with simulators, such as GNU sim or SIMH. One
application of this technique was to evaluate the benefits of the VAX’s casel instruction by running VAX
Net/BSD on SIMH.
The advanced branch prediction and memory caching
strategies performed by modern processors can often
significantly skew and bias the results of microbenchmarks, where memory (for jump tables) is often held in
cache, and where hot branches can often by predicted
from history tables. To avoid (or more accurately to account for) these effects, explicit cache flushing can be
used [Whaley08].

7
An interesting additional cost metric not considered in
the present study is the optimization of code to reduce
power consumption [Tiwari94]. Much like microbenchmarking, the cost of each node could be parameterized
by chip-level simulation.

Microbenchmarking

Benchmark Corpus

To evaluate whether the advanced switch statement implementations described above are applicable on realworld code, a survey of existing switch statement usage
was undertaken. By using a specially instrumented version of GCC, the switch statements were extracted from
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Range
1
2
3
4
5–8
9–16
17–32
33–64
> 64

the source code of 5,953 packages of the Debian Linux
distribution.
These 5,953 Debian packages contained, or more accurately compiled, 522,681 switch statements. These
switch statements contained 3,024,896 case ranges, giving a mean of 5.79 case ranges per switch statement. A
case range is defined a consecutive sequence of case values that map to the same non-default target label. The
largest switch statement contained 4,541 case ranges.
Table 1 summarizes the distribution of switch sizes, as
measured by the number of case ranges.
# Cases
1
2
3
4
5–8
9–16
17–32
> 32

Count
61193
115980
103623
65671
102898
48575
17462
7279

Fraction
11.71%
22.19%
19.83%
12.56%
19.69%
9.29%
3.34%
1.39%

of density, calculated as n/r where r is the range of values and n the number of values, we instead report its
integral reciprocal sparsity, which is defined as dr/ne.
Using this measure, all switch statements with a density
greater than 33.3̇% have a sparsity less than or equal to
3.
Sparsity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
> 10

As shown by these figures, the vast majority of switch
statements contain relatively few case ranges. Over a
third have only one or two cases, and less than two percent have more than 32 cases. However, the distribution
has a long tail with 19 switch statements having more
than a thousand case ranges.

Table 2 is a summary of the ranges or spans of the observed switch statements. These figures show that over
eighty percent of all switch statements span a range of
less than 32 values. This reveals that techniques such
as index mapping and bit testing should frequently be
applicable.
Table 3 provides an overview of switch statement density. Rather than the more usual (floating point) measure

Fraction
9.91%
12.01%
13.49%
9.43%
15.31%
12.63%
9.17%
6.12%
11.92%

Table 2: Distribution of Switch Ranges

Table 1: Distribution of Switch Sizes

Of the 522,681 switch statements, 424,600 (81.24%)
are unique, where every case range branches to a distinct destination label. These ‘unique’ switch statements
don’t benefit from bit tests or safe hashing methods.
There were 78,925 (15.10%) binary switch statements
that had a single destination label other than the default.
There were 94,523 (18.08%) switch statements that had
non-singleton ranges, i.e. consecutive case values that
branched to the same non-default destination.

Count
51804
62757
70489
49311
80043
66019
47947
31998
62313

Count
286427
85380
24429
16701
16081
10374
7509
5301
5459
3271
61749

Fraction
54.80%
16.34%
4.67%
3.20%
3.08%
1.98%
1.44%
1.01%
1.04%
0.63%
11.81%

Table 3: Distribution of Switch Densities

These figures show that extending the range of applicability of jump tables by decreasing the density threshold
has rapidly diminishing returns. GCC currently uses a
density threshold of 10% when optimizing for speed,
and 33% when optimizing for size. LLVM currently
uses a more conservative density threshold of 40%.

8

Results

An example x86 solution found by the described superoptimizer is given below.
switch (x) {
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case
case
case
case

20:
21:
23:
24: goto L1;

}
cmpl $22, %eax
je L0
subl $20, %eax
cmpl $4, %eax
ja L0
jmp L1

A more interesting example is taken from compiling the
Linux kernel on IA-64. A frequent idiom is to switch on
powers of two.
switch (x) {
case 1: goto L1;
case 2: goto L2;
case 4: goto L3;
case 8: goto L4;
...
case 16384: goto L15;
case 32768: goto L16;
}

The fastest solution found uses count-trailing-zeros as a
imperfect hash function, which in turn makes use of the
Itanium’s popcount instruction.
int t = __builtin_ctz(x);
static const void ∗T1[32] = {
&&LT1, &&LT2, &&&LT3, ...
&&L0, &&L0, &&L0, &&L0 };
goto ∗T1[t];
LT1:
if (x == 1)
goto L1;
goto L0;
LT2:
if (x == 2)
goto L2;
goto L0;
...

The switch statement lowering code in the current version of LLVM differs from that used by the current
version of GCC in several minor respects. Instead of
making the decision whether to use a table jump or sequence of bit tests once for the whole switch statement,
LLVM uses a divide-and-conquer approach, allowing a
sequence of binary comparisons to lead to leaf nodes

Method
binary trees
(without ranges)
(with ranges)
table jumps
(without delta)
(with delta)
sequential tests
bit tests
(without delta)
(with delta)

Count
202633
163548
39085
151893
99932
51961
153211
14944
11575
3369

Fraction
38.77%
31.29%
7.48%
29.06%
19.12%
9.94%
29.31%
2.86%
2.21%
0.64%

Table 4: GCC Implementation Statistics

that perform table jumps or bit tests to implement the remaining comparisons. This allows more than one jump
table to be used to implement a single switch statement.
The threshold for switching from comparisons to jump
tables is slightly lower for LLVM, at a maximum of
three comparisons vs. four for GCC. LLVM also has a
stricter density requirement for jump tables than GCC.
Of the 522,681 switch statements in the survey corpus,
5,135 have two singleton case values that branch to the
same label, and of these, 1,564 (0.30%) have case values
that differ by a single bit and are therefore suitable for
ior safe hashing.
Of the GCC table jumps, 1,056 (0.20%) are binary
and have a single non-default label and could therefore
be more efficiently implemented with a Boolean index
map.
When bit testing, when the number of bits set in the immediate constant is more than half of the available bits,
on some architectures it may be cheaper to test the complement bit pattern and reverse the sense of the conditional branch. Analysis of the Debian data set reveals
that this occurs extremely infrequently (62 times for binary bit tests, and 516 times for multiway bit tests).
Of the switch statement implement by GCC using binary trees, 29,155 (5.58% of the total) have more than
four case ranges, but failed to be implemented by a table
jump for density reasons. We shall refer to this set as the
difficult subset. The largest difficult switch statement,
found in the conversions.c source file of Debian’s
msort-8.42 package, had 1,080 case ranges, covering 1,202 case values branching to 320 unique destination labels.
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Clusters
0
1
2
3
4
5–8
9–16
> 16

Of this difficult subset, 1,806 (0.35%) were “powers of
two” where each case value had only a single bit set.
There were also 3,083 (0.59%) switch statements where
every case value had trailing zero bits, and in 2,066
(0.40%) of these, rotating by the number of common
trailing zero bits reduced the range (and therefore the
density) enough to be implemented by a table jump.
Index mapping turns out to be a particularly effective
implementation strategy for dealing with these 29,155
difficult cases. Using GCC’s current 10% density criterion, which permits using up to 40 bytes of memory per
case value (on a 32-bit machine), index mapping can extend the applicability of table jumps to another 15,346
(2.94%) switch statements (or over half of the difficult
cases). Additionally, of the 155,893 switch statements
currently implemented by table jumps, 77,958 (14.92%)
would have reduced memory consumption using “double dispatch” index mapping. Likewise, 19,790 (3.79%)
of the current table jumps have fewer than 5 unique destinations, allowing the table jump to be eliminated completely by index mapping followed by sequential comparisons or a binary search tree.
One approach to improving GCC’s implementations of
the difficult subset is to use a binary tree of comparisons to split/subset the original switch statement
into partitions that are dense enough to be implemented by table jumps. Analysis of the difficult set reveals that 15,131 (2.89%) contain one (or more) subranges that contain enough case ranges and are dense
enough to satisfy GCC’s table jump criteria. Table 5 gives the histogram of the number of tablejump clusters in the difficult subset. The maximum
number of dense clusters observed in a switch statement is 28, found in both in the inventor_2.1.5
package’s SoFieldConvertors.c++ and in the
netrik_1.15.3 package’s parse-syntax.c.
An area of active research in switch statement lowering is how best to select the pivot element to best partition switch statements to take advantage of these dense
clusters. An easy-to-implement approach is to use the
existing mechanism of selecting the median case value
(or frequency-weighted median) as is traditionally done
for constructing binary search trees. This has the unwanted effect of occasionally splitting dense clusters,
reducing the number of potential jump tables. Bernstein [Bernstein85] suggested splitting at the largest gap
between case values. Korobeynikov [Korobeynikov07]
implemented a density-balancing metric used to select a

Count
14024
12599
2005
356
67
85
10
9

Fraction
48.10%
43.21%
6.88%
1.22%
0.23%
0.29%
0.03%
0.03%

Table 5: Dense Clusters in Difficult Subset

reasonable pivot element in LLVM. A common failing
with these two “greedy” approaches is that they inadvertently skew binary search trees even when there are no
dense clusters to be found. These improve the performance of the rare (15,131 or 2.89%) binary trees that
contain dense clusters at the expense of the far more
common (187,502 or 35.87%) binary trees that should
attempt to be suitably balanced independently of their
case value’s integer values. A better global approach
has been proposed by Delorie [Delorie04] that initially
identifies the dense clusters and treats these much like
case ranges, as leaves (or potentially internal nodes)
when building a balanced binary search tree. These remain heuristics, as optimal switch statement lowering
may occasionally require intentional splitting of dense
clusters, much like testing frequent cases prior to table
jumps can improve average case performance.

9

Future Work

The C# programming language extends the switch statement to allow switching of strings, where each case
contains a constant string literal. The implementation
of string switches is analogous to the classic computer
science problem of keyword recognition. Additional
strategies include perfect and imperfect hashing (as used
by the GNU utility gperf), Patricia tries, or finite
state machines (as used by the UNIX utilities flex and
lex).
In this work, the implementation of a switch statement
has been equated with that of a multiway branch. However, for many uses of the switch statement in real code,
it is possible avoid branching altogether and replace the
switch with one or more table look-ups. For example,
the Has30Days example presented earlier can be implemented as the following:
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if ((unsigned)x > 11)
return 0;
static const int T[12] =
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1 };
return T[x];

This mechanism can be extended to more diverse targets
through the use of unification.
switch (x) {
case 0: foo(2,4);
case 1: foo(8,3);
default: foo(5,9);
}

break;
break;
break;

. . . can be implemented as. . .
int t1, t2;
if (x < 2) {
static const int T1[2] = { 2, 8 };
static const int T2[2] = { 4, 3 };
t1 = T1[x];
t2 = T2[x];
} else {
t1 = 5;
t2 = 9;
}
foo(t1,t2);

Another possible area of research is to combine the tabular implementation methods described earlier with dynamic data structures such as splay-trees, self-balancing
binary search trees, or move-to-front lists. The advantage of such a hybrid technique is that the performance
of the implementation could dynamically adapt to the
frequency distribution of the index expression.
Finally, to borrow from Newton’s third law, “For every optimization, there is an equal and opposite pessimization.” For each of the transformations described
in this article, it would be nice to perceive the original
higher-level switch statement from its optimized (lowered) equivalent. Programmers by necessity often attempt to hand-optimize code to the current generation of
computer hardware. The ability for a compiler to automatically undo these (premature) optimizations and then
re-lower them using the target’s optimizer could potentially avoid the performance problems frequently associated with legacy code.
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Abstract
When debugging a multi-threaded program, should a
debugger stop all threads when any thread stops, or
should it stop only those threads that have something to
report, like a breakpoint hit? When debugging a live
system, the latter approach may be less intrusive, as
threads other than those under inspection can continue
to respond to external events. We have implemented
this behavior, which we call non-stop debugging, in the
GNU Debugger, GDB. We have adapted GDB’s control
commands, strengthened GDB’s event loop, extended
GDB’s remote protocol, and implemented new techniques for inserting, removing, and stepping past breakpoints.
This project lifts long-standing restrictions in GDB’s
thread support, using a number of interesting techniques. It opens a way to supporting multi-process and
multi-core debugging.

1

Background

GDB [1] is the debugger of choice for the GNU
project [2]. It started life as a debugger for singlethreaded programs. In its original model, when debugging a target program, either the target program is running and GDB waits on it, or GDB is running (or waiting for user input) and the target program is halted. This
model simplifies control of the target program, because
GDB does not have to contend with target state changes
except at the well-defined point of having the target run.

model in which either GDB or the target is running.
When GDB examines the state of any particular thread,
all other threads are also stopped.
Later, in 1999, additional run control was added so that,
when continuing the thread of interest, one can select
whether other threads are held stopped, or whether they
continue, too. The fundamental restriction that the target
is stopped when GDB has control remained unchanged.
To distinguish this existing behavior from the new functionality we have implemented, we have coined the term
all-stop for it.
For some debugging uses, GDB’s all-stop behavior is
desired. The relative schedules of independent threads is
disturbed as little as possible—by the simple expedient
of stopping all of them. As discussed below, the schedules are not completely undisturbed, though. In other
debugging uses, the all-stop behavior is an undesirable
perturbation to the target program—completely separate
threads have their scheduling interrupted. Users desire
the ability to debug live systems with minimal intrusion.
In particular, when parts of a multi-threaded program
have real-time constraints, it becomes impossible to debug even the non-real-time threads because the system
is too badly disturbed.
To address this problem, we have implemented a nonstop debugging mode in GDB. In this mode, only the
thread of interest is held stopped, whilst its state is being
manipulated by the user. Other threads continue execution until they encounter an event that GDB needs to be
aware of. Implementing this required changes to:

As multi-threaded applications arrived, GDB was extended to debug them. The first implementation of
threading support was for LynxOS in 1993. The changes
made were straightforward: GDB’s program state was
augmented with a thread identifier, and commands
added to switch user control between available threads.
What was not changed was the underlying run control
• 117 •

• Breakpoint management
• Single stepping
• Event loop
• Serial protocol
• MI interface
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These changes, in addition to allowing non-stop debugging of a single multi-threaded program, enable other
modes of operation, which we discuss in Section 10.
Our ultimate target of interest is a 32-bit x86 system, accessed remotely via the GDB serial protocol. We implemented non-stop debugging for native 32-bit x86 Linux
systems in addition to extending the serial protocol for
remote debugging. The gdbserver program has not
yet been updated.

2

Run Control

In order to debug a target system, GDB requires very
few fundamental operations:
• Read and write registers

the nexti command has completed. If another breakpoint is hit (because the called routine hit a user-inserted
breakpoint), the nexti command is abandoned. In
both cases the temporary breakpoint is removed.
GDB can even debug targets that cannot single step. It
does this by inserting temporary breakpoints at the next
instruction after the one being single stepped. Determining the next instruction requires target-specific code to
decode flow control instructions. We do not discuss this
kind of target further.
GDB uses internal breakpoints to detect certain actions
such as longjmp, exception handling, dynamic loading, and, as described below, threading operations. The
longjmp and exception handling detection is necessary to catch when next skips a routine that calls
longjmp or throws an exception—it would be unpleasant for the next command not to terminate.

• Read and write memory
• Single step target
• Run target
For the purposes of this discussion, the latter two are the
important parts of run control. When the target completes a single step, or stops after running freely, it reports an event to GDB. These events let GDB know
that the target has stopped because of some condition—
single step complete, breakpoint hit, segmentation fault.
The events are the target-side responses that GDB processes for run control.
This level of run control is sufficient to implement
stepi, continue, and break commands directly.
More advanced commands are synthesized from these
basic operations in a multi-action sequence. For instance, the nexti command records the current frame
identification, performs a single step, and then determines the now-current frame identification.1 If the
frames are different, a procedure has been entered. GDB
then determines the return location (by target-dependent
means) and inserts a temporary breakpoint at that location. Then it runs the target, which stops when a breakpoint is hit. If the temporary breakpoint caused the stop,
1 To avoid confusion between the GDB step command and the
target-side single step action, we refer to the former with step
and the latter with ‘single step.’ Similarly, we distinguish GDB’s
continue command and the target-side run action.

3

Threading

To support threading, GDB has to interact with the
threading library on the target. Additional operations
required are:

• List available threads
• Select active thread
• Single step one thread
• Run one thread
• Run all threads

GDB’s serial protocol can describe more flexible run
control than that described here, but the extra functionality is not used by GDB at present.
The mechanism GDB uses to detect thread creation and
destruction events is specific to the target system. For
instance, with Linux the target must use a special threading library with debug capabilities, thread_db. GDB
uses an internal breakpoint inserted at a special location in the threading library. When this breakpoint is hit,
GDB calls a special function provided by the threading
library to retrieve an event message.
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Run control is made more complex because of the issue
of which threads are single stepped or run. This is controlled GDB’s scheduler locking parameter. Its values
are:
off
on
step

All threads are run whenever the thread of
interest is single stepped or run.
Only the thread of interest is single stepped
or run. Other threads remain stopped.
Single stepping only steps the thread of interest. All threads are run whenever the thread
of interest is run.

Note that scheduler locking supports more than the minimum additional target run control actions described
above. Some targets cannot offer all the variations that
scheduler locking allows.
GDB commands that perform a series of single steps or
runs at the target level may terminate early if another
thread hits a breakpoint. This can only happen when
scheduler locking is off or step. For instance, for a
next operation when a procedure is entered, GDB inserts a temporary breakpoint at the return location and
runs the target. During that time, other threads run, unless scheduler locking is on. Should one of them hit
a breakpoint before the thread whose procedure is being skipped past finishes, that other breakpoint is reported. The temporary breakpoint remains active and
the next operation completes once it is hit. If another
breakpoint is hit in the thread that GDB is performing
the next operation for, then the temporary breakpoint
is removed and the next operation abandoned, just as
it is in the single-threaded case described above. Thus
GDB keeps state describing each thread’s outstanding
multiple-action operation, and processes them independently.
There is one action where exactly one thread must be
single stepped, and that is when continuing from a
breakpoint. Here the original instruction must be written back and the target single stepped. Once the breakpointed instruction has been stepped over, the breakpoint can be reinserted. Clearly, when the breakpoint
is not inserted, other threads must not execute because
they may be executing the same code and consequently
not hit the breakpoint the user placed there.

4

GDB Implementation Interfaces

GDB abstracts the architecture and system-specific features of the target in an architecture structure. This con-

tains numerous hooks to handle stack unwinding, specify register types and contents, determine breakpoint
formats, and the like. Additional hooks must be added to
support the new stepping mechanism described below.
The type of architecture and target operating system is
determined when GDB is configured and built. For example, it is not possible to use a GDB built for ARMLinux and use it to debug a program running on some
other ARM operating system.2
GDB abstracts the interface to the target with a target control stack. This allows a single GDB to debug
a program that is running on local hardware, remote
hardware, internal or external simulator, or even a postmortem analysis of a core file.
Two target control instances are relevant for this discussion. One allows native debugging of another process running on the same x86-Linux system. It uses the
ptrace [4] interface. The other allows debugging of
a process running on a remote system. It uses the GDB
serial protocol, over which transactions are serialized. A
process on the remote system translates the serial protocol into the appropriate run control actions for that system. In the case of debugging a remote x86-Linux system, this is done by gdbserver, which also uses the
ptrace system call, but on the remote system. Other
target systems may embed the GDB protocol engine directly into the kernel. A simulator may implement the
GDB protocol as a mechanism for accessing the simulated program, for instance QEMU [5].

5

Breakpoint Persistence

In the traditional all-stop run control model, when GDB
has stopped a target program, it removes all the breakpoints from the target. This allows simplified memory
access, as there is no need to consider the backing store
for patched breakpoints. It also simplifies single stepping of the target as there is no need to determine if a
breakpointed location is being single stepped. Clearly,
for non-stop debugging, all breakpoints must be inserted
all the time. Otherwise other threads would not stop
when they hit a breakpoint location.
2 There

is some work to allow GDB to debug multiple target
types, but this is not generalized for all possible target types.
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5.1

Breakpoint Insertion and Removal

When breakpoints are permanently inserted, it is necessary for the breakpoint management commands, such as
break, delete, enable, and disable, to be active immediately. Special care must be taken with multiple breakpoints at the same location. If one of them
is disabled or deleted, GDB cannot even momentarily
remove the breakpoint. GDB’s breakpoint code was
formerly distributed in several places. We redesigned
breakpoint management to use a single new function,
update_global_location_list, that is called
for all breakpoint creation, destruction, or altering. The
function computes the change set and then applies it in a
single operation. This redesign even fixed some breakpoint bugs in all-stop mode.
If breakpoints are inserted when GDB has control, care
must be taken when reading memory locations. It is necessary to have all memory accesses go via routines that
maintain patched breakpoint backing storage, and allow
it to do the necessary caching. GDB has such a routine,
target_xfer_partial, and it is used for nearly
all memory accesses. Self-modifying code presents a
problem with breakpoint removal, as the breakpoint location may have been overwritten by the program itself. GDB does not usually check for this situation,
because it is rare, and the performance impact of rereading each breakpoint location before restoring the
original contents is too high. Unfortunately both PowerPC and MIPS have writable PLTs, where the PLT slot
for a function is rewritten on first use. When setting a
breakpoint on an unresolved function reached via a PLT,
GDB places a breakpoint in the PLT itself. Such a breakpoint is lost if the location is rewritten by the dynamic
loader. A make_show_memory_breakpoints_
cleanup function was added, which makes memory
reads show real underlying memory until the cleanup is
run. This allows GDB to check for overwritten breakpoints in places it expects they may occur. Of course,
if the breakpoint is rewritten this way, GDB will fail to
stop at that location. This is a preexisting problem with
self-modifying code, not specific to non-stop mode.
As thread events are queued and can be reported to GDB
some time later (see Section 8), there is a complication
with removing breakpoints. A thread may have hit a
breakpoint and queued that event, but GDB might not
have responded to it. If the breakpoint is deleted, GDB
will become confused when the breakpoint stop event

is finally processed. Without any record of the breakpoint, the event is indistinguishable from a spurious
trap, a situation likely to confuse users. To resolve this,
GDB must retain a record of breakpoints that have been
deleted. By consulting that table GDB can determine if
a thread event can be ignored (or reported as a moribund
breakpoint). GDB has to keep such a record until it can
be certain that no thread can have queued a trap for that
breakpoint. GDB does not need to remember such locations indefinitely. Because threads can only have one
outstanding event queued (see Section 8), once a thread
has reported an event, it cannot subsequently report an
event related to the removed breakpoint. Thus, to determine when to delete a record of the breakpoint it is
sufficient to note that all threads that were active at the
time the breakpoint was removed have reported events.
Unfortunately, it is quite possible in practice that one
or more threads never stop, because they are not involved in the problem being debugged. Such threads
would cause the moribund breakpoint list to grow indefinitely. Instead a retirement heuristic is implemented
for retiring breakpoints once a certain number of events
have been reported, regardless of which threads reported
them. The event limit is set from the number of active
events at the time the breakpoint is deleted.
5.2

Stepping Over Breakpoints

A much harder problem is single stepping past a breakpoint. In all-stop mode, when a breakpoint is hit, GDB
performs the following sequence of operations to continue execution:
• Remove the breakpoint being stepped. This is
done implicitly because all breakpoints are removed when GDB regains control.
• Single step the target. This executes the instruction
at the breakpoint location and advances the PC past
it.
• Insert the breakpoint that was just stepped past.
This is done implicitly, as GDB reinserts all breakpoints just before running the target.
• Run the target.
With non-stop mode there is a conflict. The breakpoint
being stepped past cannot be removed, otherwise another thread executing the same code will fail to hit the
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breakpoint. Clearly the breakpointed location cannot be
single stepped if the breakpoint has not been removed,
for that would execute the wrong instruction.
Solutions to this conflict are either to simulate the
stepped instruction’s behavior inside the debugger, or to
single step a displaced copy of the breakpointed instruction.
The simulation approach requires an instruction set simulator be available. GDB has many such simulators, so
this would be practical for a wide range of GDB targets.
However not all CPUs that GDB supports have simulators, and hooking in a simulator to operate alongside
an already executing target may be tricky. The simulator would need to fetch the target’s registers and access
target memory. Most tricky would be generating exceptions such as page faults—many simulators simply do
not generate these conditions.
The displaced stepping technique requires the location
of a safe area of target memory in which to place the
copied instruction. Also GDB must be careful with instructions that manipulate or use the program counter,
because it does not have the expected value during stepping.
For the target of immediate interest (x86) we chose the
second technique, which is essentially the same as the
Linux kernel’s kprobes interface [6].
As the implementation details are architecture-specific,
we added several new hooks to the architecture structure. These are:

• gdbarch_displaced_step_free_closure is
a cleanup to free any resources allocated during
stepping by the other hooks.
These hooks show a bias towards a kprobes-like implementation, but would be suitable for a simulationtype implementation. However, the existing patches
to GDB do not fully support that scheme yet. For
instance, it presumes that gdbarch_displaced_
step_location is not NULL, which would not be
the case in simulation.
A suitable place to copy the instruction is often the program’s entry point (usually _start). This location is
already used by GDB to place a breakpoint when it executes a target routine as part of expression evaluation.
There is a displaced_step_at_entry_point
hook implementation to provide this common need. The
x86-Linux implementation does this.
As the x86 architecture has no PC-relative data access
instructions, the action of copying the instruction and
applying any fixup before stepping is simply a matter
of copying the instruction. A simple_displaced_
step_copy_insn hook implementation is provided
to do this, and the x86-Linux implementation uses it.
For an instruction that uses PC-relative data access, this
hook could use one of the following techniques:
• Rewrite the instruction to adjust PC-relative displacement by the distance between the displaced
location and the original location.
• Calculate the effective address and rewrite the instruction to use an absolute address.

• gdbarch_max_insn_length and gdbarch_
displaced_step_location determine where
an instruction to be stepped may be copied for
stepping.
• gdbarch_displaced_step_copy_insn
is
used to copy the instruction. It may need to adjust
the instruction, register contents, or memory as
detailed below.
• gdbarch_displaced_step_fixup is used after
the instruction has been single stepped. It adjusts
registers and memory to yield the effects the instruction would have had if it had been stepped in
situ.

• Calculate the effective address and save it in a register (which itself would have to be preserved).
Then rewrite the instruction to use an indirect addressing mode.
• Decode the instruction and emulate it within GDB.
For x86 the complexity of displaced stepping is in the
fixup hook:
• First the instruction pointer, %eip, must be corrected. For non-absolute jump, call, and return instructions, the instruction pointer is relative to the
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displaced instruction, so %eip must be adjusted by
the distance between the displaced location and the
original location.
There is one special case with system calls. Normally system calls behave as any other non-branch
instruction and leave %eip at the next instruction.
However, a signal trampoline system call leaves
%eip somewhere else. Rather than embed knowledge of the system call number into GDB, this
condition is detected dynamically. After displaced
stepping a system call instruction, GDB examines
%eip and sees if it is at the next instruction. If it is,
GDB adjusts it as above. If it is not, it is presumed
such a signal trampoline occurred and %eip is not
adjusted.
• If the stepped instruction is a call, the return address that has been pushed onto the stack is incorrect. It, too, needs adjusting by the distance between the displaced location and the original location.
• If the displaced stepped instruction raises an exception, the %eip reported is correct after the above
adjustments. If the exceptional %eip is written
into the signal address, GDB needs to correct that,
too. Illegal instructions which raise SIGILL have
this issue.
For an architecture that rewrites displaced instructions,
the fixup hook may need to perform additional PC adjustment, particularly on targets with a variable-length
instruction encoding.
The current implementation is limited to x86-32 instructions that may be generated by GCC. Some sequences
of x86 instructions are not correctly recognized, such
as addr16 call *(%di), which forces 16-bit address calculation, or repz call *%eax, which is an
undefined code sequence. Neither of these cases is recognized by GDB’s displaced stepping, and so no adjustment to the pushed return address occurs, and the final
%eip value is incorrectly adjusted. Also, x86-64 targets
are not supported.
5.3

Hardware Breakpoints and Watchpoints

Depending on the target architecture, hardware breakpoints may be reported in different ways, presenting a
number of different scenarios with different solutions:

• The hardware breakpoint is reported after the instruction has executed. There is no need to single
step the breakpointed instruction, for it has already
been performed. We are not aware of any hardware
that behaves in this manner, and it is not supported.
• The hardware breakpoint is reported before the instruction executes, but it is permitted to single step
an instruction at a hardware breakpoint. There is
no need to perform displaced single stepping in this
case, as the instruction can be stepped in situ. We
are not aware of hardware that behaves in this manner, and GDB does not support it.
• The hardware breakpoint is reported before the instruction executes and it is possible to remove the
hardware watchpoint from exactly one thread. In
this case GDB can simply remove the watchpoint
while stepping the thread past it. This does not occur with x86 and is not implemented.
• The hardware breakpoint is reported before the instruction executes and it is not possible to single
step an instruction at a hardware breakpoint. This
situation is exactly the same as the patched breakpoint case, and is solved by performing a displaced
single step. This occurs with x86 systems and is
implemented.
Running or single stepping the target after hitting a hardware watchpoint is performed in different ways, depending on the target hardware:
• Hardware watchpoints are reported after the instruction executes. There is no issue with running
or single stepping from that point. Watchpoints on
x86 hardware behave in this manner.
• Hardware watchpoints are reported before the instruction executes, but a single step of that instruction does not report the watchpoint. It is possible to
single step the watched instruction in situ. Watchpoints on IA64 behave in this manner. Although
not explicitly tested, we believe this works.
• Hardware watchpoints are reported before the instruction executes and single stepping the instruction retriggers the watchpoint (without performing
the single step). Such a target cannot be continued without removing the watchpoint. PowerPC
watchpoints behave in this manner.
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Figure 1: Synchronous Main Loop

Figure 2: Asynchronous Main Loop
If hardware watchpoints are thread-specific, they
can temporarily be removed for the thread that
needs to be single stepped while performing the
step operation. Other threads can continue running
without danger of missing a watchpoint.
If, however, watchpoints are global to the process,
then either non-stop mode must be abandoned, or
one must accept that other threads may fail to report the same watchpoint during the single step operation. Furthermore, if several hardware watchpoints are inserted, it might be difficult or impossible to determine which one actually triggered. So
all watchpoints might need to be removed during
the single step operation.
GDB’s current implementation removes all breakpoints and watchpoints in this case, and work is
needed to improve this.

Finally, a hardware watchpoint may trigger while executing a displaced single step for an inserted breakpoint.
This presents the same issues as for running or single
stepping after hitting a hardware watchpoint with the
additional complexity of adjusting the program counter
reported to the user. The adjustment is the same as for
when an exception occurs during such a displaced single
step.

6

Event Loop

GDB’s all-stop model event loop is conceptually very
simple. As has been mentioned, in this model either
GDB is active, or the target is active. GDB’s main loop
is shown in Figure 1. The point at which the target can
report an event is well defined—it is only after GDB has
started a target thread. Clearly, with non-stop debugging, this picture is no longer true. When threads are
always active, a thread may want to report an event at
any time. Allowing that to happen would be severely
disruptive to GDB’s internal design. Furthermore, as
discussed in Section 8, this would cause difficulty with
GDB’s serial protocol.
To implement a non-stop event loop, we took a patch
that had been developed by Nick Roberts [7]. This patch
implements an asynchronous target mode, called target async. This is different from the original proposal
posted to the GDB mailing list [8].
Async mode changes the event loop to that shown in
Figure 2 so that it waits in exactly one place. This behavior is achieved by adding a target_async hook
to the target stack. This hook should register a file descriptor and callback function with GDB’s select(2)
logic. If successful, GDB then waits on the input file
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Figure 3: Non-stop Main Loop

descriptors for an action. If unsuccessful (because the
target does not support asynchronous behavior), GDB
reverts to the original behavior of waiting for the target
explicitly. If the target file descriptor is active, the target
event is processed, which may lead to a continuation of
run control, or may terminate the pending operation and
remove the target file descriptor from the select table.
This modified loop allows exactly one run control operation to be outstanding and permits manipulation of
some of GDB’s state while waiting for the operation to
complete. It is not possible to examine target state while
a thread is running. The target file descriptor is transitory and removed once the operation has completed.
The target file descriptor may be the file descriptor for
the serial protocol, if remote debugging is in use. For
native debugging, a pipe has to be created, as described
in Section 7.
For non-stop debugging, the asynchronous main loop
was modified to that shown in Figure 3. With this
new loop, the pending operations are recorded in perthread state. In particular, GDB’s continuation processing, which determines whether a compound operation
such as next is completed, needed to be made perthread.
As with the all-stop behavior with scheduler locking
off, if a multi-action sequence is interrupted by an or-

For native Linux debugging, GDB uses the ptrace interface. Whenever a signal is to be delivered to the program being debugged, the program is stopped and GDB
is informed when it waits. GDB can process the signal and determine whether or not to continue delivery
to the child. Normally breakpoints, single step completion, and hardware watchpoints cause a SIGTRAP,
which GDB processes and does not pass on to the debugged program.
This behavior is implemented in the native Linux target
stack. Whenever GDB runs or single steps the program,
a PTRACE_CONT or PTRACE_SINGLESTEP is performed, followed by a wait.
For non-stop debugging, a number of changes must be
made:
• GDB cannot wait for the target to stop.
• GDB’s event loop must be informed, via a file descriptor, that an event of interest has occurred.
• Other threads in the debugged program must be
continued as soon as possible.
Whenever the debugged program is to be sent a signal, GDB receives a SIGCHILD signal. GDB installs
a handler for that signal to support Linux native async
mode. When the handler runs, there are one or more
child events of interest. It writes to a pipe that has been
registered with the main event loop. The main event
loop will see this activity and invoke the callback associated with that file descriptor.

8

Serial Protocol

GDB’s serial protocol provides a mechanism to attach
GDB to a remote system. The serial protocol is synchronous, and it is well defined as to whether GDB or
the target system is to send the next message. Normally
the target is waiting for GDB to send it a request, to
which it replies. When GDB sends it a run (or single
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Figure 4: Serial Protocol: GDB Engine

Figure 5: Serial Protocol: Target Engine

step) request, the target starts running and GDB waits
for a reply. When the target hits a breakpoint, completes
the single step, or encounters some other trap event, the
target sends a stop reply back to GDB. At this point all
target threads are stopped and the target returns to waiting for a request from GDB.3

The first issue is resolved by changing the serial protocol
to respond immediately to a single step or run request.
In non-stop mode, an s, c, or vCont request produces
an OK response. Thus GDB is free to make further requests while the target is active.

With the all-stop debugging paradigm, this synchronous
protocol is satisfactory. With non-stop debugging, there
are two issues to resolve:

• When the target runs or single steps, GDB waits for
a stop reply packet. GDB is unable to send another
request until that stop reply is received.4 This prevents the user from examining program state, and
prevents GDB from inserting breakpoints, starting
other threads, and performing other run-control operations.
• In non-stop mode, threads continue to run when
one of them hits a breakpoint or other trap. Another
thread could also trap, thus generating a set of stop
replies that need to be sent to GDB. There could be
zero or more stop replies to send, and GDB needs
to be able to accept these.
3 The

serial protocol has error checking, recovery, and timeout
framing. We shall not discuss that here, and simply treat it as a
packet-based protocol. The error recovery adds some complexity,
but does not otherwise affect this design.
4 A special out-of-band ^C can be sent to regain control, but that
is exceptional.

The serial protocol is further augmented to allow a single stop reply at any point. This introduces a race condition, because concurrent with the target sending a stop
reply, GDB could be sending an unrelated request. The
stop reply must be distinguishable from any other reply
packet. If GDB receives a stop reply when it is waiting
for another reply, it can save or process the stop reply
and then resume waiting for the reply for its outstanding
request.
Once the target has sent a stop reply, it does not send any
further stop replies until it has seen a stop acknowledgement packet from GDB. The target must be prepared
to handle other requests while waiting for the stop acknowledgment. In this way flow control of stop replies
is achieved.
The two modified protocol engines are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The GDB engine spends most of
the time waiting in the may send state, ready to send
a request to the target, and available to respond to stop
replies from the target. As can be seen by the horizontal
symmetry, run requests are treated the same as non-run
requests. The target engine spends most of the time in
the wait state, ready for requests from GDB, and for
events from the program being debugged.
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9

User Interface

GDB has traditionally used a command-line user interface. As graphical front ends were developed, it was
discovered that GDB’s CLI was awkward. Commands
were insufficiently precise and responses were ambiguous. An alternative was developed called MI [9]. This
remains a textual interface operating over the same input
and output streams. However, it is much more precise
and unambiguous.
Every MI command is of the form -command and elicits a response of the form ^response. Events such
as breakpoints being hit are reported as *event. Additionally, command/response pairs may be labeled, allowing a consumer to associate responses with commands. GDB prompts whenever it is ready to accept
another MI command.
GDB’s user interface and internals maintain the concept
of current thread. The current thread can be changed
by user command, or automatically when an executing
thread stops at a breakpoint or other event. With allstop mode, this automatic mode change is not problematic because it is not possible for the user to manipulate
a thread concurrent with an executing thread hitting a
breakpoint.
However, with non-stop mode, the user could be performing a sequence of thread-control UI operations, and
be interrupted by some other thread hitting a breakpoint.
This asynchronous event changes GDB’s current thread
state, and subsequent commands control the new thread
rather than the old one. For a human using the CLI
this would merely be an annoyance, as the interruption
would be noticed. For an IDE using MI, it would be a
disaster, as user actions in the GUI result in changing
state unexpectedly.
We audited the MI interface for issues that non-stop debugging would introduce. The review was circulated on
the GDB mailing list [10]. The main issues found were:
• MI was inconsistent about when a prompt is
printed. The prompt tells the consumer that GDB is
ready to accept input. In all-stop mode, after continuing the target and outputting a ^running response, a prompt was printed even though GDB is
not ready to accept input until after a subsequent
*stopped event.

This inconsistency becomes problematic when
non-stop mode is available. The consumer needs
to know unambiguously when GDB is ready to accept input.
• A *stopped event provided the identification
number of the previous command. This is sufficient in all-stop mode, as it must have been the
previous command that resumed the program leading to the stopped event. In non-stop mode that
is no longer true. Indeed it may be impossible
to determine which command was responsible for
initiating execution causing the *stopped event.
Therefore events no longer echo the previous command’s identification.
• MI commands that operate on the current thread
were susceptible to the race condition described
earlier in this section. To correct this all MI commands that are thread-specific now have an additional thread identifier option.
The removal of state may simplify the IDE that
is using GDB. For instance, there are places in
Eclipse [11] where the current thread is temporarily changed to perform a sequence of commands
and then changed back. Making the MI interface
stateless helps reduce confusion between the IDE
and GDB.
• The ^running response can only be output in response to a continue. However, it is possible for
a breakpoint action to resume different threads. In
all-stop mode the IDE can examine threads when
GDB stops. In non-stop mode, the IDE needs to
know which threads have been started and stopped
as time progresses. An additional *running
event has been added to support this dynamic behavior.

Before executing any command that affects thread run
control, GDB needs to determine if that thread is currently executing. If it is, the command is rejected.
It should be emphasized that in non-stop mode, clarity
and correctness of MI is very important; hence the need
for additional notifications. We implemented changes to
make variable object commands work in threaded programs, and also some internal changes to improve the
structure of MI processing code.
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Future Directions

With non-stop debugging in place it becomes feasible
to use GDB for multi-process or multi-core debugging.
Existing solutions to this often involve a single GDB
instance per process or core. They use an IDE to deal
with the synchronization between the GDB instances.
This is tractable for a few processes or a few cores,
but quickly runs into scalability issues. Running tens
of GDB instances on the host and tens of GDB servers
on the targets quickly uses up resources. From GDB’s
point of view, separate processes are just like separate
threads except that they may run in their own address
spaces (depending on the operating system). As separate processes can run different programs, GDB’s program loader must manage multiple programs. However,
it can already do this for single address-space systems
due to the work we have already contributed. It will not
be overly complicated to add process identification to
program state and use that for memory accesses. Processes can show up as an additional level in the now familiar view of a program consisting of multiple threads.
This arrangement allows GDB to take care of program
synchronization, and leaves the IDE free to focus on
data presentation and user interaction.
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Abstract
gold is a new ELF linker recently added to the GNU
binutils. I discuss why it made sense to write a new
linker rather than extend the existing one. I describe the
architecture of the linker, and new features. I present
performance measurements. I discuss future plans for
the linker. I discuss the use of C++ in writing system
tools.

than a speed bump in the path of the compile/edit/debug
cycle. Smoothing out the bump is a useful step in making programmers’ lives easier.
Note: this paper assumes an understanding of basic
linker concepts such as symbols, sections, and relocations. It also assumes a basic understanding of the ELF
object file format.

2
1

Investigation

Motivation

For large programs the linker is a significant part of the
compile/edit/debug cycle. When you change a single
source file, other than a header file, the compiler need
only be invoked once, and it need only look at that
source file. The linker needs to look at every input file.
When you change many files, or a single header file included by many source files, the compilation may be
run in parallel on a cluster of machines via distcc or
a similar program. The linker must be run serially.
In this paper I will consider a program P. P is based on
a Google internal program; the source code is not available. It is written largely in C++. P has over 1300 input
objects. When fully linked, P is over 700M. There are
over 400,000 global symbols in the global symbol table
built by the linker.

In May, 2006, I began planning how to speed up the
linker. Since every modern free software operating system uses the ELF object file format, my focus was on
improving linker performance for ELF. I was already
familiar with the implementation of the GNU linker. I
was the primary author of the core of the GNU linker,
which I implemented in late 1993 and early 1994 based
on a design by Steve Chamberlain. At the time the GNU
linker did not fully support the ELF object file format.
The design and implementation were optimized for the
a.out and COFF formats. In mid-1994 Eric Youngdale
and I added ELF support to the GNU linker, fitting it
into the existing design.
At a very high level, the GNU linker follows these steps:
• Walk over all the input files, identifying the symbols and the input sections.

Building P from scratch using a compilation cluster using the GNU linker takes 11 minutes, 22 seconds. Of
that, the link time is 2 minutes, 28 seconds, 21% of the
total time. When a single source file, other than a header
file, is modified, less memory is required by the build
system, more of the input objects are available in the
disk cache, and the link time is 1 minute, 11 seconds.
However, since the largest single file in P takes just 25
seconds to recompile without optimization, the link time
dominates the total time required to rebuild for testing.
Most programmers do not think about the linker and do
not use any linker features. The linker is nothing more

• Walk over the linker script, assigning each input
section to an output section based on its name.
• Walk over the linker script again, assigning addresses to the output sections.
• Walk over the input files again, copying input sections to the output file and applying relocations.
This structure makes several aspects of ELF linking
awkward.
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ELF includes relocation types which do not simply
modify section contents, but also create entries in special linker created tables such as the Global Offset Table (GOT) and the Procedure Linkage Table (PLT). The
final definition of a symbol—whether it is defined locally or in a dynamic object, whether it is hidden—
determines the exact treatment of these relocations. The
GNU linker reads the ELF relocations during the first
pass over the input files. At that time, of course, the final
definition of a symbol is not yet known. The GNU linker
uses some mildly complicated bookkeeping to track relocations applied to each symbol in order to figure out
how to handle them.
This bookkeeping is merely awkward. What is more
serious is that in order to implement it, the GNU linker
must walk the entire symbol table. Recall that program
P has over 400,000 symbols. Each walk over the symbol
table is a time-consuming process.
In fact, the GNU linker is profligate when it comes to
walking the symbol table. A typical ELF link will walk
the symbol table for each of these tasks:
• Assign versions to symbols.
• Set values of symbols defined in dynamic objects.
• Build the GOT and PLT tables.
• See whether any relocations apply to a read-only
section.

ELF in the GNU linker. The ELF support is implemented with a set of hooks, and the symbol table is
the only common data structure available to every hook.
(By comparison, gold walks the symbol table three
times in a normal link.)
The GNU linker is implemented on top of the BFD library. This means that an entry in the ELF linker symbol table is implemented by layering on top of the standard BFD linker symbol table. Most of the ELF backends then layer additional information on top of the basic ELF information. The multiple layers duplicate information, and prevent optimizing for alignment. The
result is that for a 32-bit i386 link, each entry in the
symbol table is 80 bytes, and for a 64-bit x86_64 link,
each entry is 156 bytes. (By comparison, in the gold
symbol table, for a 32-bit link the entries are 48 bytes,
and for a 64-bit link the entries are 68 bytes.) Another
consequence of this layering is that the GNU linker must
encode ELF symbol versions in the symbol name, which
leads to some complexity.
As seen above, the linker script is at the heart of the
GNU linker. The linker script is based on section names,
whereas ELF makes most decisions based on section
types and flags (in fact, the only decisions the ELF linker
must make based on section names are GNU extensions
added to the GNU linker without considering how to
best implement them in ELF). The result is a rather complicated linker script, and, more importantly, a lot of
section name pattern matching. (gold avoids this in
the normal case by not using a default linker script.)

• Find symbol version dependencies.
• Compute the hash code of dynamic symbols.
• Adjust the values of symbols in merged sections.
• Allocate common symbols.
• Number dynamic symbols which are forced local.
• Number the remaining dynamic symbols.
• Set the string offsets for dynamic symbols.
• Output symbols which were forced local.
• Output the remaining symbols.
While some of these walks could be eliminated fairly
easily, their existence is a signal of the awkward fit of

The linker script also means that the linker must operate in terms of sections. ELF has both segments and
sections, and it is more natural for the linker to operate
in terms of segments. The GNU linker must assign addresses to sections rather than segments, which creates a
complicated and historically buggy piece of code which
assigns the sections to segments.
A basic design decision of BFD, and therefore of the
GNU linker, is to run the same code for both normal
and cross linking. This means that all linking information read from an object file is read by calling through a
function pointer which reads the data byte by byte and
shifts it into place. It’s not possible to reliably use byteswapping macros like htonl because the alignment is
not known. (gold uses C++ templates to avoid this byte
swapping overhead, as described further below).
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The ELF support in the GNU linker is split into four
different parts which communicate via a loosely-defined
set of function pointers.
• The target independent linker code, which handles
the linker script and drives the linking process.

3

Architecture

As mentioned above, the main goal of gold is faster
linking. Accordingly, it is ELF only. ELF is the only
object file format which matters on free software systems. There is no way to support multiple object file
formats without running at least slightly slower.

• The ELF linker emulation code.
• The ELF linker proper in BFD.
• The processor specific support being used for a particular link.

These interfaces do not necessarily make the linker slow,
but they do make it difficult to implement substantial
changes. The module separation is historical rather than
logical.
BFD and the GNU linker are written in C. This makes it
harder to change data structures, such as from a linked
list to a hash table. It also makes it harder to implement
an automatically resizing hash table. Thus the GNU
linker can run into significant slowdowns on large programs, as the code uses data structures which turn out to
be inadequate but are nontrivial to change. For example,
BFD provides a nice automatically resizing hash table,
but the key must be a string. Any code that wants to use
a different key type is out of luck.
I’ve known about these difficulties with the GNU linker
for some time. Many of them are the fault of the original implementor of the code—that is to say, they are
largely my fault. While many people worked on the
GNU linker, I did much of the original implementation
and thus laid the groundwork for these issues. That said,
I think I first proposed a rewrite to avoid using BFD in
1993. Only recently was it possible for me to devote the
time required for the task.
It would be possible to make significant incremental
improvements to the performance of the GNU linker
for ELF. However, I have believed for some time that
the best choice is to redesign the linker with ELF in
mind. Removing the BFD library and taking linker
scripts out of the heart of the linker are not incremental
improvements; they are a complete rewrite. I decided
that it made more sense to implement a new linker from
scratch.

I also decided to write it in C++. While it is possible to
argue performance of C vs. C++ on many levels, C++
has a feature which is not easily available in C: template
specialization. I used this to avoid the slowdown due
to byte swapping; I discuss this in more detail below.
Using C++ also permitted easy use of different types of
data structures; this could have been done in C as well,
but is easier in C++.
At a high level, gold follows these steps:

• Walk over the input files, identifying the symbols
and the input sections.
• Walk over the input files again, reading the relocations and building the PLT and GOT.
• Assign output sections to output segments, and assign addresses to the output segments.
• Walk over the input files again, copying input sections to the output file and applying relocations.

As can be seen, the main differences from the GNU
linker are the second walk over the input file to read the
relocations, and the omission of the linker script.
Using a second walk over the input files to read the relocations simplifies the symbol handling. It also avoids
a walk over the symbol table. It is better to focus on the
subset of symbols which need GOT or PLT entries.
Because there is no default linker script, input sections
can be assigned to output sections as they are read. The
output sections are then easily grouped into output segments based on their type and flags (read-only, writable,
executable) rather than according to the addresses set in
the linker script. (gold does also support linker scripts
for compatibility purposes; linker scripts use a different
code path for section and segment layout.)
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3.1

Threads

gold is multi-threaded. The intent of the threading support is to permit the linker to overlap disk tasks (e.g.,
reading the input symbol table) and CPU tasks (e.g.,
processing the symbol table). The link process is split
up into tasks. Tasks essentially form a directed graph,
in that a given task may not be started until one or
more other tasks have completed. There are very few
fine-grained locks. A pool of worker threads picks up
tasks as they are available. Unfortunately, using multiple threads has not proved to be a significant performance improvement in practice. It is a minor improvement in some cases, a minor slowdown in others. I am
continuing to investigate whether this is due to bugs in
the implementation or is somehow inherent in the linking process or the work-queue model.
3.2

C++

C++ template specialization permits the same code to be
compiled in multiple different ways. The closest similar
feature in C is preprocessor macros. However, template
specialization is type safe, and has much better debugger
support.
gold uses this to implement byte swapping. Any
function which reads linking information from an input
file—e.g., section headers, symbol table entries, relocation entries—is implemented as a template based on
the class of the output ELF file (an integer, either 32
or 64) and on whether the output ELF file is big or little endian. The function then reads values using the
template function Swap<size, big_endian>::
readval. When the endianness of the host and the
target are the same, this is specialized into a simple load
from memory. When the endianness differs, this is a
memory load followed by a byte swap. The linker ensures that the ELF data is aligned as needed. This is a
time/space tradeoff, in that it makes gold itself larger,
since multiple versions of various functions are compiled (although configure options may be used to
only build specific versions).
It follows that, unlike the GNU linker, gold does not
execute the same code on all systems. The code is
customized based on the endianness. The __BYTE_
ORDER macro from <endian.h> is used to select the
appropriate version of the template function at compile
time. This does raise the possibility of unexpected bugs

in cross linkers. Fortunately the code in question is relatively small and easy to inspect.
This approach should be more clear if you look at the
source code in the figures.
Not all of the code in gold is templatized. There are
various places where non-templatized code must call
templatized code. This generally takes the form of a
switch statement on the target, returning an enumerated value, e.g., TARGET_32_LITTLE for a 32-bit little endian target. This switch is evaluated at runtime,
and leads to a call to a function where the choices are
evaluated at compile time.
As mentioned above, the other advantage of C++ is easy
access to flexible data structures. For example, gold
currently uses 22 different hash tables. They have several different key types; only three of them have char*
keys (three have std::string keys). Adding a new
hash table to gold is as easy as writing a typedef.
Adding a new hash table to BFD generally requires
writing four functions or macros. Similarly, gold uses
many instances of std::vector for lists of items
where the final number is unknown. The corresponding code in BFD requires explicit size checks and calls
to realloc, the details of which are different for each
instance.
Using C++ does require that gold be able to find the
C++ library at runtime. This is not a problem normally,
but is something to consider when building gold with
an uninstalled compiler.
3.3

Merge sections

When linking code written in C or C++, one of the
slower parts of the linker is the handling of merge sections. These are sections with the SHF_MERGE flag
set, and are used to hold read-only constants, including
string constants. When the linker finds the same constant in different input files, it merges them into a single
instance of the constant in the output file. This reduces
the size of the program and hopefully improves cache
behaviour. A similar sort of merging is used for exception frame data found in .eh_frame sections.
This requires building a hash table to hold the constant
values in order to find duplicates, which is easy enough.
The harder part is that there are, naturally, relocations
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struct Endian
{
public:
static const bool host_big_endian = __BYTE_ORDER == __BIG_ENDIAN;
};
// Valtype_base is a template based on size (8, 16, 32, 64) which
// defines the type Valtype as the unsigned integer, and
// Signed_valtype as the signed integer, of the specified size.
template<int size>
struct Valtype_base;
template<>
struct Valtype_base<32>
{
typedef uint32_t Valtype;
typedef int32_t Signed_valtype;
};
//
//
//
//
//

Convert_endian is a template based on size and on whether the host
and target have the same endianness. It defines the type Valtype
as Valtype_base does, and also defines a function convert_host
which takes an argument of type Valtype and returns the same value,
but swapped if the host and target have different endianness.

template<int size, bool same_endian>
struct Convert_endian;
template<int size>
struct Convert_endian<size, true>
{
typedef typename Valtype_base<size>::Valtype Valtype;
static inline Valtype
convert_host(Valtype v)
{ return v; }
};
template<>
struct Convert_endian<32, false>
{
typedef Valtype_base<32>::Valtype Valtype;
static inline Valtype
convert_host(Valtype v)
{ return bswap_32(v); }
};

Figure 1: Template specialization for efficient swapping 1

which refer to the constants. When processing those relocations, the output must refer to the location of the
constants in the merged output section. This processing is much more complicated than ordinary relocation
processing, which just needs the value of a symbol. In
my initial implementation, looking up the address of a
merged constant took over 25% of the total CPU time
when linking program P.
The GNU linker implements this lookup by looking for
the constant in the input section and doing a hash table
lookup in the constant table. This is not a bad approach,
but it requires saving the input section contents in mem-

ory, and it requires recomputing the hash code each time
a relocation refers to the constant. I chose instead to
build a mapping from an input section offset to an output section offset. Given a relocation, the input section
offset can be determined from the symbol and the addend. The mapping can then be used to efficiently find
the output section offset. As it turned out, to make this
efficient in practice, I had to build a separate mapping
for each input merge section, and I had to build a temporary cache while processing an input file. Getting the
right data structures to make this efficient was one of the
most difficult parts in gold.
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//
//
//
//

Convert is a template based on size and on whether the target is
big endian. It defines Valtype and convert_host like
Convert_endian. That is, it is just like Convert_endian except in
the meaning of the second template parameter.

template<int size, bool big_endian>
struct Convert
{
typedef typename Valtype_base<size>::Valtype Valtype;
static inline Valtype
convert_host(Valtype v)
{
return Convert_endian<size, big_endian == Endian::host_big_endian>
::convert_host(v);
}
};
//
//
//
//
//
//

Swap is a template based on size and on whether the target is big
endian. It defines the type Valtype and the functions readval and
writeval. The functions read and write values of the appropriate
size out of buffers, swapping them if necessary. readval and
writeval are overloaded to take pointers to the appropriate type or
pointers to unsigned char.

template<int size, bool big_endian>
struct Swap
{
typedef typename Valtype_base<size>::Valtype Valtype;
static inline Valtype
readval(const Valtype* wv)
{ return Convert<size, big_endian>::convert_host(*wv); }
};
// This is how the template specializations and function inlining
// works, assuming Endian::host_big_endian is false (i.e.,
// __BYTE_ORDER == __LITTLE_ENDIAN in <endian.h>.
//
Swap<32, false>::readval(wv)
// => Convert<32, false>::convert_host(*wv)
// => Convert_endian<size, true>::convert_host(*wv)
// => *wv
// In other words, the call to Swap::readval turns into a memory load
// at compile time.

Figure 2: Template specialization for efficient swapping 2

4

Performance

Using gold when building program P from scratch
takes 1 minute 15 seconds, which is 50% of the time
taken by GNU ld. Using gold when one source file
is changed takes 13 seconds, which is 18% of the time
taken by GNU ld. The difference is primarily how
much of the input is in the disk cache. These comparisons were done with a version of GNU ld between 2.17
and 2.18, which had itself been tuned for performance
on large C++ programs by increasing some hash table
sizes.

For a simple hello world program, there is less scope
for improvement. When linking dynamically, the GNU
linker takes 0.063 seconds and gold takes 0.040 seconds, 63% of the time. When linking statically, the
GNU linker takes 0.178 seconds, and gold takes 0.083
seconds, 46% of the time.
gold itself a medium sized C++ program, some 50,000
lines of code. When linking gold, the GNU linker
takes 1.137 seconds and gold takes 0.522 seconds,
45% of the time.
In general testing, gold ranges from twice as fast to
five times as fast, depending on the input. Generally the
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larger the program, the bigger the improvement.

5

Features

Although gold is focused on speed, it does have a couple of new features.
gold has a new --detect-odr-violations option, which looks for potential violations of the C++
ODR rule. The C++ ODR rule says that a given name
may only refer to a single object. It is fairly easy to
violate in a large C++ program by, say, defining two different template classes with the same name in different
input files. This is forbidden, but it is difficult to detect
in practice, and the C++ standard does not require the
compiler to report it.
gold uses a heuristic to find potential ODR violations:
if the same symbol is seen defined in two different input files, and the two symbols have different sizes, then
gold looks at the debugging information in the input
objects. If the debugging information suggests that the
symbols were defined in different source files, gold reports a potential ODR violation. This approach has both
false negatives and false positives. However, it is reasonably reliable at detecting problems when linking unoptimized code. It is much easier to find these problems
at link time than to debug cases where the wrong symbol
is used at runtime.
gold has a new --compress-debug-sections option, which compresses the debugging information using the zlib library. The debugging information is
highly compressible, and this option typically reduces
it to half the original size. Parsing the debug information to eliminate duplicates would also be effective, and
should be implemented in the future; it will decrease the
time required for the debugger to read the information,
but likely at the cost of increasing link time.

6

Future plans

The future plans for gold are, naturally enough, to
make it faster. Two main approaches are planned.
6.1

Concurrent Linking

When using a compilation cluster, the object files will
be generated in parallel. It is possible to run the linker

in parallel with the compilations. As each object is compiled, the linker can read the symbols and sections out of
it and do an initial link. It can put the sections into place
in the output file, and record relocations against symbols
which have not yet been resolved. As more object files
are seen, more of the relocations can be resolved.
The resulting output file will not be identical to the
non-concurrent output, and will in fact be slightly less
efficient—there will be wasted space between output
sections. The expectation is that it will be okay to pay
a small penalty in executable size and runtime in return
for much faster link times. When using distributed compilation, the actual link time might be reducible to nearzero, as the linker will operate while the system would
otherwise be waiting for compilations to complete.
6.2

Incremental Linking

Concurrent linking is optimized for the case where
many objects are being rebuilt. When only a few objects are being rebuilt, incremental linking is a more
useful approach. Incremental linking modifies an existing executable by inserting new object code. Where
the new object code is the same size or smaller, it can
simply overwrite the existing object code. When it gets
larger, the incremental linker will have to find new space
to store it.
Incremental linking requires storing relocation information in the executable so that all relocations can be updated as required. It also requires storing additional
symbol information, so that the symbol table may be adjusted appropriately in case the set of symbols defined in
the object changes.
As with concurrent linking, the resulting output file will
be slightly less efficient. Again this seems a price worth
paying to significantly decrease link times for large programs. Incremental linking is a particularly natural fit
with incremental compilation approaches.

7

C++ System Tools

gold was among other things an experiment in writing
a system tool in C++. I believe it was a successful one.
gold does run significantly faster than GNU ld. The
gold executable itself is nearly four times larger than
GNU ld, but that is at least in part due to an explicit
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tradeoff: much of the code in gold is in fact compiled
four times, for 32-bit vs. 64-bit and for big vs. little endian. (A version of gold configured to only build one
version of that code was 2.5 times larger than GNU ld.)
I encountered some problems with different versions of
g++. g++ 3.2 is unable to compile gold at all, getting confused by template specializations with no parameters. g++ 4.1 had trouble with uninitialized const
iterators for at least one STL type. g++ 4.3.0 did not
recognize attributes on template function declarations.
When experimenting with different compilers, I occasionally ran into trouble with not being able to find a
sufficiently new version of libstdc++. This was easily fixed by setting LD_LIBRARY_PATH. However,
it might be desirable to have an option analogous to
-static-libgcc which requests a static link of libstdc++.
gcc does not need to use the template specialization
tricks that gold uses. However, gcc would benefit
from easy access to flexible data structures—just take
a look at vec.h to see what is being done in C. I believe that it would be appropriate to now start using C++
in gcc, and I would like to encourage everybody to consider that seriously.

8
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Abstract

2. Incremental code generation. This task is in development.

The incremental compiler is intended to address perennial complaints about GCC’s compile time, ideally by
making compile time roughly proportional to the “size”
of a change. The incremental GCC runs as a server and
efficiently shares declarations across compilations. Currently the C front end works incrementally; eventually
the C++ front end will be converted, and the compiler
will perform incremental code generation as well.

3. Modifications to the C++ front end. This item has
not been started.

1

Overview

It is a well-known trick in C++ circles that including
all the program source files into a single large source
file can reduce overall build time. This observation is
the foundation of the basic idea behind the incremental compiler, which is to share parsed pieces of program
text across compilations. This sharing is done by running GCC as a server, much like the earlier compileserver[5] project.
Very early on, I decided that the incremental compiler
must be very easy to use. I reasoned that it would increase use of the new code if users did not need to modify their project Makefiles in order to use it. A user starts
the server with gcc --server, and then sets the environment variable GCCSERVER. The gcc driver recognizes this setting and sends jobs to the compile server
for processing.

4. Incremental linker. This is wishful thinking.

2

Server-ization

Surprisingly few generic changes were necessary in order to turn GCC into a compile server. The core of the
server is less than 1000 lines of code; this includes interrupt handling and the communication protocol. The
driver changes are trivial.
A few modules did require the addition of cleanup code,
though much of this is handled automatically by the
garbage collector.
I also modified GCC to garbage collect IDENTIFIER_
NODE trees. This was needed so that server memory
use did not grow unduly, but it has the nice side benefit
of saving a reasonable amount of memory in ordinary
compilations.
The compile server tries to decouple the front end from
the middle end a bit more. In particular, it delays gimplification and handoff to cgraph until parsing and
semantic analysis are complete. It also delays any assembly output until this time; this required some minor
changes in dwarf2out.c.

I tried to break up the project into discrete milestones,
where each milestone is useful by itself. My goal here
was to avoid having a single, large project on a branch
for too long; each milestone ought to be merge-worthy.
In order, the milestones are:

The server communication protocol is ad hoc. Communication is done over a unix-domain socket; a client
sends command-line options and working directory, and
then a request to compile. The client also sends its
stderr file descriptor over the socket, so that messages from the compile server go to the right place.

1. Server-izing, plus modifications to the C front end.
This is largely complete.

The server sets its internal state based on the uploaded
options, manages its file descriptors, and then runs the
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requested compilation. Note that it is the server that
starts the assembler, not the client—this is important for
incremental code generation.

struct s;
/* hunk 1 */
struct s { int field; }; /* hunk 2 */
Figure 1: First Compilation

Currently only cc1 can run as a server. I plan to have
each compiler run as a separate server; I don’t see much
value in trying to fit all the front ends into a single process. The compiler base name (e.g., “cc1”) is included
into the connection socket’s name to facilitate this.

struct s;
/* hunk A */
struct s { int lose; }; /* hunk B */
struct s { int field; }; /* hunk C */
Figure 2: Second Compilation

3

The C Front End

I chose the C front end to be the first milestone both
because it is the simpler of the front ends, and because
the existence of -combine allowed a prototype to be
written easily.
The incremental compiler works by analyzing the output of the C preprocessor, looking for reuse opportunities. I investigated including the preprocessor in the
model, but after much planning, this looked too complicated. Instead, I reasoned that incremental preprocessing could be implemented later and then composed with
incremental parsing.
3.1

Tree Reuse

Reusing parsed declarations across different compilations is a multi-step procedure.
First, the main parsing loop makes a quick guess at the
bounds of a reusable “hunk.” The type of guessing, and
the size of the resulting hunk, varies based on a heuristic.
For text coming from files owned by the user, a hunk is a
single top-level declaration, for instance a typedef or
a function definition. For files not owned by the user,1 a
hunk’s boundaries are the locations of file-change events
as reported by the preprocessor. The rationale for this
difference is that files not owned by the current user are
less likely to change, and larger hunks yield less bookkeeping overhead.
Next, the parser computes the hunk’s signature. The signature is a checksum based on the contents of the tokens
in the hunk. Some relevant information about each token is included in the signature—though, notably, not
1 This is similar, but not identical, to the existing notion of system

headers.

the token’s source location. This omission lets the compiler reuse objects after some common kinds of edits,
for instance the addition of a comment.
The signature is looked up in a hash table to see whether
this particular hunk has ever been parsed before. If so,
we may have several candidate parsings from which to
choose.
If there is a parsed form of the hunk, we must evaluate
it for suitability. Any identifier looked up while parsing the body of a hunk registers a dependency in the
hunk between that identifier and the object to which it
resolves.
Then, when evaluating the suitability of a hunk, we perform these same lookups, which must yield the same
values. This check for equality is needed to ensure both
that a hunk is only reused when its dependencies are
reused and that it is not reused when there is some intervening code may change the meaning of those dependencies.
For instance, consider the code in Figure 1. Here, the
second hunk completes the struct declared in the first
hunk. Suppose we compile this code, and then compile
the code in Figure 2.
When compiling hunk A, the compiler will reuse the
trees created when hunk 1 was parsed. Then when examining hunk C, the compiler will find hunk 2 in the
map, since the tokens are the same. However, because
hunk 2 is not reusable due to the intervention of hunk
B, it is rejected by the equality check—in order to reuse
the trees from hunk 2, the previous binding of s must be
the tree from hunk 1.
Rather than checking for tree equality of prerequisites, it
would be possible to check for ABI compatibility. This
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would enable more reuse, at the expense of a potentially
slower check. This could also be done conditionally.
For example, it may be worthwhile to check ABI compatibility for functions definitions but not other objects.
It may also be worthwhile to add a special case for forward declarations of struct and union tags, as these
are very common.

struct s;
struct s *func (void);
struct s { int field; };
int value (void) {
return func()->field;
}
Figure 3: View Convert Example

In essence, the prerequisites form a dependency model
of the user’s program. If a textual change is made which
affects the tokens making up some declaration, then that
declaration must be re-parsed. This will affect the values
of bindings in the current compilation, thus requiring
a re-parse of all declarations referring (directly or indirectly) to the changed declaration. If a modified declaration has few users, few objects will need to be re-parsed,
and recompilation will be fast. If a modified declaration
has many users, then more work must be done.
If a suitable parsed hunk is found, then the declarations
from this hunk are mapped into the symbol table.
Otherwise, we proceed to parse the hunk. While parsing
we note dependencies, and when we’ve finished parsing
the hunk we add it to the table. We might see several
hunks with the same signature but different dependencies. The table is designed to accommodate this, as this
is common in typical programs.
3.2

Decl Smashing

In order to make hunk reuse work properly, I had to remove “decl smashing” from the C front end. Formerly,
the C front end would “smash” together multiple declarations into the same tree object. If the incremental
compiler tried to reuse such a smashed declaration, it
could end up with information visible to an old compilation but not available to the current compilation.
For example, consider Figure 1 again. In the unmodified compiler, a single RECORD_TYPE tree is created
while parsing the first hunk, and then the same tree is
overwritten while parsing the second hunk.
Rather than smash declarations, the incremental front
end makes a new copy for each declaration in the source.
Whenever a copy is made, the compiler notes the equivalency in a table, called the “smash map.” In the above
example, a separate RECORD_TYPE tree is created in
each hunk.

While parsing expressions, we may sometimes need to
refer to the smash map and insert VIEW_CONVERT_
EXPR conversions to account for the update.2
For example, consider the code in Figure 3. When parsing the function value, the TREE_TYPE of func will
refer to the first, incomplete declaration of s.
If left alone, this would result in a compile-time error.
Instead, at this point, we look up s in the smash map.
This yields the complete definition of s, and we wrap
the INDIRECT_REF in a VIEW_CONVERT_EXPR,
casting from the incomplete s to the complete variant.
This VIEW_CONVERT_EXPR treatment turns out to be
needed in relatively few places in the front end.
Later, during gimplification, we remove the VIEW_
CONVERT_EXPR casts again, allowing the optimizers
to do their job. This is currently done by re-smashing
trees in a subprocess, so as not to effect future reuse.
Using a subprocess also has the nice effect of not needing to worry about resetting state in various middle- and
back-end modules.
Note that reused trees may still be modified. It is difficult in GCC to ensure that any given tree is completely
immutable, and so we only achieve “relative immutability.” In practice this means that some fields—e.g.,
TREE_USED—can be reset and reused in each compilation, while others—roughly those corresponding to
the text of the declaration—are considered untouchable.
In some cases the reuse can be extreme; for instance
the language-specific fields of an IDENTIFIER_NODE
may be modified frequently during a compilation, but
are NULL once it has completed. Unfortunately there
is no high road to understanding which fields may be
modified in a given front end; understanding of the front
end’s logic and some trial-and-error are needed.
2 VIEW_CONVERT_EXPR

was chosen only for convenience; in
another front end I would most likely have introduced a new tree
code.
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3.3

Memory Management

In order to prevent the server’s memory use from growing without bound, the server uses a heuristic to decide
which trees to keep and which to discard.
Currently the heuristic is based on the notion of a compilation job. A job is a mapping from an object file
name to a set of parsed hunks; I chose object rather than
source file names because it is not uncommon to compile a source file multiple times in a given project.
When a new job is submitted which has the same object
file name as an earlier job, we keep the old job’s hunk
set while compiling the new job, and discard the old set
when the new job is finished. This is done because the
old and new jobs typically share a large number of trees.
3.4

Open Problems

There are two open problems with the C front end modifications.
First, the dependency checking for hunk reuse does not
take into account the state of pragmas that may be in
effect. This can easily be fixed by including some information about pragma state in a hunk’s prerequisites.
Second, the move to mapped locations made it possible
for the server to run out of location numbers. My current
plan is to replace a mapped location in saved tree with
an index into a (conceptual) token buffer; then when remapping declarations the location can be replaced with
the location of the token at that offset in the new hunk.

When running as a server, the incremental C front end
is faster than the ordinary front end for some programs.
There is a lot of variance here; I speculate that the
speedup seen depends on the amount of reuse that is
possible, and perhaps even the kinds of hunks seen.
So, for instance, the compile server is approximately
30% faster when compiling Gnome[1] zenity (a small
program) and 5% faster when building the Gnome
panel. On the other hand, it shows no speedup when
building the src tree (I used a checkout including
gdb[4] and binutils[2]) or GNU make[3].
Seeing any speedup here is somewhat of a surprise—the
C front end is not excessively slow and does not dominate -ftime-report output in my experiments. I
expect to see better speedups from incremental code
generation (for the recompilation case), and from work
done on the C++ front end.
Nevertheless, more work here is needed to characterize
the improvement. Some interesting avenues are seeing
whether the size of the project is important, how much
the ratio of system- to user-headers matters, and whether
having multiple variants of a given hunk affects the outcome.
The overhead associated with hunks and their prerequisites is not very large. The parsed form of the entire src
tree results in a cc1 process that uses 163 megabytes of
memory.3

5

Future Milestones

5.1

4

Incremental Code Generation

Results

First, and most importantly, the incremental compiler
does not appear to be any slower than the trunk compiler.
This is an important result, because it means that the
non-decl-smashing front end should still be suitable for
general use.
The initial prototype work was all done using
-combine. I observed large speedups and memory use
improvements using the decl-sharing code in this mode;
however at the time of writing this is broken, so there
are no concrete numbers worth reporting. Nevertheless,
this work will improve -combine and thus be useful
even without incremental code generation.

The server-ized compiler with its incremental front end
can easily tell which functions need to be recompiled. If
a function’s tree was mapped in from an already-parsed
hunk, then we have already compiled it. Otherwise, we
have never seen it before, and so it must undergo code
generation.
Incremental code generation, the second milestone for
this project, will take advantage of this fact. Conceptually, this will work by saving the object code for a
compiled function, and then reusing this object code as
needed.
3 Just

a hair below Emacs—and thus reasonable.
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At the time of writing, I have not implemented incremental code generation. I am considering a couple possible approaches:
• Make a single object file for each definition, and
relink these object files, using ld -r, to produce
the object file the user actually asked for.
This could be done either in gcc directly, or by
modifying the assembler to emit multiple object
files, split at definition boundaries.
This approach requires a cache of object files managed by the server.
• Rather than make many small object files, emit an
object file containing the modified functions. Then,
run the linker in a special mode to stitch together
the previous object file and the new one, with definitions in the new object file being preferred.

5.3

C++

I plan to begin work on the C++ front end after finishing incremental code generation. Given that the C++
compiler generally spends more time in the front end
than the C compiler, I expect greater speedups there.
I hope to use similar implementation techniques in the
C++ compiler as were used in the C compiler; but as
C++ is a more complex language, some differences will
be needed.
5.4

Incremental Linker

The final deliverable is an incremental linker. It does
not do much good to have an incremental compiler if
users end up having to wait for a very slow link step.
Hopefully gold[7] or the elfutils linker will solve
the problem before I get to this point.

I’m currently working on a prototype of the second idea,
using objcopy rather than a linker modification. My
initial draft updates the front end to track whether a
function must be recompiled, and passes this information to cgraph. This yielded an addition 30% speedup
when recompiling an unmodified zenity.

6

Code generation is currently done by calling fork in
the server process before gimplification. One reason for
this is to allow the C front end to re-smash decls and
types before gimplification.

There are two as-yet-unsolved problems in incremental
code generation.

I looked into making a multi-threaded compile server, to
take advantage of multi-core machines. However, this is
somewhat ugly5 and difficult, would require a stronger
guarantee than the “relative immutability” implemented
in the current tree sharing approach, and would interact
poorly with fork. Instead, I intend to add a -j option
to gcc --server, and start multiple compile servers.
This is not quite as good as multi-threading, but it is
much simpler to implement.

First, handling debug info is tricky, because we omit location information from hunk signatures. If a declaration does move, we want to update the debug info, ideally without recompiling the entire function.

The compile server may be usefully integrated into
IDEs—for instance, for analysis or smart completion. This could be easily done via extensions to the
client/server protocol.

Second, because we do code generation in a child process, the compile server does not know what inlining
decisions are made, or what changes are likely to make
a function become a candidate for inlining. These problems may derail the idea of using ABI compatibility
rather than identity comparisons for tree reuse. However, one possible fix would be to provide feedback from
the code generator to the server.

Forking for code generation may interact poorly with
the garbage collector. In particular the child process
may dirty many pages unnecessarily. So far I have only
been able to picture relatively drastic solutions: do not
fork, implement a generational GC, or remove the GC

5.2

Open Problems in Code Generation

Wild Speculation

Currently, the lower bound on incremental compilation
is the time needed to preprocess the incoming jobs. This
will likely prove to be too slow4 ; in this case, an incremental preprocessor[6] could be written.

4 Considering

that the ideal situation would be that insignificant
changes are recompiled beneath the user’s perceptual threshold.
5 To the tune of 841 __thread variables.
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entirely. Removing the need to fork is attractive as it
would re-enable investigation into multi-threading; this
is the most likely candidate for further investigation.
Any change to reduce the size of a tree node is likely to
affect the incremental compiler more than other uses of
GCC. I may look into shrinking a node or two.
It may be worthwhile to delete the bodies of noninlineable functions. As these functions will not be recompiled, the bodies are not needed after the initial code
generation.
The current implementation can only scale to programs
that will fit in memory. It might be interesting to reuse
machinery from the LTO project to write out hunks, and
then only cache the most frequently used hunks in memory.

7

Comparison With Earlier Work

This implementation differs from an earlier attempt at a
compile server[5] in a number of ways.
The old server attempted to integrate preprocessing into
the model. According to the paper, this was unfinished.
The new approach ignores the preprocessor for the time
being.
The old server attempted (though again, according to the
paper, this was unfinished) to avoid the decl-smashing
problem by the use of an undo buffer. The new code
separates each instance of a declaration.
The current code lifts a number of restrictions documented in the previous paper:
• All preprocessor-related difficulties are gone, as we
ignore the preprocessor.
• The earlier approach documented difficulties with
“non-nesting,” for instance the use of conditional
compilation inside a declaration, or the use of
extern "C". There is a similar problem with the
new approach but it is easily handled by the hunk
boundary computation code.
• In the new code, objects need not be declared in
a single location, as we omit the location from the
hunk checksum.

8

Conclusion

The incremental compiler project intends to reduce the
typical edit-compile-debug cycle by speeding up the
compile step in common cases. The compile server is
already usable for real programs, and provides a modest
speedup in some cases. It may also make -combine
more practical. Future work promises to deliver even
better performance. In addition to the benefits to users,
this project tries to provide some benefits to GCC as
well, in the form of further separation of the front and
back ends, and other general cleanups.

9

Extra

I’d like to thank Red Hat for funding this work and Mark
Wielaard for his excellent comments on early drafts of
this paper.
The code for this project is all in svn, on the
incremental-compiler branch. There is also
a wiki page at http://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/
IncrementalCompiler.
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